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The last name and closed switch number will be displayed on the screen along with the two cable colors that are connected to that particular switch. CA entry volt test to the DMD controller plate. The main program of the CPU Board is not always identified. Make sure that each fin coil has the two required diodes, that the diodes are good and that
they are soldiers to the coil orejetas with a quality welding joint. Remember that the nominal voltage fall through a typical diode is .5 a .7 V CC. If any of the eligric lasses hits the switch matrix, it can easily destroy the LM339 and possibly its output diode. These connectors must repainted as minimum with at least new pins (connector housings can be
salvageable) for a long -term solution. It should measure around 18 VCC. 5.8.5 8 High-power PCB assembly (A-16116) A high-power 8 PCB controller plate as used on Twilight Zonethe 8 high-power PCB was only used in the Twilight area. Increase, it is possible that the game works correctly in all aspects, apart from the GI attenuation with half of the
open bridge. When this happens, the reset sometimes results. Click the image to show the animation. The varistor will seem visually to be well. The damage has been well repaired with a only solid nose, soldier through the components of the versus "welded tachuela" to the trace, which makes an articulation of more strong welding. Without very care,
the veneer can be extracted or crack when the components are eliminated, especially the alkaline damaged components as they are in the MPU plates (after the batteries have leaked) and the "complementary tapas" as They are found in the OEM WPC feeding/conductor plates (in C5, for example,). Connections DCS sound plate filter capacitor. The
LM323K 5V regulator is a robust device, but can be derived with time up to the 4.8VDC design requirement. The subsequent catalogs would have these new pages included and were not blue. The solution is simple. Note that economic meters can give false readings here. 5.2.3 WPC-95 CPU The WPC-95 CPU is Third generation of the WPC CPU
design. The É¡ido test is to measure the high voltage using the technique described later in this section. The black panduit connector that Williams used in many masks is far superior to any gathered pin, with a 12A qualification (compared to 7a for trifurcon pins of phosphor-bonce). Take into account the small pãºrpura/green welded cable next to the
destination restoration coil (two purple/green cables of large caliber). Another thing to take into account is a "diode linked" connection with the set for games like Star Trek: the next generation. The Fliptronics Board will provide a path to the earth for the "power race" winding until the fin completes the race up, closing the EOS switch again. When
replacing this condenser, it is better to use a 100UF 25V capacitor. Send it to a professional. If your game has contacts at the upper end of those temperatures, then certainly, the smoke would be out ... later games are not affected. Or the fuse of the power circuit has exploited or there is a discontinuity in the power wiring from the driver's plate to
the coil. The "Z" connector, as used on Twilight Zone, etc. The board is used in the following games: Demolition Man Indiana Jones Road Show Star Trek: The Next Generation Twilight Zone. to the switch matrix. Similarly continue to test each Pin from J207 to each pin in J209. Here, the coil wrapping has been carried out, and then the enamel coating
in the winding of the coil is rubbed, causing some coil power to the coil support. It is always better to check the wiring in the game. Games like Funhouse sent with a 1m Rom, Jumper W2 in and Jumper W1. This was done to facilitate manufacturing and only for that reason. The Addams uses Q20 for the "swamp liberation" coil, Q22 for the "library
motor", Q24 for the "expulsion hole" and Q26 for the "engine of things", everything that a diode of tã Cteos. Procedure: Isolate isolate The LM323K metal box from the plate floor by cutting the dirt traces that run to the left and right from the nut on the back of the board that screwed the LM323K to the board. F112 protects both BR3 and the bridge
rectifier circuit on the Fiptronic II plate. In the last case, both LED102 and LED100 will be turned off. The repair in the sine is complicated. Sometimes, the thermistor may be visibly damaged. Summary scheme of the WPC-95 eligric driver plate showing the test LEDs and test points. Williams directs the emitters I opt for approximately 40 mA, which
makes the resistors get hot. Remember, you need a Triac of the Sector 4. The Z connector can be loose and/or rusty, contributing to a bad ellthic connection between the female connectors. 6.11. It is much more easy to replace the heat dissipator before reselling the new bridge rectifier. It is recommended to repeat this connection with a quality
trifurcon pin. So many shorts, of the GI; Lémpara matrix; Flashing; or solenoid wiring can destroy the driver. The tables often darken by heat, as can be seen in the adjacent image. Note: the coils driven by a flash unit (solenoids 17 to 20) or by special solenoid units (solenoids 21 to 28) require a "tied diode" connection. 6.28. In some moment of the
production of DMD controllers, Williams changed the business and compensation voltages of approximately -124VDC and -112VDC to approximately -112VDC and -100VDC. First we must determine whether the problem is on the MPU plate or the problem falls to the wiring to the currency door and/or the specific switch. The following actions can help
purify an individual plug failure: move the rotation plug that does not work to another place is working. 6.17.5 Low line voltage Step 1: Measure the line of medicine line in the wall plug in which the game is connected (not in the bank, as shown here). The crude point is turned on when any counter for any monitored switch goes to zero. It has been
documented that other tantalum numbers fail explosively, including C28 and C47. The most common reason why a WPC fin works is that any of the cables broke from the game to the Lug, or one of the winding cables of the coil, has separated from the orejeta of the coil and no longer It is connected to the coil. These connectors were originally
installed to admit the characteristics that were eliminated when the game went to production or perhaps settled as test connectors that could be used during assembly to ensure that all characteristics function properly. The welding side of a Williams Opto Typic. An excellent way to repair a high trace or a cracked passage hole is to create a welding
stitch between the traces on each side of a two -sided table. It was used to control the Topper fan. It is located under the lower left of the playing field. If D19 remains on, this is an indication that the blaning circuit is on, which prevents the game from impulse. Remove the connectors J206/J207, J208/209 and J212 from the bottom of the CPU (J206 and
J207 are electronicly equal and J208 and J209 are electroneically the same). You should read around 12VDC. It is a 100 âµf, 10 V capacitor, connected between 5VDC and Earth. However, the WPC-95 plate assembly integrates the Fliptronics plate capabilities on the eligric driver's plate. The matrix failure of the "map" created when J136 is
erroneously connected to Judge Dredd, a which seems to emerge quite frequently is caused by literally placing a square plug in a round hole. If the physical configuration of the DIP switch does not match the test indications T.15, then the DIP switch has failed, or U11, a 74LS240 has failed. Sound sound Board (A-13502) 5.8.8 Attack of the "Straze"
Table of Mars (A-20669) A-20669 attack from Mars StroBe Board The stroke strobe to the left is exclusive to Mars's attack. You should keep in mind that when Williams arrived at the WPC-95 system, anywhere they used to use a 100UF 10V filter capacitor now had a 25V 100U capacitor. The U15 output side cannot be tested effectively, since that is
the processor/ASIC data bus and must constantly and irregularly change states. The switches such as Flipper Optos are established in very low initial values, since the fins are hit in each ball. The emitters feed from the supply of +12V through a resistance of 260 ohms (the large blue resistances adjacent to the connector). All of determination of the
alternative problem: Try the feeding in the controller plate The previous diagram shows the simple route for the power regulation circuit of 12VDC. If the continuity of the wiring is verified, solve the problem like any other controlled time. This was caused by the blown trail. Matrix of general time that proves the libic control for the Ligo WPC matrix
can be tested by connecting a spare man with two bridge cables. Some switches are often not closed (such as Switch 55 located in the Pop White Water bumper garden) and some switches are simply not beaten by rookie players (such as the exit superior to Twilight Zone Mini Playfield). Determine if C31 has failed or is not a challenge without a ESR
meter. The trace of the row of the lamp is immediately under the column trail and is not affected. Keep in mind that the common replacement capacitors have a qualification of 35v and will work well for this application. Here you can find a video of of a successful screen test. J205, PIN 10 provides land (black wire) J205, Pin 11 is not used J205, pin 12
is a "enable" back to the color of the sign of the interface of the door of the currency to the cable of the cable to the cable of the cable Wire wire in J205 MPU Diode LM339 and the input pin U15 PIN in the left left /brown left J205-1 D15 U17-5 11 Center Chute Orange /Red J205-2 D16 U17-7 U17-7 Orange/black orange chute J205-3 D17 U17-11 15 4 º
Orange/Yellow J205-4 D18 U17-9 17 17 Orange Exhaust/Green J205-6 D11 U16-9 2 Orange/Blue J205-7 D12 U16-11 4 4 UP Orange/Violet J205-8 D13 U16-7 6 Enter Orange/Gray J205-9 D14 U16-5 8 DIRECT DEPURATION SWITCH PROBLEMS To discover the problem as much as possible, we will divide the problem into pieces into pieces more small.
This error can be corrected through two courts and two bridges, as illustrated in the image to the left. We provide this section to complete knowing that WPC games offer independent tests of the row of regular and columns as part of the diagnostics. LED103-TP103 Normally on. The coil has no power. One/both cables of the coil are not soldiers only
to the welding orchestra. Ordering the fire coil, obviously it will not. Sometimes, put the tape cable back at both ends "will solve the problem. General lighting connector WPC J115 (AC power in). The varistor in the feeding box may have done its work protecting the rest of the circuits of the game of the possibly tremendous overgrowth of energy. IDC
connectors in J504 and J505 take the sound to all speakers in the game. This side runs to the GI lamps and transports 6.3 Vac to the backbox, the playing field and the coins door through the Energy controllers connectors J120, J121 and J119 respectively. Keep in mind that this test cannot identify a good or bad integrated circuit with 100% certainty,
but it is preferable to use this test to eliminate chips unnecessarily. You must see a "null" reading. CC voltage medicine in pin 32 of the CC voltage game in CPU board. The manuals will generally claim otherwise. 5 - S5 ROM fails. The schemes for this Board are incorrect in the Addams family manual. The original piece of Williams is 5016-12978-00.
WMS A-12739-1 WPC Alfanumã © Rich PCB Controller Display 5.5 Point Matrix WPC WPC Bordering the WPC DMD screen and DMD controllers are common characteristics in the Pinball Machines of the 1990 Williams era. Another possible taxpayer to poor power connections are the welding joints of cracked header pin. 5.8.22 WPC/WPC-95 Co-gate
board The interface interface plate The interface plate of the La Moned the currency and the WPC switch matrix and the dedicated switches such as the "diagnostic" and the volume control buttons. The following table shows the number of Ligs and the driving transistor for each of the column pins. Williams Usó non -polarized tapas of 100 âµf/100V
underestimated on the board that often fail with the revealing "bulge" at one end. Simply cut both sides of the lid. This represents the rows of the line to be strobe. This test point will really measure 70 - 75 VDC, which is normal and expected. These can be acquired in the Pinball resource. Daã ± os's reduction of the alkaline in the WPC MPU is
generally more diffuse than Bally -17/-35 or Stern MPU-100/200 or Gottlieb System 80 Mpu. The footprints in the WPC MPU are more fine and abundant than in any of those boards. If a blown fuse is found, replace it. Each ball served decreases the counter for each switch; As soon as that switch is pressed on the playing field, the counter is restored
to the initial value. See: WPC Fliptronics I and II boards for a description of the Lord's route. This corrosion is extremely destructive. These regrets illuminate the diverse "characteristics" of the game, such as inserts in a way, regrets of pop bumpers, regular insertion of Inango/indirect insertion, etc. U19 Buffer data to the MPU. Remember, the
proper switch diodes Switch insulation. C28 failed in this sound plate prior to DCS. The pre-DCS sound plate uses 1uf tantalum tapas on the AMP circuit. In that case, there will be no sound of the channel of that condenser, since they are in amplifier series (C32 for the cabinet speaker and C41 for the speakers of the bottom box). Replace the
appropriate condenser can restore restore to the silenced channel. If the tapas have been replaced above, there is a good possibility that the PCB through the holes has been damaged. These PCB of the Lémpara plate used "turn in" plugs, each with a lamp 555. Secondly, the diode must be installed in the correct orientation. It is fed by not regulated
12VDC. Then it was observed that the 2 -wire feeding connector/3 Pinãa had an IDC connection loose. In the WPC tables, this dripping electrolyte in the switch matrix circuits. Exchange the locations of the red and black cables. If this happens, corrosion can cause the buttons in the fin to be detected intermittently and/or incorrectly. The mistakes of
the pingo will also throw an error of Ram direction. These traces lead to D3 and D38. 6.5 Fuses The fuses are used to protect the various game circuits when a problem arises and the circuit begins to draw more current of what originally designed to draw. Actually, verify the f114 and F115 fuses using the procedure here. The following sections show
the separate procedures to test the columns and rows of the Matrix. Besides, do not be afraid to perform this test. A welding bridge in the location in Cãrculo (U16), which connects Pin 7 of the IC (Earth) with the Via and, therefore, connects the PIN 2 to ground, manifested as a "error of sound plate interface " Another physical pcb problem shown to
the left (but repaired), caused a "sound plate interface error." The varistor will be connected in parallel with (through) of the power of ca. PAãs WPC-S/WPC-95 Jumperle Tablethe Complete WPC-S/WPC-95 code of the PAÍ Table is shown to the left. The coil food does not find a route to connect the small cable attached to one of the orejetas The coil
connects the coil to the driver's plate. When a coil is blocked, this means that the power that is present in the coil at all times has found a path to the ground. Apparently, this depends on the game software. It is believed that the FL-20867 Flipper coil is between a FL-11722 and a FL-11630 in force. This approach mainly eliminated the PCB PCB
caused by the drum leak. The left column is for switches located at the Puerta de la Moneda (all WPC games), and the right column is for Flipper Gabinet and Flipper EOS switches (WPC games that use a Fliptronics dashboard - Addams Family and new ones). Don't confine your eyes. The Flipper coil is, after everything, the final reason why a fin
undertakes. The EOS switch provides feedback to the MPU that the fin has completed a blow. In addition, if during the game, the points are noted when the switch is closed, the switch is clearly. This allowed a fashionable elimination and service of the features. The U18 outputs are connected to the ULN2803 in U20, which invests the sign and allows
one of the eight transistors of Darlington Tip-107 (Q91 to Q98) that allow 18VDC to flow to the enabled column. The voltage is used to feed the flash lamps. The corrosion moved to the remote battery support cables and towards the MPU. The "special solenoid" drive circuits (units 21 to 28) include a supporting diode, but that diode is not connected to
a voltage source. If not, suspect the trail between D2 and 7812 or an articulation of fractured welding in 7812. Odd ... it does. The LM317 is "scheduled" at 5.108v using the R1 (750 ohm) and R2 (243 ohm) resistors, located just to the right of the LM317 heat dissipator. You should * never * see multiple switches that are performed. The corrosion in
the trace that leads to PIN 28, created a conductive bridge to pin 29, which is a sign for the sound plate (WDEN). A "daughter card" solved replacing 55536 CVSD (front). Some switches will be not operational immediately after a certain event in which it is known that the switch has been activated (the switches related to the objective of of the brick
wall of the shadow are an example; Any error in the blocking sequence causes the crude point to turn on immediately). Red lead on the positive side (below). MPU WPC-089 foreground that uses a 62256 RAM and a 4 m game ROM. There are several several Reasons for game reset. FUNHOUSE MANUAL ADDENDUM HARLEY-DAVIDSON WPC-89
Alfanumã © Rico WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-12739-1 Alfanumã © Rico, ã ºnica (A-12794) A-12738-20001 N/A 5610 -12718-00 La Más: Bride of Pin*Bot WPC-89 Alfanumã © Rico WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-12739-1 Alfanumã © Rico, Dual screen (A-12793) A -12738-50002 N/A 5610-12718 -00 SLUGFEST WPC-89 DOT MATRIX WPC-89 (A12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-60001 N/A 5610-12835-00 Pitch & Bat Game. If D2 fails in short circuit, a power of 5VDC will be applied to the batteries while the game turns on. Disconnect the speaker connections on the A/V plate and connect the bridge of your batteria that leads to cable pairs in the J504 and J505 connectors; You must
listen to a click from the speaker if it is good. 6.25.4.2 Controlled List description Operational Lhes of WPC characteristics are controlled from the WPC MPU and finally enabled through the controller plate. If the game has a complete column of blocked features, there is a good possibility that a column transistor has shortened. Graphic provided by
Ingo Kramer. This will result in the game sounds like a calm than usual. In addition, the columns are for dedicated switches. Keep in mind that "circuit" measurements may not be reliable. It can be tested by eliminating the switch matrix connector. For the condenser, turn your meter to volts from C. The identification of problems in the MPU proves
the route of the sign through J205 and in the MPU J205 is just below the batter of the exhausted batteries. If the food of the coil, the feeding of the Flash or even the feeding of the lamp was shortened to the switch matrix, there is a probability close to 100% that the ULN2803 in U20 been damaged. The design designer for these small bridges is
different from the 35a largest bridges on the feeding/controller plate. Replacement plugs are available in the majority of pinball parts suppliers. Each channel can be controlled independently. Independent. The very low resistance of 120 ohms. "Make" the tape cable between the MPU and the feeding/controller plate. Since C2 is a 100 âµf/100V
capacitor, it cannot be too softened with CA of the complete wave rectified fin power. 6.4.2 LED and test points on WPC-089 Power/Driver Boards ã ¢ LED/Test Point Explanation ã ¢ LED1-TP3 ã ¢ Normally on. Ã ‚TP107 ã ¢ Ground. These are still on sale from a two -bit score. You can find the specification of a panel here. This update must also be
applied to the DCS sound plate. FUNHOUS WPC-89 Alfanumã © Rico WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-12739-1 Alfanumã © Rico, dual exhibition (A-12793) A-12738-50003 N/A 5610-12718-00 Games FH Early had an 11 Sound board system (D-11581 / A-13971) with a special feeding source plate (A-13502) and a 5610-12425-00 transformer. Indicates
the presence of 50VDC not regulated. If D2 fails open, the batteries will not feed the is the RAM, and the message "Restored Favebric Configuration" will be shown when the game starts. This 18 VDC power is used to feed the regrets of the Matrix of the Límpara, and subsequently regulates 12V for use in the switch matrix. The list of pieces is as
follows: R206 - 27K OHM R198 - 10K OHM R199 - 1K OHM C1 ã ¢ ¢ - .001UF CERAMIC (or 1000PF, marked 102) R204 - 270 OHM C12 Ã ¢ - .001UF CERAMIC (or 1000PF , Marked 102) R205 - 270 ohms if TP3 has, in fact, present 12VDC, then we need to dig més deeply. The right image shows the female connector housings that were the life and
means of transport, for alkaline corrosion. The first step is to verify the opts in the edge of the switch edge. Shake matric chips not only blow without reason! Examples of ULN2803 (U20). A ULN2803 (U20) obviously blown caused by 50 V coil power to of the switch. The life of the condenser is a temperature function: how much fresh the condenser
operates, more long will be life. Another obviously blown uln2803 ... the HV jolt also saved U14, a 74ls374 that cushions the ULN2803 of the Data bus. Test Pin 29. Replace resistance if there are signs of problems. Another alternative for high current connections is to use Molex Markk series contacts (Molex 45570-3050) , reflect the header
connectors, the zam for the lamp is still complete . The Opto White housing can be seen (at the revise digital. Correct orientation in relation to the plcc plug, which is shown here for a WPC-089 or WPC-S MPU plate. The ASIC should be oriented correctly when installed. The 68B09EP places a pattern of data bits on the data bus. The nominal voltage
must be minimal of 115 vac. The CA voltage is rectified to approximately 12VDC by BR5 and softens by C30 to provide an unregulated 12VDC power. However, Williams did not provide means to adjust the LM323K output. Replica the feeding plate circuits/controller of the TIP-36C transistors. You should read around 70VDC. When a special solenoid
unit is used, a connection must be made from the coil, to the appropriate pin on the controller plate that leads to the one on board. This does not have any screen at all. This LED is not controlled by CPU. Eight BT138 triacs, which are predicted by 2N4403 transistors, control eight discrete lamp chains. A 2N5401 transistor can handle a relatively
small amount of current. As always, it is better to replace the male and female connectors. The high voltage circuit is If I do not identify, to the late system 11 high voltage power circuits. The skisters that will be installed for Twilight Zone, Star Trek: The Next Generation and Indiana Jones should be ... there are three known variants of WPC-89
driver's board: A-12697-1, A-12697-3 and A-12697-4. A different table, with a similar problem in the heading pins ... If the condenser is gray with black marks and has the "IC" logo, then it is from the Illinois capacitor and is probably fine. The AV A-20516 board drives sound and DMD. Other passional code jumper configurations are shown below. Turn
on the game. Heat dissipator that covers BR1 and BR2 in a WPC-Boardtake special care by replacing a bridge rectifier. There, it causes extensive corrosion. Press the switch. Install a 1N4004 (for example) with the side with bands in front of the PCB as shown on the left. Set your DMM in continuity. The two most common are shown below. 4.4
Service newsletters were launched supplementary service news books, which included service newsletters detailed any problem or problem with the games that were discovered after they were launched. Verify LED1. Q3 is a current sensor for D2. The division of the heat dissipator between Br1 and Br2 was thought at a time to improve reliability.
However, it introduced some new problems. 6809 The processors who lack the suffix "e" will not work in an MPU WPC. C4 (specified at 100 âµf, 10V, axial) can sometimes fail and make the game also restart. The other side of the GI AC feeding is grounded. The second of two tests that guarantee the continuity between filter capacitors and analomic
land. The C2 installation will have an insignificant effect on the feeding of the fin. Use a tool of PLCC to eliminate the ASIC safely without damage the socket. We can use that current to raise the voltage of all LM323K, pushing the exit more about 5V. Williams USO two main suppliers for this Philips and Illinois capacitor. Note: The EZ-SBC PSU5 has a
lateral effect that can be annoying. Ã ‰ l In 8 of the WPC controller/pilot plate circuits they can handle a higher line load. Verify your installation to ensure that nothing is cutting. 5.8.29 WPC A-13901 / A-17402-3 (and variants) Opto ramp switch board (3 Opto Controller) WMS 3 Opto Controller Board (as shown in Playfield of Indiana Jones) Schemes
for A-13901 / A -17402-3 3 Opto controller board (*Note: The R10 value was changed to correct the 22K value in the schemes) There are several variations of the A-13901 / A-17402 3 controller board used in several games. The line power is connected to a service output sometimes incorporated into the "metal feeding box" and is put at the disposition
of the technology through a short extension cable and connected in an unique way. Images provided by Sascha Voskuil. The switch edge test presents a switch matrix quadride 8 by 8 with one or two switch columns outside the matrix. The game will only sound "off" with sounds perhaps slightly unbalanced. Pinbits.com sells a good "solution" for this
problem called "magnical ball jam protector" that slides over divisions. Finally, probe Pin 2 of J114. Row 7 must be PIN 5 of U19, and row 8 must be PIN 7 of U19. For a row failure: 74LS74 failure in U10/11/12/13. 4 - S4 ROM fails. This "pirate" is effectively in half of the game prices. If the welding board is suspicious in some way, remove ancient
welding and reflect the new welding in the joint. If a shovel connector falls on an adjacent coil orquerá, it is very possible that a short circuit is created, possibly giving the fliptronic plate. This is a fairly simple solution. As can be seen in the adjacent image, a Molex .093 "male / female connector was added to eliminate The MPU plaque battery in case
of 16 memory locations (0 to 15) stored in RAM on the DMD controller plate. Its proposal is to filter the noise of the power of 12VDC, but the power is clean enough for this to It is not really necessary. These, however, can be differ from finding. To delete a switch manually, enter the "switch edges" test (as described below) and manually activate the
switch. WPC-089 OEM MPU PCB TACES U1 U2 U3 U4 U6 U7 U8 U9 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U17 U18 U19 U20 U21 5.2.2 WPC-S CPU WPC-S CPU with INTALLED DIAL CARD. For the Twilight Zone game, this would result in the IMNE of Mini-Playfield Left to constantly work. Try the DMD controller with a good known screen to isolate the DMD
controller failure or display panel. Most of the production execution used the 11c system boards system. The ground connection A connection pin causes +12VDC to be emitted in motor power pins. The EOS switch at the Fliptronics Games helps to keep the fin in the position up when a pinball of ramid motion hits the fin. When a crude point is lit, the
game will often offer "switches . Flipper Power originates in the transformer. Center the exposed traces again. The circuit is identical to the "Corvette/Road Show Dual H-Drive Motor Board" in the following section, except that this plate controls a single engine. 5.3.1.1 ERRORS OF THE CONTROLLER Plate WPC 5.3.1.1.1 CONNECTION ERROR C9
Power/WPC controller plate with corrected C9 connection. Ã ‚LED4-TP2 normally ignited. It is simply information. Image of the WPC controller plate scheme, which shows the LM323K 5VDC and C9 regulator. At the time this PCB was established and manufactured, a small tantalo condenser was connected, located C9, with the wrong side of the
5VDC LM323K regulator. Now, with your other hand, touch the free end of your bridge cable to the braid of land in the setback box while observing the results. Make sure to use the appropriate extraction tool, instead of a screwdriver, an inadequate inadequate tool give the chip. The pages were printed on gray paper. C46 on the board shown on the
left did exactly that. This completes the part of the "strobe" column of the operation of the lamp matrix. Again, this switch closure is not used to control the feeding to the windings of the fin coil. Keep in mind that the schemes for the board are in error, designating this cover of 100 âµf/25V as C1 instead of C2 as well as the sylsascas on the board. If
you do not have a logical probe, it should do so. If this happens, it is possible that the continuity and 'sew' must verify the hole of the component with a thin wire thread. It included 7 new Pinball titles not included in the previous version of the Piece Catalog. The given surface of the male pins will generate heat and cause early failure of the
replacement connector. It is also possible for one or both capacitors to fail completely open. The repeated pressure to insert a new line in the zócalo causes the welding to fracture. The Fliptronics plate communicates the closure of the FLIPPER CAPPER switch to the MPU. The negative side of C21 and the positive side of C20 are connected to
analomic ground in header J4, pins 6 and 7. The Addams WPC-89 Fiptronic I WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 family A -14039 DMD A-12738-20017 A-15028 5610-12835-00 Additional Flipper feeding supply (A-15416) The getaway: High speed II WPC-89 Fiptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-50004 A-15472 5610-12835-00
Black Rose WPC-89 Fliptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-20013 A-15472 5610 -12835-00 Doctor Who WPC-89 Fliptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-20006 A-15472 5610-12835-00 Fish Tales Tales WPC-89 Fliptronic II WPC- 89 (A- 12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-50005 A-15472 561012835-00 Laguna creature WPC-89 Fliptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-20018 A-15472 5610-12835-00 White Water WPC-89 Fliptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD DMD A-15472 5610-12835-00 BRAM STOKER'S DRACULA WPC-89 FLIPTRONIC II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-1273850001 A-15472 5610-12835-00 AREA WPC- 89 Fliptronic II WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 or A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-12738-50020 A-15472 5610-12835-00 PCB Auxiliary 8-Driver (A-16100) Medium -And Travã © s of the production of Tz, the driver of the driver A-12697-1 that begins to be replaced by A-12697-3. As these games begin to age, the
12V filter cover located in C2 begins to filter its corrosive content on the PCB. Catalog of Green pieces of Williams (1993-1995) 16-9932 Viewer Demolition Man, Dirty Harry, Demolition Man, Indian White with green paper inserts for the spine and the cover that included the name of the company, the catalog of pieces and the piece number. This
switch interrupts the power to the 20VDC and 50VDC circuits when the currency door is opened, providing a safety measure against the highest voltage shocks. Or, if the connection of the unit (not ground) to a speaker is released from the speaker connection urine and touches land with the power on, the associated amplifiers will blow. Note Jumper
W3 is installed to establish the size of the RAM for a RAM 62256. Establish the libic probe in "cmos" test mode, since it will measure 12VDC. When this condenser no longer softens the rectified CA rectified enough to produce a clean 5 VDC, the voltage can fall below the threshold imponed by the Guard Surveillance Circuit in the MPU (an MC34064
in U10). It has the ability to drive 8 high power coils if you are completely populated. Falling 2n5401. This "missing" derivation capacitor is not missing at all. The WPC CPU is full of a "derivation or right of ULN2803. Repeat the test for pins 2 to 9 in J137. If a "to the revival" is installed, the final result is that all switches in that particular row are
activated or even extreme problems occur. To land the "direction" "direction" (or leave it floating) for a channel causes the engine to rotate in a schedule or anti -foil. If the appropriate voltage is seen, try a break in the windings of the coil. The column is used to read the 8 opts in the watch mechanism. 3 - U18 ROM fails. If F114 is blown, try Br1 using
the most specified here. The appropriate voltage should be read (75 VCC for coils, 20 VCC for flashing lights) If the appropriate voltage is not seen, there are two main reasons. Only for laughter, place a job of work known in one of the plugs of the Suspicion of GI rope. Br4 can be tested "in situ" using the world that is shown in the left animated gif.
Something of voltage/natural pages is expected, since no circuit route can provide zero resistance. Corrosion seems to accumulate under the chip and between the legs frequently. Make sure the screws that hold the feeding plate/driver down, secure it well. Currying transformative condemnos transforming another Molex connector, mating with the
harness that will eventually lead to the power/controller plate. A good reason to grind the sword connectors and weld directly to the orchestration of the coil. It seems that audio channel 1 and channel 2 (on route C38s) of the Yamaha YM3012 are redundant, which makes this lid unnecessary. This power is used for all coils in the game. The OEM LEDs
have an "oãdo" that coincides with the template on plate 6.26.6.2 Testing test a "ship's" unit of Opto with a digital catheter. There are many possible causes of malfunction of the Ligo matrix. The omission capacitors filter the high frequency noise of the power of 5VDC in each integrated circuit (generally). The flashing lights are covered in other parts
of this wiki. East Destroy welding joints. Here is the correct orientation for wiring and diode in a microeswitch. To overcome the divisions, simply add some welding and carefully reflect the welding pads. When these triacs are turned off, they do not pass current and the feats of masters When the two pins are Jerseyes, it should be able to hear
approximately the same sound level of the cabinet and the speakers of the posterior box. 6.28.3 Under the minimum volume by default, the volume of the game cannot be established less than '8' to prevent an operator from adjusting the volume too low. See "The headers, housing and rolling. 6.26.4 The problems of the switch matrix are the problem
to the MPU or the game wiring/diodes/switches follow these steps to determine if the problem of the Switch matrix is In the CPU or at some point in the game wiring. The problem was observed in a review board 2. Readings outside these ranges indicate a failed or failed bridge. You can see a PDF of this image here 6.4.3 LED and test points in the
power/ conductor plates WPC-95 ã ¢ LED/ Test point "LED100-TP100 ¢ normally illuminated. If there is no sound in the woofer at the bottom of the cabinet, there will be no average range of the speaker panel. The original value of these radial capacitors was 150 âµf/160V. F114/F115 Found the generation circuit of 12V; F114 on the side of CA de Br1;
F115 on the BR1 DC side. The Z connector can be replaced with a new one, or more robust, eliminated by splicing cables, welding and heat shrink in G. At the end of the "visualization test", the MPU performs a reading/writing test of the RAM. A-15416 Additional Fin Fin Board as used in TAF and TAFGTHIS BOARDAs the upper fins and field magnets
for the Addams family and the gold of the Addams family. Try the bridge, step 2, black lead in positive. Next, move the black to the marked leg with a positive sign as shown in the image to the left. As are IDC connectors, they are prone to free themselves from the connector. In addition, the continuous vibration makes the legs of Resistance The pins
are broken and weakened in IDC connectors. Another fallen 1f tantalum condenser. The TIP-102 TIP-102 transistor It provides the road to the ground for the power of the waiting coil or, for greater power coils, lights a TIP-36C transistor that provides the road to the ground. Pre-DC sound board games. The sound tape (s) of sound originates in J202
on the MPU plate, goes to the fliptronics plate, then to the sound plate (either pre-DC or DC), then to the plate of the plate DMD controller. WPC-089 PAÃS JUMPER TABLETE COMPLETE WPC-089 Country of PAÃS The table is shown to the left. Presumably, Williams did this to provide flexibility in the voltage levels used to boost a special solenoid.
6.17.6 low ground connection connection for the driver's feeding/plaque Step 2. It is especially important to re -paint the red cables of 9 VAC that transport energy to the feeding/controller plate, since this becomes the libic voltage of 5VDC. If the questioning switch works correctly, the activation of the switch will eliminate the crude point. 5.8.16
Opto Flipper Board set (A-17316) (Type II) A-17316 Flipper Opto Boardthis Board is used in WPC games later used by the Fliptronics II board that began with Indiana Jones (verify) and used to the Pinball 2000. Most of the Rotteondog MPU boards sent with a 62256 RAM installed in front of the RAM 6264 Typically installed in the Williams OEM
tables. The board is designed to execute lamps, low power solenoids and perhaps engines. 6.8 WPC ASIC PINOUT WPC ASIC PINOT AND PLATE CONNECTIONS IN THE LEFT MINIATURE WILL OPEN A .PDF file containing PIN connections for WPC (at work) and the MPU WPC-S. WPC Asic Pinout and board connections on the miniature on the left
will open a file which contains a graceful image of the Pinout Asic, provided by courts of Sascha Voskuil. A replacement for relatively economic production and a production in production is the IDT 7164S20TPG. 6.24.5 coil locks in this is the most frequent problem observed (compared to the coil, not shooting). shooting up). Both are activated, the
subvoltage detection circuit in the WPC power/controller will not work and both LED2 and LED3 will always remain on. 5.8.18 24-inch Opto Board (A-15646) 24-inch WPC Opt Board as used in BSD and Shadownote: This plate is sometimes called "24 switch PC board 24". However, a gift of crism will appear for other reasons, such as when the date
and time are not established. 6.25.3 WPC-95 General lighting problems The GI section of a WPC-95 controller plate with 6A2 diodes installed. Test the upper leg of 7812. This Convince relieves the work of technology in the sense that he/she does not need to be careful with the orientation of diodes in the coil. If your 5VDC reads less than 4.8VDC at
the testing point, or less than 4.75 V on the CPU plate, you must replace the regulator. The corroãdas pieces in the crossed circuits of 12V/zero The corrosion resulting from a leaking cover in C2 can be quite extensive. 8 kb of RAM backed by the batteria is available for the processor. If the thermistor turns out that it is not the cause, return to step 1.
When buying a WPC-S mpu used, the batterous support is often missing. The solution is to file them and then sand the soft metal. Unless you connect one end of the cable to high voltage, nothing can be given. "GI/PIN connector" connects ... and with fuses "associated circuit wire color J120-1" tab of tabia tab ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ â € â € orange
j120-3 ã ¢ triac q14 tabã ¢ p. Yellow (yellow) J120-4 Pon Key Pon "J120-5 triac q16 Tabã ¢ ã ¢ ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ triac q12 tabã ¢ ã ¢ violet j120-7 ã ¢ j115-3 ã ¢ f110 ? White-Green J120-11 J115-2ã ¢ ¢ F106 ã ¢ White White -Violet ã ¢ gi Connector/pin ã ¢ It connects to the color wire color color J115-7 ã ¢ triac q10 pin 1 ã ¢ orange j115-8 ã ¢ triac q18
pin 1 ã ¢ brown j115-9 key pin J115-10 triac q16 pin pin pin Ã ‚Green J115-11 ã ¢ triac q14 Pin 1 ã ¢ White-Aellow (yellow) J115-12 ã ¢ triac q12 pin 1 ã‚ violet wpc-089 power/driver board ORANGE GI YELLOW GI GI GI GI GREEN CHAIN GI GLO CHAIN GLO CHAIN CLICK ON THE MININGS ABOVE FOR THE IMAGE OF GI OF GI OF THE Free end
of the cable of your bridge in the back braid in the back box while observing the results of the results. *** Security warning *** Unplug the game and turn off the game before performing the following test. In the World Cup Foot (at least), the wire package is long enough to be connected (correctly) to J124 or (incorrectly) to J128 or J132. When the ball
attacks the fin, moving it towards the position of "at rest", an operating switch will be opened correctly. Test of a bridge rectifier on the circuit. The part is located in U5 and is an X9503. Options will be shown as a box in box when the Opto lightning is not broken. The following lines send data to the serial_data_clock column_latch row-write, but row
data is high or low. Make sure to replace/repair the Opto plate of the bad fin, then the language should be able to change (discussion in pinside) 6.16 power problems with the power plate of the rotteondog accessories market (fuse clips) Fuse clips in a power ROTTENDAG WPC/ driver's board. The fuse clips used in the popular feeding/driver drivers
of the rotteondog accessories market are a bit cold and do not place back in their position if too much flexion force is applied, as well as the fuse clips of the source Data east food. As such, the LM323K will deliver a anywhere within the range of device specifications. This test stallion can be used to measure all CC voltages. A fliptronics plate can
detect 8 switches and control up to four flipper power and hold the windings. The seas pass through the board from the side of the component to the welding side in U9. This part of the bridge is Outside these ranges they indicate a failed or failed bridge. The CA voltage is rectified to approximately 12VDC by D3-D6 and softens by C8 to provide an
unregulated 12VDC power. The ROM is for WPC-89 plates will not work on the WPC-S plate, but a WPC-89 MPU can be changed to replace the WPC-S MPU. And, the "banks" of resistance and condensers of ceroses under the ULN-2803 and LM339 provide numerous hiding places for the alkaline damage. This happens at 1.4 ma. For Road Show,
controls the oral network and TED engines. The result of the sound quality is indistinguishable from 55536. 5.8.26 PCB set of the bridge driver (A-15946) A-15946 Bridge Pribor The PCB assembly is used in Indiana Jones and hot shots basketball. Both must have an ESR reading of less than 2 ohms and a capacitance reading, outside the circuit,
100UF, if not a little more. At least in the twilight zone, the wire harness containing the "Z" connector can be removed from the game completely, as shown to the right. It is also possible for C8 to cause a reduced voltage. This connection is cold. Image courtesé of Chuck Sanderson, CP Pinball The connector, not connected, as it should be. Falling
Flipper Coil "Power Stroke" rental cabinet switch not "do" or Flipper's opto plate that does not work with a dais connection between the fin of the fin of the fin and the Fliptronó Fliptronics Board plaque does not recognize. But this is not a long -term repair. Without this "diode tieback", transistors on the 8 -driver board will give themselves. The
interface of the door of the currency also creates the "always closed" 24 to the pourers column 2 and row 4 with a diode. See "WPC 10 Opto Board (A-15430, A-18159, A-20246)", above. Feel a frequency of the individual. If pins are found Now it could be a good time to eliminate that aspect as a taxpayer to the reset of the game. 5.8.14 Bidirectional
motor plate (A-15680) A-15680 A-15680 Board Motor View of traces under the Capacity Plate of the A-15680 filter is used in Cirqus Voltaire, DR WHO, party and white water zone. If a switch is not activated after a certain ball number (generally 30, but will vary the question switch), the game will show the "crude point", an indication of the operator
that a switch It can be defective. Welding bridges, or corrosion under the ribbon connector. As is normally done during this process, sand with fine sand sandpaper (or use an abrasive stick as shown to the right for precise work) until the naked copper can be seen, treat the dashboard with vinegar/water Blanca 50/50 to neutralize the alkaline, then
rinse well with isopropylic alcohol or other favorite cleaner. The X9503 is obsolete, but it is successor, the X9C503 works well here. Care that the DIP switch language switches are established correctly as detailed in the right table. Place the red cable on each of the ca legs in turn should produce a reading between .5 and .7 volts. The small philips
condenser in particular have demonstrated a growing failure rate as these masks age. The leftist connector required repinning. That is, its mileage can vary. It must measure around 18 less .5 a .7 volts, (the voltage tape to this type of diode), or approximately 17.4VDC. 6.25.2 General lighting problems WPC/WPC-S General lighting connectors J119
(Cabinet), J120 and J121 (repinned) The WPC feed/controller plate provides 5 low GI circuits "brightness control" of the CPU. During the test, the first time the TIP-36C was requested to provide a route to the floor for the associated coil, the TIP-36C failed again. During the execution of the sound board A DCS, it is suspected that part 55536 CVSD
(and its nearby cousins) was becoming hard/expensive to acquire. The majority of the failures are caused by the two electrolytic capacitors of 100UF/35V on the plate. 6.27 Viewing problems Viewing problems are are The result of the fault points matrix is shown, cables or connectors of scales tape, tape cables installed "a row off" (or even a column
off), failing high voltage sections of the controller plate of the controller of the controller of Point matrix and rarely the problems of Lógic IC at the point of matrix controlle stitch. 6.17.10 Bad connection in J101 on the power/conductor plate "Step 5.5: Examine male and female connectors in J101 (WPC-95: J129)" J101 connector in situ (lower image)
J101 (WPC-95: J129 ) Connect the secondary supply of the two VAC transformer (red -colored red cables, which is finally used to create a power of 5VDC) and 13VAC to the feeding/controller plate. Although Twilight Zone adds the column, the column is not shown during the switch test (t.1). As these boards age, it is easy to get the small coatings of
copper holes that connect traces from one side of the board to the other. This was done in many games, such as Twilight Zone, Judge Dredd, etc., when micro-interruptions are given or most of their life, there is nothing to repair, adjust or clean inside they. This screen late several minutes to warm up. " Two flickers: problem with the RAM of the game
(or accessing the RAM, that is, open traces). Normally, a route to the ground is provided through a controlled transistor established in the controller plate. This pair of opto feels "Rudy Hits" in Funhouse. Keeping a hand in your pocket is a good practice to follow, since it eliminates the cotric current path through your heart. This raised the nominal
voltage by .2VDC.A the resistance of 12 ohms will nominally increase the voltage output LM323K in .1 V CC. This can be caused by the tape cable that is not settling firmly. 6.17.13 Falling thermistor 8: Examine the thermistor to an appearance within a typsic WPC feeding box. Pines 9 and 10 (usually a0 and a1) are tied to the ground as can be seen in
the image to the left. If one or more fail, it is better to replace the four in the "gang". As with all Williams Opto circuits, transmitting transmitters Driven to the same nimp, and the series resistances overheat. For Indiana Jones, it controls the path of the adventure engine, which must turn both in a scoring and anti -prior direction. The "chip notch"
must be oriented as it would with the CVSD. The following table shows how to interpret the LED states. Schematic Manual WPC 16-9473-2, April 25, 1994 Switch Row 7 and 8 are invested with what is printed. The real screen PCB also distributed, which is given from a defective circuit of +62V: Tz DMD Controller Board Repair Schematic for the
DMD HV section HV section WPC Sol The DMD HV only WPC95 section (adapted (adapted from the AFM manual): WPC95 DMD HV here is a scheme with a list of the necessary parts for repairs of the high voltage section WPC and WPC-95. The new amplifier of Chip works at a lower voltage and forced a corresponding change in the transformer
voltage (12Vac + 12Vac). The pages were printed on blue paper. There was no complementary update of this catalog. , the result of the operators never changes a light bulb, or somehow connects a higher voltage to the circuit. This type of failure is easy to isolate simply by placing the game in the switch test and closing the switch. voltage is softened
later by C 5. Pinate wire color in J120/J121 ã ¢ 1 ã ¢ brown 2 orange 3 ã ¢ yellow (yellow) 4 key 5 ã ¢ green 6 violet 7 ã ¢ white brown 8 ã ¢ orange 9 ã ¢-yellow (yellow Yellow (yellow (yellow) 10 ã ¢ White-Green 11 Ã ¢ White-Violet Common Gi Problem Causes (listed by probability/ease of test and correction) Gi bulbs gi no lighting. Let's start
determining whether the problem is "out of the table ", that is, not in your power/driver together, or" on board. "6.26. The MPU detects these switches and apart from the switch matrix. Each "channel" receives a address address a habilitation signal. A resistance medicine less than 2 ohms certainly means that the coil is dais, but comparing the
resistance of the coil with other good known coils is the best and most of the most test. Make sure that a good welding "meniscus" (a welding joint in the form of volcano) versus a "donut" around the cable is created. When a flash line of flash is used, a diode should be added to the circuits, as was done with the objective of Terminator 2, for example,
since the feeding/controller plate does not include this diode. Before replacing the amplifier sweater a 1 mfd condenser of 63 volts in C38 and C39 in turn (Observe the polarity!) To rule out a defective coupling capacitor. The pages of this catalog were printed on white paper. Green cable is the switch column. Using this information, we must conclude
that the discontinuity in the trace was between PIN 3 J206 and the union of R69/C13. 5.8.31 Co -duplication board A "post -sales" duplication "plate, which is shown connected to a WPC MPU. This additional accessory market is connected to the direct switch connector in the MPU WPC. Measure the sign in the appropriate appropriate pin of LM339
shown in the table above. Image courtesy of JT amusements. A rather common reason that an ULN2803 or other switch matrix circuit can blow is a short power to the coil. There are new ASIC available, but replacing them requires ability with surface assembly devices. Catalog of Genuine replacement pieces of Williams (1997-1998) 10/97 VIEW ,
such as Flipper's assembly pieces, target pieces, positions, Springs, connectors, coils, zangadores, etc. There is a special case in which an EOS switch comes into play that works correctly. Whatever reason, the bridge can be tested easily using the same general bridge test technique. "Open" in the GI wiring. The WPC-S CPU is the second generation
of the WPC CPU plate. This this The connector simply fell from the coil. This process is similar to how high power coils are controlled by the eligric driver's plate. This is different from SEGA posterior and some severe game systems where the opts that serve as a transmitter and receiver are identical. 6.28. The games that can be affected include:
Funhouse Harley-Davidson The Machine: Bride of Pin*Bot Gilligan's Island Slugfest Terminator 2: Judgment Hurricane Party Zone Illustration provided by and used with the permission of Sascha Voskuil, also known as "Zaza" . The image on the left illustrates the connection of the switch matrix between the Opt 4n25 insulators on the
feeding/controller plate and the MPU plate. 6.27.3 DMD controller test Power test Voltages of the DMD controller on the display screen that has verified the easy things, measure the voltages supplied by the DMD controller to the DMD screen panel. The size of the rom of the game varies from 128 kB to 8 MB, depending on the game. This ASIC is
given by not using the appropriate extraction tool. It is common to change the voltage configuration (conversion of 220 to 120 volts) if a game is imported again in the US. UU. After that, the transistors TIP102/TIP-107 can fail. 6.26.2 Built -in switch test The closures of WPC game monitor switches as the game is played. The microeswitches and leaf
switches will be shown as a point when they open. This connector has used the veneer just where the female connector is combined with ã © l. Some reasons, in order of probability are: Lack of 18 V slope matrix power. . J101 on the feeding/controller plate (WPC-95: J129) rectification and affiliation of ovo full Q1 acuum)) Lighting ... The ICS ZÓS
ALWAYS replaced. Another common problem is the The electrolytic condenser in c1 will filter corrosive that eats through the traces under it. The continuous discharge of the ctric releases gases inside the screen, which eventually prevents the pãxels from shining, and the points will slowly fade over time. To help isolate the problem to the MPU,
replace F115, disconnect the energy that goes to the MPU in J210 and turn on the power to the game. According to the LM323K data sheet, a tantalium capacitor of 1 to 2 âµf should be added to the LM323K input if the regulator is more than 4 "of the main filter capacitor. After replacing U4, the DMD controller works. Note: This test can be
performed only when a TIP-102 is the drive transistor. 6.17.18 Falling electrolytic capabenator in the MPU Step 12: Fall C31 in the MPU C31 in the MPU. Welding in these pins of heading has been well reflected. The tables are the connections of the header. Another apparently prevalent problem with this board is the failure of the diodes. Jeri
Ellsworth inverted Design design 55564 (equivalent 55536) and public this video in October 2011. But if the game is restored, it is likely to be better to replace C31. Rigid test of the transistors of the column of the "Ran test" for a column transistor of a short line. single channel elif, a channel is out or Bil/distorted, try the bridge in the U1 7 and 8 pins
mentioned above. A solenoid wiring wiring will often destroy the 74LS374 in the U14 location before the driver. These are easily tested using the "diode test." The owner's game manual is an ã ostil to have for the general operation of the game, the game configuration and the diagnostic, the commutation matrices and the lamp, the fuse lists, the
circuit plates and the pieces, the assemblies of the playing field, Basic schemes and wiring diagrams. The thermistor is gray, the varistor is green. The thermistor is (usually) a gray black or gray on the size of a penny. East the flat side of the ball receptors so that the leg on the flat side is far from the "ear" that approaches the board. 512K/1M - W1
out, W2 in 2m/4m - W1 in, W2 out 6.2 Test Roms Test Roms are available in Planetary Pinball, but they should only be used together with a test accessory and not installed in a game real, as well as the official recommendation. Start by verifying the first things first ... This can cause game restarties and even make the game not arrange. The connector
in the upper left carries the power for seven of the IR emitters. TIP-36C transistors are configured differently. The plate is close to the A-16120 DC engine control plate (above). At some time during the St: TNG production race, Williams returned to the FL-11629 coils, perhaps because the spin of a delta ramp can be done with a FL-11629 The
breakfast operator reports. Turn on the game. 6.17.14 Reboloración prior prior probacilization 9: Examine the reugajo prior the printed circuit plates used in the pinball masks sometimes have traces on both sides of the plate. This process is repeated again and again with the MPU cycle through columns 1 to 8 while enabling specific ranks, features of
lighting at the intersection of the enabled column and the ranks enabled. A given hole through the hole can effectively eliminate the circuit filter cover, the CA voltage will remain in the feeding circuit and the opts will be squamous. This 12VDC power is shown as "+12v of power" in the schemes. 5.6 WPC Sound Boards 5.6.1 Prodect Predcs WPC
Predes Proded Pablication, Roms Sound removed the pre-DCS sound plate use a single amperio LM1875 and can up to 3 sound rom. With a single "sound lane" and amplifier, the sound is not possible. PROCEDURE Try the LM339 comparators place the game in the switch test (t.1) Remove the ball balls to avoid crashing crash down Playfield (or put a
rag in the ball load hole) Place the playing field in the vertical position Remove the J2 connector in the 7 plate optus one opt one end of a bridge to J2/pin 10 in turn, touch The other end of the bridge to pins 1 to 7 of J2 with each connection, an activation of the switch opts on the screen should be enunciated if the 7 switch activations are stated, this
shows that all the LM339 comparison circuits are working . When pulling the base of Q2, the Zener current can be reduced to compensate for the leakage of diodes as it is heated. This board is used in Bram Stoker Drácula to feel the "fog ball" and in the shadow to feel when the ball is at the bottom of the mini game. If the socket works, the original
socket may have been the problem. Williams also updated the chip amplifier. A DMD controller provides sufficient electrical current to kill you! A manifestation of overmarcha of a DMD with too much voltage. The highest voltage problems are the lack of adequate voltage levels. The RAM is not to blame, only how the selectors of the página approach.
The evidence of this condition is very simple. Both traces must be intact for attenuation to work, since they supply the power to generate the sign in the zero cross circuit (ZC), which is key to attenuation. If the voltage in the auxiliary plug has more than 105 vacations, the problem is likely to be within the game. The pages were printed on white
paper. The low line voltage can occur for several different reasons ... but, if it has reached this step in the procedure, it is time to replace the Triac. Sumped the "enable" pin for a channel allows the food to the associated engine. The problem is that resistance and diodes dissipate enough heat. While there should be A Vin, in fact he was connected to
Vout. MPU WPC-S/WPC-95 do not have a "America2" configuration. Once the transmitter light is withdrawn, the Opto no longer performs the 12VDC. If you have a replacement spare Changing the suspect with a known CPU is a good diagnostic step. If the welding connection in the coil is sysa, suspect the cable connector in the IDC J122 connector.
Solving ASIC generally solves this problem. Cut into the welding meniscus can cause cracked welding joints later. The images that are shown here from a Judge Dredd show a connector connector connected to the fabric that was never used during production. CONNECTIONS FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF WILLIAMS SWITCH STINGSHOT SWITCH
SWITCH. All the harness contained in the "Z" connector in the twilight zone can be removed from the game for a more easily. Some games use an interceptor arn © s to feed additional tables (IJ, Tz, Wh20, Sttng, FT, etc.). LED105-TP105 Normally on. This simple plate is simply an extension of the solenoid drive circuits of the feeding/controller plate
designed to accommodate the additional coils incorporated into the design design of the twilight zone. Anything above 1 VAC indicates a failed/failed filter capacitor in C5 that must be replaced. A bad conductor can also be confused with neighboring columns, so the switches can be registered twice. The CA voltage is rectified by BR2 and softens by
C5. C-13963 Current driver's table scheme This board drives the mandi engine for the Rudy Game Heckler in the Funhouse game. You can try a tense condenser overwhelming a leg and using a DMM (in diode verification) to verify a short. Diode test connected to pins 1 and 2. Try each pin in J209, listening to the corner read each switch as a closed.
Normal cleaning procedures can be used; Clean cleaning, the sand is necessary, retain the traces and replace the with a 100UF/35VDC cover (an update). 5.4 Alfanumã © ratica WPC screen controller The alphanumic screen controllers was used in Funhouse, Harley Davidson and The Machine: Bride of Pin*Bot. The Pinout of the Cypress 62256,
which coincides with the PCB design of the WPC-TH PLAT 6.13 Repair of the alkaline corrosion to A MPU Board, after a couple of hours of reduction of alkaline corrosion. The little traces in these components implement the switching matrix in the game. Therefore, there must have been a fracture aboard the trail. Normally, you can grab the heat
dissipator without burn your hand. If the voltages return to nominal WPC voltages, it is possible that their screen is culprit. Without a heat dissipator such as those used in the Triac, the high heat they produce makes the printed circuit plate and the traces burn. Obviously, a cold atmosphere will worsen the symptoms, and may seem like a cylid room
to cure the problem. 5.9 Flipper WPC coils Use different flipper coils that depend on the placement and application of the fin. 6.27.13 RAM failed The majority of the failures of the DMD controller that are not attributed to the high voltage section are caused by the static RAM 6264 failed in U24. Disunction is not a factor to consider here and does not
take into account switching tests at all. This caused column 3 of the switch matrix to malfunction. The image to the left shows the problem. Three flickers: problem with ASIC (WPC) or a problem with the safety chip (WPC-S and WPC-95). See the section "Verify the F106 and F101" fuses "below the equivalent WPC-95 message. This is achieved easily
with power. Prepare your marshmallows. Click the pic to enlarge. Pass to the appropriate section below. If the original valued capacitors cannot be located, the 220 âµf/160V cover is a good replacement. Flash feasses do not create the same inverse voltage peak and, therefore, do not require a fastening diode. Make a clean cut in the cable, the strip
or the 1/4 "sand 3/8" of isolation towards Trís, and make a good welding joint in the coil. Set your DMM in CA voltage. The It is called PLCC extractor. Probably do it. 6.25.2.1 The GI fears do not attenu Gi starts so as not to mitigate. In the image on the left, an iPhone catheter was used to clearly see the pãºrpura brightness of a sender work. Two
cables are delighted in 4 of the 7 .093 pins, which is much more easy than two cable wiring in an .156 gate pin. Cort an advantage of a trial sweater to set one of J207. The MPU orders the Fliptronics plate to provide land for the "power race" of the fin coil (through a circuit that passes through a 2N5401, Tip-102 and Tip-36C) . The yellow line shows
where a trace of this board had burned. The MPU/ASIC "records" the appropriate 74LS374, an "octal pestillo" on the power/controller plate, to hook data on the data bus at 74LS374. The connector from which the cabinet switch wiring is connected (J212) is directly under the batterous support where the batteries with leaks can "drip" on the
connector, running both under the connector and the pins in the connector. Do not buy them unless the supplier calls it, since the verse of the latter looks the same, but it only has a qualification of 5a. Tighten the screws too force on the switch can give the internal switch that makes the switch intermittent. Or, a game could be sweeping for an
expected voltage lower but connected to a higher voltage. It incorporates the following functions: The interface records to the memory control of the CPU and shows the output lagic for the memory interface of the D for2105 DSP subsystem The ASIC has a tendency to fail in such a way that the sound disappears. The board is Silscreãz with polarity
marks. A blink: problem with the ROM game. Column controllers, however, are directly exposed to Junk Yard WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-00 NBA FastBreak WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-01 Locura medieval WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-01 Cirqus
Voltaire WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD DMD DMD is mounted on the playing field, instead of in the background. If the hole is extracted through, a welding stitch must be installed or "jumpers" should be installed connecting the bridge rectifier associated with the condenser. The lower trail of Q2 (voltage regulator 7812) to C2
(+side), which continued with F115 on the plate welding side, has eaten, no longer provides a route for the 12 VDC regulated power. At this point, the current flows from the enabled column circuits, through the game wiring to the regrets, then through the ground row circuits for the ranks that are enabled. It is more easy to access the pin through
the rectangular hole in the back of the connector where the tango of the pin enters. Other possible causes of a Daã ± ad C11 are a short -in -fledper Flipper coil diode, a short -circuit drive transistor on the Fliptronics board or the installation of backbox tape connectors incorrectly (lower female housing row up up in row in the row of male header).
6.27.2 DMD repair warnings Be careful when repairing the DMD controller plates, you are dealing with high voltages when the tables are working. When the 1uf tantalum in the shorts C27 or C29 internal, it will make the +12V or -12V decrease. What comes out badly loose chips: it restores and the strange behavior of the natural cycle of heating and
cooling, and vibration, in a very important pinball causes the plugged chips to leave their basins slowly. He does it without help from the WPC CPU. The system has an electronic crossover, which separates the high frequencies into the setback and low frequencies to the cabinet. 6.28.5.3 PREDCS Sound Boards Unbalanced are not 100%
interchangeable in all games. You can find more information about this in a rec.games.pinball discussion. recycififies Food Food for flash rainfalls. Williams Blue Parts Cathalog (Complementary Cathalogue) (1987-1988) 16-9064-A Banzai Run, Big Guns, Cyclone, Fire! Supplement "Packet with Blue Color added and replaced Pages for the previous
version of the Piece Catalog. Probe the side with D2 bands. The plate has the following main subsystems ASIC the ASIC is a device of little Flat of 208 pins. To avoid the simple elimination of the image, the device also controlled the switch matrix and would not work without a correct machine of the corner from the WPC CPU. If D1/D2 proof good,
then verify the Continuity of PIN 2 of the 7812 voltage regulator in Q2 to J114, Pin 5. A logical probe applied to Pin 11 of U1 will demonstrate that the sign is passing. Pin 5 is the one of "clock in series in series "To the DMD screen. Establish its DMM in Volts of CC. 5.8.21 The switch and diode of the Five P.C.B. List for the 4 "wheat ring grain", in situ.
When the transis tor is illuminated by the emitter, it passes more current of current through the resistances, raising the input voltage in the LM339. The diodes are Locat ed in another place. The tab of a TIP-36C is not connected in the same way. Replace them with 6A4 diodes (6 AMP 200V compared to 6 AMP 400V). 6.5.2 F111 Sopla, BR4 test with
the installed Aãºn plate, click on this image for an animation that shows how to test BR4 without deleting the feeding/controller plate. Keep in mind that speaker metal housing is grounded. The CA voltage is rectified at approximately 18 VCC per BR1 and softens by C6 and C7 (this power is used for the Matrix). Take into account the naked cables
where the isolation has been given. If the coil is driven by a TIP-102 transistor, the buffer between the most small cable in the coil and the transistor's tab should show continuity. In the image to the The coil that acts the "bridge deviation" in the Twilight game zone, is touching the coil support on one side. After a few seconds, the thermistor heats up
and falls to a very low resistance. Zero Cross is important for the proper operation of the general general Lémpara circuit. After removing the heat dissipator, cut the old rectifier of the board bridge near the top, leaving as much as possible of the oreã ± ad. The first option, more comén and more economic is to remotely locate the support of the mpu
board and in some place under all the other tables. If the CVSD works properly, the exit in Pin 3 must also show the sign. If your measures fall outside this range, replace the bridge. This "burning in flames" can also happen to the section of +12v and -12V with C26 and C28. If there is no continuity, suspect a fractured welding joint in the central pin
of 7812, or corrosion under C2 that has compromised the trace. The glass component has a limited life. Different meters, different chips of manufacturers and even the individual variation in manufacturing will probably make their readings slightly different, but consistently different. Note: The WPC MPU is designed to accept a static RAM 6264 or
62256. 6.27.9 "Snow" at "snow" exhibition in this case means that it flows rosely, from left to right, "aerosol" of points, almost as you can see when "spraying" the gun as it moves to the right in the attack of marte mode, but much more rose. 6.14 Slam tilts a WPC (STTNG) game that has been "inclined slam" .wpc The games incorporate an inclination
switch suddenly on the back of the door of the currency. Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 Example 5 This random patron caused by a 6264 blown. It happens that it is in the proximity of J136, an Ligo matrix connector and the cables are cables of the mint (red and color of color and color). 6.26.2.2 T.2 Test switch levels 6.26.3 Direct Switch
Switch Problems Operation of the Direct Switch Switch The direct switches include: Center of Left right -right right currency of the 4th Credits/Escape currency (referred as "escape" here) Down/Down/volume upward/up to start the test/Enter the direct switches are not part of the switch matrix WPC. But some games use the clock in real, real,
Twilight Zone that moves the watch of the playing field at the current time of the day during the way of attracting, and who? Dunnit that has a "midnight madness" characteristic. It will heat, but not so hot that I cannot squeeze it or understand it much. A visitor to the neighboring planetary system seped that "once fixed it by replacing Br2 and C5". If
the game is equipped with this switch, there will be an additional molex connector to implement this switch. Use a DMM set for continuity to "zumbar" the connection of the cable more small between the coil and the female connector on the driver's plate. Continuity is shown as a zero ohm connection. In general, the problem will be a blow -blown
transistor, or rarely, a 74ALS576 failed pest. Audio/video games (WPC-95). Again, establish your libic probe in "CMOS" clip one end of the cable of its bridge to the appropriate pin of J205. When using the PSU5, be sure to replace the Keps nuts (nuts with captive block washers) originally used to mount the LM323K with discrete washers divided lock
#6 and hexagonal nuts #6-32; The external teeth lock washer of the Keps nut can contact one of the components mounted on the surface in the PSU5. Games with broken or eos switches that work badly can allow the mutter to fall to the "at rest" A lot of "what the @ #$% has just passed." "Slam Tilts" are something completely different (see above).
All the images provided by Chuck Sanderson, CP Pinball 6.26 Switch Problems The switches in the WPC games are divided into two categories, which are inside the switch matrix and the "direct" switches. This is not in fact a trick. Your game probably have others which are actually "intermittent" that require a bulb of 89 or 906. It must measure
around 16.8V. Fatigued connections between the ASIC in the MPU and its chips. 5.2.3.1 WPC-95 CPU WPC-95 CPU Board Factory mod. It would have been Have more high values established for switches that occasionally will be activated, but not often by rookie players as previously, this aspect of programming was rarely used if it was ever used.
Start trying with the game off. See: Jumpers, RAM and ROM size for a description of the required skisters when installing a new RAM or Nvram. It is located on the lower edge of the board near the J122 connector. Fin coil systems are designed in this way so that a fin could energize indefinitely (in theory). Use the following procedure to test the TIP102 transistors that conduct the ranks of the Matrix. The "black" side of the power of CA passes through the thermistor, which limits the current current to the system. Insert a probe of your DMM (either) on the back of the female connector position with the same cable color as previously. It is a good idea to practice first in some inostile PCB boards,
before facing DMD controller. Shines your bright incandescent flashlight on the opto receiver. 6.29.1.3 Fliptronics games reasons eligricas failed the Flipper feeding source. The Raãz cause of the problems of the switch matrix on the WPC CPU is often a short voltage to the switch matrix. This will also be the positive lead of the bridge. If this

connection is squamous, repair with a welding stitch or connect jumpers from C30 to BR5. 6.26. The game will indicate the reasons for the crude point on the screen, by pressing the Entro Botiners at the Puerta de la Moneda to receive a test report. If you find a squamous connector with Gunk in ã © l, it has been "greased" and want to paint it again.
6.29.1 Flipper does not work in this case, a game has begun, you press the switch of the Flipper and nothing happens. The "controllable" appearance of these regular ones is their brightness, shine, Of course, it includes off. The CA voltage is rectified at approximately 75 VDC by D19-D22 and something is softened by C22. Digital I/O connectors
remain unchanged from the WPC CPU. All direct switches are located at the Puerta de la Moneda and connect to the MPU in J205. However, the woofer in a pre-DCS sound system is in series with the middle range speaker. Keep in mind that a diode is not needed for these tests, since its function is to block the current flow and avoid the interaction
between the regrets in the matrix. You can find copies in the lines of the catalysts of pieces of Bally & Williams in the Planetary Pinball. An eos switch failed will not cause the coil or switch circuits. The analomic output of the A/V plate is feed on an OP-APP (U1) that is configured as a pair of low and high passage filters; These are used to separate low
frequency sounds (allocated to the cabinet speaker) and high frequency sounds (intended for the subsequent box speakers). Therefore, it could be a good idea to preventively replace all the condensers of Téalo, especially if one has already experienced an explosive failure. Carefully examine the male and female connections of J205 for alkaline
"Greenies". Take into account the two different "versions". Preview load, Preview is not currently available. The matrix is 8 rows per 8 columns, and can read 64 switches with only 16 cables. If your game has one (not all WPC games), it will connect in series between the fuse of the power box and the black side of the power of ca. And I was born the
mantra. Indicates the presence of 5VDC regulated. This is a fairly simple board. That is, the power is routed to the winding of the power race through the EOS switch. As it is shown in Table above, if the DMD controller feed is not connected to the screen, the 12VDC nominal displacement will be approximately 20 VDC. Fortunately, he did not rest in
an adjacent orejeta. Some WPC-95 ties used "sword connectors" (also known as Faston connectors) for cables to the orejetas of the coil. Bits patron data is presented to four 74LS74 (Dual Chanclas of Type D) in U10 through U13. The forest cable for the diode is pãºrpura/green and connects from the side of the coil feeding of one of the ears of the
assembly coil of the target of Caéda to Pin 1 J4 on the plate of 8 conductors. Eliminate the driver from the game driver. The good news is that the Board has jumpers for 6264 Rams of 8kb type. The first versions of the Rotteondog board marked with "0701" on the plate of the silks, as shown to the right, require the use of a 62256 NVRAM. Note: Most
of the Batteri packages do not come with enough wire cables to allow the batterous package to rest at the bottom of the backbox. With the corner off, cut the cable in the upper left (positive) cable of Br2. A WPC-TH OEM ROTTOG installed 62256 RAM the Rotteondog WPC-TH MPU RAM position. The WPC-95 controller/controller plate provides 3 GI
circuits under "brightness" control of CPU and 2 circuits that are always fed. Use the T.15 test, "DIP switch test", to ensure that the MPU is reading the switches correctly. This verifies the road to the ground. 6.28.5.7 Non -adjustable volume and/or stuck at low volume This problem is manifested as a very low volume of speakers, equivalent to the
most low sound level configuration. C11 is clearly "vaulted", a physical indication of its failure. Stiring the large 15,000u capacitors in a power plate/driver WPC-089 is a bit complicated. The missing pin avoided the transmission of the F8 (D7), which is the closed of the upper left fin swing. An unusual reason for the closing sign of the fin switch that is
not sent to the MPU is shown to the left. RGP discussions indicate that C2 may have been originally designed to reduce EMI (electromagnetic interference) of the board. J903 Pins 1 and 2 supply 50V for the Magnet board under the field. Heat transfer fat application (heat dissipator composed) to new bridge rectifiers. If the fuse explodes, Br3 has
probably failed. If the interface board of the Currency Door Dusty for the pieces of the fin, cleaning it. As he sits in Vout, he does not cause a day, but he doesn't do anything either. 6.28.6.2 HUMING Very strong in the feeding on the DCS sound plate uses two 10,000 âµf covers in location C20 and C21 to soften the rectified CA power. Then be sure
that all speakers connections are sys. Its DSP architecture was a significant improvement in the previous systems, and allowed Williams to use EPROM recorded instead of synthesizing music. The 10 Opto board was used in Bram Stoker Dr. Indianapolis 500 and World Cup fão. The exits of 74LS374 activate a 2N5401 transistor. You must erase after
attending the previous note: the buttons of the door of the currency to advance/return can be kept pressured to move rosely through the screen test. The following procedure will slightly increase the output voltage of LM323K. If your CPU exhibits the "Bluue/Green Frizs", first addresses the alkaline damage first. This is common when numerous
devices are connected to a feeding strip. This procedure is not a substitute to address all the considerations mentioned in previous steps, and should be used cautiously. In the image, the electrolytic cover in C2 has failed and filtered corrosive electrolytic content in the plate. Keep in mind that this looks a lot like a screen based. Therefore, the DCS
masks have a transformer winding different from the previous WPCs. When welding the cable (s) to the switch, the flow leaches into the body of the switch and, over time, makes the switches become "sticky". The Fliptronics system finished the dependence of the EOS switches operation correctly. It is used to feed engines and other characteristics of
the game that do not require a precise 12VDC. 6.17.1 The "replace the mantra Br2 and C5" and now, a word about the classic "mantra Br2/c5". 6.27.6 "Rolling" "Rolling" La Lãnea on WPC-95 shows this problem resembles an old CRT with a vertical retention problem. Using a "cleaning bar of the Lémpara" for the elimination of precise alkaline
corrosion. The card connects to the WPC CPU through the port of I/O port. Note: The pieces enclosed by "Block A" and "Block B" in the schemes are not filled. The utility can be used to see what games used particular pieces. J106 Flash flash feed connector with red/white wire incorrectly connected to J132 on an island in Gilligan, perhaps by Gilligan
himself. Both +5VDC and -5VDC can be measured easily in pins 4 and 11 of any TL084. The driver's board has an assigned unit transistor for each coil in the game. 5.8.23 Plasma plasma Alfanumã ‰ Rico WPC The side of the Funhouse / girlfriend of Pinbot WPC screen alfanumã © river. When the triac is turned on, the gi masters shines. Place the
red lead in the other coil. WPC feeding conductor plate without flipper relay, or version -3. AC RECTIFICATION AND SMOBDING FOR RECTIFICATION AND SHOT OF 70 VCC solenoid voltage voltage for 20 VDC flashing voltage voltage rectification and softened and softened for the 5 VCC Flash voltage regulated by supply supply of 12 V regulated
5V 5V SUPPLY OF 6.3 VAC For GI circuit power control for high -power solenoids (units 1 - 8, Q64 to Q82), with a subjection diode connected to a 50VDC power control for low power solenoids (units 9 - 16 , Q44 to Q58, with a fastening diode connected to the 50VDC power control for flashing lights (17-20 units, Q36 to Q42), without a subjection
diode in all power control for "special" solenoids (units units 21 - 28, Q20 to Q34), with a supporting diode that must be connected to the power supply that the device. A .1VDC difference is sufficient to guarantee the examination of the connectors between J114 (WPC-95: J105) on the power/conductor and J210 plate on the CPU plate. Place the
narrow narrow Cable between the DMD controller plate and the DMD. Williams used a closed -box of the daughter card to accept the daughter card. The tantalum draws the entire current. There is a more possibility. This interrupts the food source. The C2 leak condenser corrus the trace filter capacitor C2 (removed), dripping its corrosive
electrolytic content, eating through the traces filter capacitor C2 (eliminated), showing damage caused â € for a lid with leaks. It is believed that the support on one side is the number number 5768-13739-00, while it is believed that support on the other side is the number of part 5768-13739-01. Take into account the significant burn around the
diodes, as well as the melted connectors and the burned pins. The general lighting circuit for WPC-95 games is very similar to WPC games. Fortunately, they rarely burn and, therefore, rarely require service. This connector is often pushed, increasing resistance and reducing the effectiveness of the circuit. CORVETTE WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50036 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 Auxiliary PCB of 8 drives (A-16100) Show WPC-SS WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50024 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 Auxiliary PCB of 8 drivers (A-16100) The transformer moved to the back of the cabinet starting with this game. The crude point may or may not
indicate a real problem. Keep in mind that a "currency door interruption" is present in all WPC-95 games. Update the ROM FUNHOUSE to a largest Rom requires W1 in and W2 out. 6.29.3.4 Fodder (It can be ostile to complete this section) "normally closed" EOS switch with failure or tarry of the height of the cotton cabinet of broken fin but not
enabled broken not enabled with unges of the folds of flipper Mallada or without function of the switch of the switch of the switch of switch The upper height in the switch test, when there are no higher fins in the substitutions and replacements of game parts 7 7.1 Boards 7.1.1 MPU 8 Repair records and specific problems and solutions of the game
since WPC games are overwhelmingly more more Pinball cuts at this time, and there are a lot of titles with so many specific problems of the game, see the section of the list of games of this guide. Insert the other probe in the back of the female connector with the white cable that has the same "tracer" color as the color seal previously. This product is
also good to use in EM pin for interconnexi plugs/plugs, since it reduces friction and improves conductivity. Catalog of Bally/Midway gray pieces (complementary catalog) (1992-1995) 16-9562-A spectator Addams Family Gold, Corvette, creature of Black Lagoon, Indianapolis 500, Judge Dredd, Popeye saves the earth, the Magic Theater, Twilight Zone,
who Dunnit, World Cup Soccer The Gray Pieces Cataven ± ãa, the catalog of pieces and the piece number. If the fuse does not blow, the problem is almost definitely on the MPU board. Try the LM339 tickets start with the game deactivated. Yes, after 30 balls or 10 games, a particular switch has not registered, the Dot of Cride is published to alert the
user to verify the diagnoses. The appropriate repair is to replace the male and female sides of the connectors. Both sides of the CA power pass through the dual pole/double shots game (DPDT) food switch (DPDT) the "black" side of the power of CA passes through a fuse Fb 8a lodged in a Bayonet style fuse venue (screw). Blue Philips capacitors in
these sound boards are prone to failure and can cause this problem if it is bad. The lights are isolated with diodes. In addition, the hole through J121, Pin 6, which routes the feeding of the 3 -pin connector in J119, if it is thrown, will make the GI (Violeta) does not turn on (coins door lights). 6.27.15 Failures of several Lógic IC in the DMD controller
The following images represent several failures associated with specific ICS in the DMD controller plate. 6.27.8 The screen is "delayed" "delayed" Active There are cases of import masters that incorporate an accessory market circuit that delays the DMD screen of appearing for a fixed amount of time after the game starts. Although, with the double sided WPC PCBs and the holes through the relatively large header pin, this is rarely seen. Attenuation did not work in this example. Star Trek: The next generation drives the Divitants of the Metro through the board of 8 conductors on the upper right side of the head. The problems of probable varistors will make the fuse erase completely. Rear
traces. A new C4 cover has been installed on this plate (100 âµf/10V). Catalog of Bally/Midway Gray pieces (1992-1994) 16-9562 Creation of the black lagoon, Judge Dredd, Popeye saves the earth, the twilight area of the catalog of gray pieces came in a white folder With gray paper inserts for the spine for the spine and cover that included the name of
the company, the catalog of pieces and the piece number. The only circuit route that remains to be tested is the route to the land pin of J114 (pins 5 and 7) of 7812. This was a catalog of complementary pieces that updated pages and added to the previous version of the previous version of the previous version of the Catalog of red pieces. 6.24.3 TIP36C failed a blown trace (within the yellow cup) caused by a tip-36c transistor cut. This 18 VDC power is used to feed the regrets of the Matrix. 5.2.1.2 WPC-089 Images of naked PCB The following images are provided as a reference. J120 and J121 are eligratic and physically idatic (with a key in pin 4) and, therefore, they can be connected to the
Women's field GI connector or the GI connector of female backbox without care. By replacing the opt, the flat side towards the "C" (equivalent, the "short" leg of I opt for the "C"). A resistance of 24 ohms will nominally increase the voltage output LM323K in .2 V CC. An updated version of the PSU5, identified by a yellow welding spouse, does not have
this side effect to the off. The GI cables that lead from J120/J121 can be cut/break between Connector and plugs of the GIs. D20 (LED203) - "Diagnostic". Indiana Jones: The Pinball Adventure WPC-DCS WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-16917-50017 A-15472-1 5610-13491-00 PCB Auxiliary 8-Driver (A- 16100) Judge Dredd WPC-DCS
WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-16917-20020 A-15472-1 5610-13491-00 STAR TREK: The WPC-DCS WPC-89 Final generation (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-16917-50023 A-15472-1 5610-13491-00 Auxiliary PCB of 8 drivers (A-16100) was changed to A-12697-1. This rigid test only works with TIP-102S and not with TIP-36C
transistors since the timm tile is connected differently. The switch matrix: Varied switch problems The WPC system, like many pinball masks, uses a switch matrix to read the switches. Keep in mind that this nimp, C2, sometimes it was not stuffed in the fabrica. If there is voltage in the connector, then the problem is "outside the table". The "analogic"
side of the A/V plate, specifically the two TL084 and the AD1851 D-A-A converter, all use +5VDC and -5VDC regulated by 78L05 and 79L05 respectively. All these IC are found in the "corrosion zone" caused by alkaline batteries with leaks. If a speaker is cut, the associated amplifiers will blow. A good track is how violently the fuse blows. The
replacement RAMs for the DC Sound board are becoming more differ from finding. The 2N5401 output turns on a TIP-102 transistor. If not, replace the bulb, try to adjust the plug contact legs, try to clean the contact points if they are dirty, and if everything that fails, replace the rotation plug. 6.27.7 The exhibition exhibits a "missed" screen in a
Williams Fishtals during the exhibition test (all pages must be lit, except the vertical ãºnica lane). Take into account the colors of the cable, with red to yellow/white cables connected to yellow cables through the connector. In general, WPC's coil and flasher circuits merge with a 3ASB fuse. 6.27.4 Slow animations in which a welding bridge formed
welding Sound card prior to DCS, which affects the speed of screen animations. Animations from the sound along with the synchronized sound with animation is a very unusual problem. To obtain more information, see the Freewpc (archive.org link) 5.1 WPC list of pieces of a really pleasant utility has been gathered by É £ IGHT Mã £ â¸ll, which
allows the BãºSqueda of WPC parts. 1 - Without problems ... Enjoy a game. If the "cursor" cannot be moved during the entrance of the HSTD initials or if the cabinet buttons do not correctly control the video mode, there is a good possibility that one is fired/both of the insulators optus 4n25. 6.4 LED ignition and sound tones (Bongs) When the game
starts, several LEDs in the backbox will ignite, and the game can provide bongs "sysons to indicate the diagnostic state. Therefore, it is identical to the original PSU5. The interface of the Currency Gate is a "step" for these seages and rarely causes a problem. If anyone is bad, replace them. Place the red lead in the Oil of the coil with the cables (s)
"fat". Numerous "hacks" have been used throughout the years for very significant repairs, but the real way of fixing burned connectors is to replace both the male header pins and female housings/pins. Survey pin 28 of the RAM WPC-95 MPU IC for VBB (Batteria backup power) Pinout of the RAM 6264. To test the voltages of the DMD controller, first
open the back box and rest the DMD panel face down on Glass. The CPU can attenuate the GI activating the GI for only parts of the waveform of ca. U1 - 74HCT138 - "Snow" does not uniformly distributed the screen works in the game and attracts the mode, but in the test menad it shows nothing. Order the 130 V variant for 120 vacuum the USA) and
the 275V variant for 240VAC (Typcailly games in Europe). These two circuits are always connected to the backbox features. The "transformer" on the board (blue rectangular box, lower/right in the image) has very thin legs that can be broken due to the vibration in the back of the playing field. See him In Saltadores. 6.28.7 Sound problems of the A/V
WPC-95 plate (Canyon cactus). This is done with Jumper W3 and resistor R93 as shown below. PROBE TP8 with the red cable of your DMM. RAM error message WPC-95 start time, accompanied by 10 very annoying bongs. A/V RAM failures of the sound board are indicated by a message on the screen, whether "RAM U9-U11" or "RAM U10-U12" error.
In the brightness gi més tenue (1), the pins referred to previously must be clicking "high." It is shown to the right is another damage caused by a lid with leaks in C2. You could also indicate the failure of the LM7812 12VDC regulator in the Q2, in which case LED102 will be on and LED100 will be or, in the failure of one or more than the 6a2 diodes
that rectify the power of CA (D11 -D14). Pin 10 is in the lower row of pins, more to the left. Once the Blanking LED turns off, this LED should start flashing and staying while the game is activated. Similarly, varistors can blow with enough violence, and there may be carbonized or burned remains in the creep that surrounds the virtist. It is used to feed
engines, opts and other characteristics of the game that do not require 12VDC precise. While the most slow RAM can pass the chip test, you can fail on the board and cause the "10 bongs" error indication. Place the red cable of the DMM in each of the adjacent legs, one at a time. If there is no present voltage, examine the 9 -pin connector between
the secondary transformer and J115, in the photo to the left. 9 pin Power configuration of the WPC transformer, configured for USA. UU. UU. For 230V systems. The bridge configuration for 230V should be the following: Pin 1 - Black - 230V 230V Entrance pin 7 - White - 230v "neutral" The input pins 3 and 9 jumped together 5.10.3 WPC transformers
later (12 connection connection connection) Power configuration of the 12 -pins WPC transformer, configured for US systems 120V with 12 -pin connector as it is within the posterior Jamesjumper configuration for 120V must be the following: Pins 1 and 11 jumped together 2 and 3 jumped pins 7 and 10 jumped together 8 and 9 jumped the connector
of the connector the connector 12 PIN Used is Molex 09-19-1129. 5.8.3 WPC Custom 10-Opto Board (Twilight Zone) (A-16807) Twilight zone specific 10 Opt Board. This 10-opto plate appeared only in the Twilight area. The skippers that will be installed for the demolition man and the Roadshow should be ... this can lead to too much "undulating" of ca
who feeds the amplifier and the output of CC to the speakers, who do not like. This means that the positive and negative sides of the CA cycle can change with only one positive sign. The gallery of images below provides a correct wiring example for different types of switches. You are designed to operate for approximately 1,000 hours in its complete
qualification. The specifications output voltage range for the LM323K is 4.75 to 5.25 V CC. A broken cable to any of the three speakers will not result in no sound. R93 is always installed. It will not light with the open currency door. Catalog of yellow parts Bally/Midway (1988-1992) 16-9147-B VIEW MOUSIN 'AROUND, party area, pool sharks,
radical!, Transporter, truck stop the catalyst of yellow pieces in a yellow folder with basic information printed on the deck and the spine. One is necessary Amount of heat dissipator between the bridge and the heat dissipator. The traces of the board are often weakened. If the EOS switch is received, only the retention winding will receive energy;
Maybe inappropriate to move the fin at all. These readings were taken using a 179 dmm fluke. When he It shows nothing more than the data between U31 and U32 seem to be good and there are also data on BD0 ... BD7 to U29. Move a plug of rotation in operation to the position that does not work. If it is maintained, the bridge rectifier on the
Fliptronics II board has probably failed. If you are not on, or TP8 shows different from 18V, "Buzz" F114 for continuity with its DMM. 6.23 WPC and WPC-S Games Without solenoid, intermittent or characteristics, a lady of blanking emanates the trace that emanates to the right from pin 1 in this image has been cut by corrosion as it passes between
the pins between the pins 19 and 20. The Blanking Banking from the MPU is connected to Pin 1 of each of the 74ls374 (U1 to U18) that boost general lighting, flash lamps, coils and features of characteristics. If a column does not turn on or is stuck, refer to the table of the lamp matrix in the manual to identify the transistor to test. 6.17.17 Falling
voltage regulator Step 11: When everything is failed ... IPDB service newsletter #107 (12/99): Pub champion; Arms that break prematurely. The dashboard on the left exhibited this problem and was repaired. This was done because Williams eliminated the prices of a layer per game for some games to try to force a price increase. Try the drive
transistor (TIP-102 or TIP-36C). Q2 is in a TO20 package (like a TIP-102) and has a small heat dissipator. U6 is a comparator LM339. New bridge rectifiers installed and observed replacement date. With adequate desolder tools, such as Hakko 808 or Hakko 470D, the removal of bridge rectifiers and other components is greatly simplified. This
connection was probably "perforated" with a small flat shovel screwdriver. This will prove that the bulb and the socket in Sã Estén Start with your game off. In addition, Pin 1 of the LS374 must always try under and pin 11 must always be clicking "high." A start -up WPC game will correctly show a "progress bar" in the DMD along with a "ticing" sound
that results from a series of Sounds are sent to the sound board. 6.25 List problems are lashed (or balloons for those of you in the United Kingdom) are divided into two categories. This moment is idy to the world that Williams used at the WPC games of late models, but this connector is added and approaches to the power/driver's board. The colors
wires to J115 during the first WPC games were always yellow (AC) and yellow-white (AC return) as shown on the left. A dremel tool with grinding stone works very well for this. Some reviews of the DMD controller straightened the trace from one side of the power of Br1 to F601 too close to the lower right screw that ensures the board to the floor of
the back box. 6.26.6 Switches Opto 6.26.6.1 Basic operation The Opto Williams switches are made up of a "transmitter" and an "receiver" optus, which are each the only parties. There is a lane junction connector (commonly called Z connector) between the controller plate and the CPU plate. The pages were printed on light blue paper. With the
"detained" coil test, pressing the sequences of the chief boton through the following information. (There is probably a more likely to break the plants of the playing field and other parts with the FL-17636 coils instead). Observe the windings of this typsic WPC coil. Clearly, this scheme will not work with a 6264 pinout. The green wire (more tracer)
(column) always joins an expulsion by itself. Redida of "cross plate" connectivity. 5.8.13 Corvette/Road Show Dual H-Drive Motor Control Board (A-19159/A-19242-1) Motor control dual H-Drive (A-19159/A-19242-1) Driving control control panel Hual Dual H-Drive Scheme The "Dual H-Driver Motor Control Plate" is used in Corvette and Road Show.
Ideally, your meter should be a RMS meter. Keep in mind that sometimes U12 is filled on this board and sometimes it is not. It should be at 9V DC. There are no fear subscription characters ... If it has been found that a TIP-36C has failed, try the TIP-102 and 2N5401 upstream upstream. Power can be Anywhere along this road, including a failed
bridge rectifier or a blown fuse. The plate is controlled by two transistors on the controller plate. Sometimes, they simply fail. The utility can be found here. WPC general lighting power connection between the secondary transformer and J115 (CA power). There are no good Gofers WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21127) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-00 The
WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610 Pub 14515 -00 MONSTER BASH WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-01 Cactus Canyon WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-21377) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610- 14515 -01 4 Recommended Documentation 4.1 Manuals and schemes for each game are essential to track connections
with features, switches and solenoids. Key: Resistances - Blue capacitors - Yellow diodes - Integrated circuits Red ã ‚ - Verdes/BlackNote headers - Blacknote that at least two reviews of the WPC -95 MPU board were produced, each with a slightly different piece design. Bally/Williams and Data East have similarities with the 128x32 screen and the
screen in Sã is interchangeable between manufacturers. CRIME OF THE PHOTO: John Wart Jr. Games Seperal (Star Trek The Next Generation, Funhouse, Terminator 2, Indian a specific coil or engine. If it is an IC capacitor, it is likely to be fine. Tip: Without the experience, the tools and the technique to perform this task, it is advised to the majority
of the fans who sent the Board to a professional for rehabilitation. See: "The C2 leak condenser Corrooda La Traza", below. If the MPU does not receive comments that the fin has completed a complete blow within a specific time (milliseconds), the "power" winding power is This was a complementary update of the previous version of the catalyst.
Scared to also be affected, but there is no history of versions for sound 1.1 for this game. match. Check the connections in the Woofer at the bottom of the cabinet to ensure that the female shovel connectors are insured to the speakers. Pin 12 is a data signal. Failed resistances. The data bus extends to the feeding/controller plate through the ribbon
cable between boards. As the molo was dragged, the Flipper Eos switch opened, interrupting the power to the "power race" winding, leaving only the "energized winding" delay "to hold the fin in the ascending position. This only takes a couple of minutes and can save a lot of time. If not, there is a problem with the physical connection in J205 or the
"green" alkaline are more scattered than they gave them great. The image also shows a convenient place to connect the cables of the libic probe. A laughed way to prove that switch column stirrups work properly, is to use a logical probe as shown in the image to the left. It was found that the cause of this in at least one case was a failed 74HC74 (flipflop of type D dual) in U4. Click to return to the Guide Guide of Sí³lido Williams Repair. A sign of a wear screen is that the users of the screen must 'heat' before becoming completely bright or that the screen will remain completely blank for a few seconds and then seem normal. Keep in mind that VCC, superior to the right, paints 28 to see if the
batterous support feed is reaching the RAM with sufficient voltage is easy. In addition, the gi will be more than what should be. A light diodes is the use of a supporting diode between the floor of the drive transistor and the voltage source to accommodate the induced inverse voltage peak when the magnical field of a coil is collapsed. The GI power is
provided by the in the form of 6.3VAC in the power supply/controller connector J115. This problem is easily rectified by replacing C28 and C42 on the audio/video plate. The opts are identical to those used in the tables of the cabinet fin swing. This simple plaque is used in Indiana Jones to provide "trip" travel " To the MPU for the POA. This simple
assembly receives 12 VDC power and land, along with two solenoid connections to the driver's plate. 6.17 The game restores one of the most annoying faults exhibited by WPC Machines is the problem of chronic restart. Subsequently, additional cuts were included in a "cathage parts supplement" (16-9064-A) with blue pages, which added and
replaced pages for this previous version of the cathage of pieces . This represents the column of the line to be exploded. Extreme attention and good technique should be exercised by eliminating these components, since it is very easy to raise traces or give the holes on the board. The changes of smoked environments are often intermittent or fail. 5
Tynical information in the heart of the MPU WPC is the Motorola 68b09EP microprocessor, which is executed at 2MHz. The thermistors who fail spend less current and have to get hot to work. Finally, apply the iron next to the welding to heat the joint and remove the remaining ear with small pliers. Most times, the driver's units transistor has
shortened internally and is acting as if it had been activated. The pins with "Trifurcon" rinse of fósforo-Bronce-Encestido are recommended to provide a better connection in the female connector. The remaining two GI circuits are used for backbox lighting. You should see (and listen) the CPU indicates that switches #11, #12, #13, etc. There is a RAM
table that contains counters for all monitored switches. Catã Logo of Red Williams pieces (supplementary catalog) (1989-1992) 16-9190-B VIEWER BAD CATS, MADER, DROSA, FISH TALES, FUNHOUSE, THE GETAKE, HURRICAN, THE MACHINE: BRID OF PIN BOT , Riverboat Gambler, Rollergames, Slugfest, Slugfest, Slugfest, Terminator 2,
Torbellino, Agua The catalog of red pieces came in a red folder with basic information printed on the roof and spine. Touch the other probe in the tab of each of the TIP-107 transistors. Insert the other probe in the back of the female female In J115, Pin 11. The correction for this is simple, remove the welding bridge. As a general rule, the operating
voltage must be 50% of the voltage classification of the tabal condenser. The official Size/Jumper configuration of Williams Rom is shown below. In general, amps blow due to reduced impedance (also known as resistance, ohms) in speakers. The simplest place to test the voltages provided by the DMD controller is at the end of the power cable
package screen as shown in the image. Take into account the W1 and W2 jumpers to establish the ROM size, as well as W3 (in) and R93 (outside) to establish the size of the RAM. Any of these changes can improve the voltage/current enough to reduce the frequency or eliminate the remains. RAM failures of the DC Sound plate are indicated by a
message on the screen, "RAM U10-U12" error. Note CCB Date of "0701", in yellow slices. There is also a 9 -pin connector (3x3) between the secondary transformer and J115. 5.8.9 Toward Optto when Williams moved to the gravity channel, they also changed to Ósticptic switches to detect the ball. The game provides an indication of sound board
problem with the following Bongs number. The ADSP-2115 can also be used as a replacement for 2105. You can find more information about this modification in the section "The transistor of the plate of 8 diode conductors can be made to fail" in the diode of The next generation of a diode-back generation in the objective assembly of a single caa.
5.8.10 Wh2o Board of hunter features (A-15761) A-15761 Chase the light plate is used for hunter features in brave waters. Now place the red cable of the DMM in the opposite cable of the "ODDBALL" cable, or the negative lead of From the bridge place the black lead of the DMM in each of the adjacent legs, one at the same time. Tape connectors
incorrect or failed between MPU and the Fliptronics 6.29.2 Flipper is Dé bil in this case, the fin makes a blow, but it is a dé bil blow, not hitting the ball with normal strength. 5.8.15 5.8.15 Flipper Opto Switch Board (A-15894) (Type I) A-15894 Flipper Opto Board mounted on the cabinet wall. 6.28.7.2 Power in sound tones (Bongs) after a successful
boot, the game should make a single "bong" sound. Board 7-Opto (A-14977, A-15576, A-15595) that is shown to the right, can be tested "in situ" with a simple bridge cable and a DMM. C49 is at the edge of the board, just above the glass. The "P" suffix simply indicates a "plan" chip box. Try the signal route to the MPU clip The black cable of its DMM
at the Welding Board opposed to black wire (or naked wire sweater) for the switch under test. A good security measure is to put a hand in a back pocket (or detail from the back) when trying the voltages. ROM size The MPU can also (and must be) sweep for different Rom sizes. 6.28 Sound problems before continuing, review all basic concepts in the
basics of problem solving. GRAL LED2 LED3 LED3 voltage voltage voltage off off off off high on 6.22 explosion or 15,000UF dais condenser in C11 (C10 in WPC-95) Cases The explosive filter capacitor in C11 can result from Cross Connecting J124 and J128 on the feeding/controller plate. 6.28.2 Update of potential speaker customers or a short
speaker clearly, an important malfunction. A blow amplifier will cause a strong buzz when the game turns on. The Molex piece number for the C-Gridâ® SLâ® â ¢ 70543 4 pin is 70543-003 (Digikey WM4802-ND). It is important to replace a wear screen, since they exert an additional tension in the food source, and eventually the source of feeding.
This circuit will not give anything, but it is not. Ã ‚TP5 ã ¢ Ground. Test the Bandado side of D1. D21 - "5VDC present". If the MPU can communicate correctly with the DMD controller, writing and reading The 6264 in U6, then the message "RAM OK" is shown on the screen. 6.15.1 GRADUATE LANGUAGE LANGUAGE CONFIGURATION DIP SWITCH
LANGUAGE GRISHED IF THE MPU LANGUAGE CANNOT CHANGE THROUGH THE MENE OF THE MENÍN OF THE MENE. For Corvette, drives the two small engines that encourage the two -run track on the right side of the playing field. 6.27.5 characters of "Superitice or Sublegage" One of the most interesting visualization failures is the
appearance of the characters in some visualization formats that seem to be displaced up/down 1/2 characters or superconjuncts/subscripts. The repair is simple ... replace the condenser. These are the connections of the Matrix of the Límpara (lower right corner of the feeding/driver plate) turn on the game and begin the test "all the masters" in the
member of test/diagnostic. The resistance around it (R16 and R17, both 230 ohms 1/4 watts) help generate the correct ZC. The speakers themselves can go wrong; You can do a "click" povered with a bath of Cã © Lulas D and a sweater set to rule out dead speakers. Burned connectors. Try the diodes with a multimeter. Insert a probe of your DMM
(either) at the back of the female connector in J115, Pin 3. We are working with high voltages, so be very careful. Medicion for 62VDC, and finding only 19.95VDC. 6 - S6 Rom fails. Algen percentage of LM323K will fall into the lower range of that specification, which is in, or just above the voltage of the shot point of the MC34064 voltage regulator on
the MPU board. The signs of a failed varistor are technically carbonized and black discoloration along the "boton" portion (green in the case of the adjacent image) of the varistor. In the image on the left, Q82 Q81 (TIP-102) and Q71 (2N5401) provide the road to the ground. This becomes important when updating ROM or exchange a CPU (and ROM)
to a different game. Again, these do not fail very often, but they are very easy to try their DMM. The wpc fins are, in general, the ãºnicas In the game that should have diodes through the orejetas of the coil. 6.26.9 Submicroswitch issues a typical micro-mutator and a cable form. Some WPC games have a problem with micro-interruptions that are heat
given by heat during game assembly. Different voltages are also accommodated (see below) an RFI filter (radiofrequency interference), which is rarely a taxpayer to the problems of the game. Pins 4 to 6 Conã © ctese to a PNP transistor. Note that the ball channel also uses these opto receptors. One factor that contributes to these explosive failures
was that the voltage classification in the capacitors that were used was too close to the operating voltage that coried them (the smaller size components were useful as a cost saving measure). If I opt, they seem to flash and then turn off, when the real physical state of the opt is open, suspect a problem with the non -regulated voltage of 12 VDC.
Connect black lead to grounded it under the braid. First, ensure that speaker outlet wiring from the sound plate is correctly connected. Keep in mind that the cyanic end is the positive side and also has a "+" symbol near © l (however, with a burned part, this could be impossible to see). This cleanses sound and speech in some games like demo man.
Try T.15, "Dip Switch Test" If there is an opto bad table, this can also make the language attacked (possibly in Spanish) and prevent the language from changing in the configuration of the men The immersion of the MPU switches. Associated resistance failure. Keep in mind that this is not a problem of power as a "restart of the game", below. After the
veneer has burned it is a questionable practice and does not replace the proper replacement of the connector. The power can be tested throughout the circuit, as follows. An IDC connector "rebound". This bridge works correctly. There is last proof that we can do Disassembly of parts of the corner. The plate also has different switch matrix connectors
than WPC and WPC-95. C31 act as a filter in the WPC-089 MPU. Open switches are shown as a simple point in the DMD. All backbox plates must be safely screwed. A low connection connection from the backbox dirt plane/controller can reduce 5VDC to .3 volts. In fact, if this were the bad thing in the corner in the 5V circuit, the game is likely to work
well with these capacitors as it is. Previous work on the power/controller plate. This ... In some PCB reviews, it is not connected to anything on one side. The majority of speakers are parallel circuits. The GI power is controlled by a triac in the return line from the field. The other pin in the LM339 is set at approximately 2.8V, buy a 100K/22K voltage
divisor. Note that the switches opt in column 7 (for example) are shown as box points. Once more, these pieces can be tested the diode, better to use a logical probe to see if they are delivering the necessary pulses. The DMDs have a limited life and eventually. The alkaline batteries with leaks are the murderer #1 of the MPU tables. THE SHADOW
WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50032 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 Dirty Harry WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50030 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 Magic Theater WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917 -50039 A-15472-1 5610-14515-00 without fear: Dangerous Sports WPCS WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50025 A-15472-1 5610-14515 -00 Indianapolis 500 WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50026 A-15472-1 5610-14515-00 JOHNNY MNEMONIC WPC-S WPC-S (A- -17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50042 5610-14515-00 that Dunnit WPC-S WPC-S (A-7651) A12697-4 A-4039.1 DMD A- 16917-50044 A-15472-1 5610-14515-00 This was the only game to use a driver board A-12697-4. Chips amplifier, such as honey, honey, He does not care and accommodate the variance of the condenser. Q2 is a current control for D2. Try 12 VDC feeding circuits establish a DMM to CC volts (less than 20 if they do not use
an automatic DMM). Measure the CC voltage in pins 1 to 8 (excluding PIN 4) each pin must measure approximately 12VDC if the 7 pins measure approximately 12VDC, this shows that each of the power circuits of 12 V (and the limiting resistances of 270 ohms current) are working. If the short was the supply of 70 V, multiple lm339 can be given. This
approach was necessary when substantial price differences were common throughout Europe, to prevent gray imports. If a resistance burns or out of specification, or if a trail is broken in the circuit (there are several "life"), then zc aãºn can strobosce but in an incorrect way that the ASIC does not recognize how the zero crusade. The WPC CPU was
the cornerstone of the new WPC pinball system, introduced by Williams in 1990. If a coil shoots in the solenoid test but not in the game, then the Raãz cause is a switch problem versus a coil problem . This is done with Jumper W3 (alone) as shown below. Very little can reduce this voltage. Verify each gi fuse after this procedure. If not, the switch is
defective and not "doing." The Board uses a temperature compensated design to supply these voltages. The Libna -112VDC is built as a 12 V displacement from the liber -100VDC. Fat can extend the ã ostile life of the new heading pins and protect against hostile environments that would cause corrosion. Most of the time, it will be that F114/F115 is
fine. Simply replace them for reliable operation. In the practice, this is always the 50VDC energy source. When connecting the firq and Seã ± al r/w, the entire system slows down due to the interruptions of FIRQ extreme to the ASIC MPU. The LM7812 (U4) or LM7912 (U3) will work very hot. This can cause one of the various various Voltages to be
missing or intermittent. The plate dropped the microprocessor controlled synthesizer chip and the sound bite system of the previous WPCs, and replaced them with the analog production devices of the production of a production in ADSP-210 DSP production. Care that the technical dissipator is rashand with the upper part of the bridge rectifiers and
left a gap of approximately 5/8 "between the bridge rectifier and the board to improve the air flow. , reacting the connectors J1, J3 and J4 in the plaque of the interface of the door of La Moned interrupt the soil route for the winding of the power race and provide land for the coil of the coil of the coil (through a circuit that passes through a 2N5401
and a tip- 102). In the image on the left, a TIP-36C was replaced in short circuit. A problematic aspect of the plate design is that the electrolytic cover of 100 âµf is mounted on the trace that transports 12VDC power for The transistors of the unit. If the problem is observed with row 2 of the M Switch attriz R The Board has failed. Oh! Some field
techniques "will repunity" the IDC connectors in an attempt to make a better connection. The following table shows the number of Ligs and the conduct transistor for each of the row pins. For long time, the male and female gastrointestinal connectors in J115, J120 and J121 often burn. That is, the 4N25 that should inform a closure of the left fin
actually informs closure of the right fin and vice versa. Be sure to guide the diode in the same way that is indicated in the iron. Anything more indicates a problem with these tapas of Talle. By using an oscilloscope, this test point allows you to test the "Cruciate" circuits. Establish our DMM to continuity and buzzing between pin 3 J206 J206 with a
gray "3" in the diagram) and pin 16 U20 failed. The line power is connected in parallel and does not require that the feeding switch be in the ignition position. The advice is dispensed in RGP to change BR2 and C5 is often incorrect and unnecessary. Channel Divotos Canal Divotos caused â € ‹â €‹ By ball balls are large hammers and, over time, they
will overcome divisions on the channel floor. Reinstall and try. This will avoid false positives through "furtive circuits." If you are not an automatic meter, wait less than 200VDC. The varistor is not a factor in the reset of the game. Fliptronics Game Flipper Operation: Flipper Power is always present in the Lugs of the Flipper coil. 6.17.3 Possibly omits
the steps if the game is restored only within the first minute or two, and plays well after that, omits step 8, the failed thermistor. If the voltages return to Nominal WPC voltages, the Zener diodes in the DMD controller are probably well, but the resistances and transistors around them are suspicious. It is a poured indicator used to tell the operator or
the owner that there may be a problem with the game. When the WPC-95 system was implemented, Williams reduced the GI circuit number "cheat" from 5 to 3, with 2 of the circuits lit at all times. 6.26.5 WPC95 Corrosion of processing of the Flipper cabinet switch between pins 9 and 10 in this WPC-95 MPU caused a short between the switch circuits
of the cabinet fin, which resulted in both fins that acted when any of The cabinets was closed. Indiana Jones USA Solenoid 22 to move the POA to the left and the solenoid 23 to move the poa to the right. The diodes tests indicated that the door had failed. Turn on the game and enter the switch edge test (J205 has left on the CPU so that Diagnostic
switches continue to work). There must be a clock on Pin 1. Diode D2, a 1N4148, is used to prevent the libic feeding of the MPU plate from loading the batteries in the batter. Q2 and Q3 form a constant 5th current controller for the diode. This particular box was a Stories. Place the game in the change test. Without a low blaning signal, none of the
characteristics of the game implemented by the driver's board will be enabled. Or, the automatic pitcher on "Twilight Zone" may seem to want to throw a ball when there is no present. Place the game in the sound test. Switch 24 is actually a diode in column 2, row 4 of the switch matrix and is located on the door of the currency interface. Four
rectifier diodes provide approximately +/- 17 VCC to these regulators. Sometimes, the pads on the board of the lamp with which the plug puts in touch is dirty or used enough to put a divot in the metal. Once the J206 header was removed, we could see that Alkaline had dripped in the connector and leaching the welding board. 6.28.7.4 AUDIO
SCRAPY A WILLAMS WPC-95 Production AV plate, with C51 and C51 intentionally without relief in the Factorywilliams eliminated two small cerhemic caps (C47, C51, in the photo to the left) LATER IN THE EXECUTION OF THE PRODUCTION OF BOARDS AV. If the male heading pins are packed, their partners are also also packed. Check the
heading pins in search of cracked welding joints and reflect the welding as necessary. The part number used are: A-13901-1-AI A-13901-1 A-13901-2 A-13901-3 A-13901-AI A-13901 A-17402-3 5.8.30 WPC A-19043- 1 engine driver's lid Step by step BMS Low motor step of the motor step) Schemes for the motor driver's plate A-19043-1 The motor
driver's plate step by step is only used in Whodunnit (Mã mã Tragamoneas). The DOT WPC matrix controller plate, or the WPC-95 AV (audio/video) plate in subsequent mines, provides the power for the operation and maintains the images of points of points of in his memory. 6.26.6.3 7 7 Opto Board Try an example WPC 7 Opto Board, as is in AFM,
Wh2O and many other WPC games. WARNING: If the coil has become a dead short and remains in the circuit, and the game is on, the associated driver transistor is given. If you have gone so far and are replacing C5, you could also replace C4 © n. Yes Yes The connections are safe, there is the possibility that the Woofer speaker is flown. Be sure to
make contact with the driver. If D2 passes more than 5 mA, q3 will begin to activate and reduce the current through the diode pulling the base of Q3. U19 works the same as U20 in the switch matrix, providing a periodic pulse to all columns. D19 (LED201) - "Blanking". Keep in mind that although the schemes show this capacitor such as .33ã ¢ âµf, it
is listed as 2.2 âµf in the list of pieces of each game, which coincides with the condenser that is really installed. The alkaline adheres to the component legs and the holes through force, which makes it almost impossible to eliminate the component using typical desolder tools, regardless of the individual is the individual. Therefore, when the voltage in
the union of the two 2K resistors and the LM339 entrance are above 2.8V, the switch is read as closed. In the review of this plate, the upper/right pass hole has a small trace on the welding side of the plate that connects to the "life" visible to the left of the passage hole. The usual alkaline reduction process must be followed. As it was in the section
entitled "Verify the message F114 and F115", the corrosion often the adjacent pieces and sometimes invades the welding minute to the critical seages that are found, as the Blanking Session or even the data signals. The majority of the time, a fan of the hole through that it connects one side of the plate with the other, separating the connection in a
total or bad way to cause intermittent restart problems. The subsequent versions used rubber eyelets to isolate the channel tables. If bridge pins 7 and 8 of U1 significantly improves sound levels, it is likely that U1 has failed. Version Source Security Manual The Guide version of the Pinball Security Manual 16-10371, January 1, 1997 Manual contains
multiple languages. Remember, you are working with one hand, so this becomes a need. RAM's testers cannot detect chips that don't The speed requirement. Br1 can be tested using the procedure below. 5.8.4 WPC 16 Opto Board (A-16998, A-17223) WPC 16 Opto Boards, both versions are used in at least Star Trek: The Next Generation, Junkyard
and Champions Pub. Without the correct perforation tool, sometimes it is Create a connection worse, as shown in the left. And in some cases, the +12v is in chain through the board Opto right, while the ground is in chain through the left optical table. This test point will really measure 70 - 75VDC. Normally there should be no CC voltage at the
speaker outputs. The fractured welding joints can make the DMM read about 5V, however, the Board does not allow enough to pass. Yes, that is really his name. Then, they will rest in the divisions and cause all kinds of ball count problems. The (no) Q of every 74LS74 allows one of the eight Darlington of Punta (Q83 to Q90) that provide the royal road
to the ground (through a resistance of .22 ohms of 1 watt) for the Matrix power of the 18 V lamp. The thermistor's work is to limit the current current to the capacitors when the game turns on for the first time. (WPC-95: LED101) and finally, delivers to Energy Consumers 5VDC through J114, J116, J117 and J118 (WPC-95: J101, J138, J140 and J141)
WPC-95 Adjustment Voltage R1 and R1Note that the LM317 is an adjustable voltage regulator where the LM323K is a specific 5V regulator. These connections are often used for ramp inputs, and sometimes the par is mounted on a single support. He always replaced the ics. 5.8.2 WPC 10 Opto Board (A-15430, A-18159, A-20246) Example WPC 10
Opto Board. As long as there is a difference of 12 VDC between the number and the 12 VDC compensation voltages, its DMD controller provides correct voltage levels. Apparently, this It was not updated in part of the software with the introduction of the A/V plate. The pre-fliptronics games were based on the EOS switches in the same way as the
oldest games. 5.3.1.1.2 5.3.1.1.2 Pin 1 connected to the ground of the plate Two diet/controller plates that show the corrected tracking of fanbrica (below) and a subsequent version of the plate with the correction incorporated in the PCB spot (above) . Some reviews of the WPC feed/controller plate were manufactured with J122 and J124, Pin 1,
connected to the plate floor. This gives the trail and the PCB below, sometimes to the extent that the trace is cut. Any of the LM339 (teórically) or the ULN2803 (definitely) can fail and shorten 12V to ground, which makes F115 blow. Therefore, there is a photo for each world. J103 Pin 11 Jump to PIN 5 J103 PIN 12 Jump to PIN J105 6 WPC-95
Power/DRIVER BOARD DIGRAMS GI PROVIDED BY SASCHA VOSKUIL BROWN GI GI CHAIN GI GREEN CHAIN GI GREEN GI CADEN For the GI Buzz image of complete size, the images above in click, in an animated gif ... See the table above. When the Flipper cabinet switch was closed, the energy winding and the retention winding were
energized. The colored wire connections for this era of the WPC game are connected to pin 1, yellow connected to 2-6 pins, yel-wht connected to pins 7.8, 10, 11 and 12. This trace It must be cut on the side of the plate component. There are several options also allow the batteria to remain on the MPU plate. Some games incorporate a "currency door
interruption" that interrupts the food of the coil and the flash when the coin door is open. A/v ra are, in fact, U9-U11. Any other message indicates a test failure. However, when used in heading pins that are already dais, fat can only delay greater deterioration. 6.17.16 Falling bridge rectifier Step 11: of Test Bridge #2 (BR2) The thermistor protects
the rectifiers of the entrance current bridge. The white cable with trace and the sideless side of the diode are connected to the NC terminal. Then, for a 12V circuit, at least a 25V capacitor must be used; A 50V 50V minimum it would be better. There are two ways to try the road to the ground. For example, the excavator blade in "Roadshow" may
occasionally be able to find its position at home. Firmly pressing each device plugged in, including the ASIC, and listening to a small click can solve many odd problems. Note: Two bongs are also produced if Jumper W3 is inside, and RAM's size is 6264. SUPER CHARACTERS/SUBSCRIPT SUPERCONJECTS CHARACTERS ... rarely, a failed 6264 RAM
can cause this. 4.2 The Operation theory and the details of the schemes for the schemes of the Board and the Cabinet and the theory of the operation guides for the WPC games can be found in separate documents. If a row does not turn on or are stuck, refer to the table of the Matrix of the Lister in the manual to identify the transistor to test. While
some techniques "will swear for things", other techniques "will swear things", and as such, this is not considered a better practical. Gilligan's Island WPC-89 DOT Matrix WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-20003 N/A 5610-12835-00 Terminator 2: DAY OF THE TRIAL WPC-89 MATRIX DOT WPC- 89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD
A-12738-50013 N/A 5610-12835-00 Hurac -14039 DMD A-12738-50012 N/ A 5610-12835-00 WPC-89 DOT MATRIX/ WPC-89 FIPTRONIC I WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738 -20004 N // A 5610-12835-00 Some posterior PZ games began to pass to use the Fliptronic I board (A-15028). Two MPU WPC-089, one configured with DIP
switches, the other with "Zero Ohms Resistances" (Saltadores). Two WPC-089 MPU are shown to the left. Measure for approximately 12VDC in TP1 on the power/controller plate. WPC FLIPPER COILS Part # Color Strenging Notes FL-11753 Yellow FL-11722 Green Dam Bil FL-20867 White See notes used only in SECEFRACKER FL-11630 Red FL15411 ORANGE FUST FL-11629 BALLS FUST MSEADE: FL-20867 FLIPPER The coil (white wrapping) was only used in SECOFRACKER. The component side of a Williams Opto Typic Receptor An LED after -sales receiver. 6.9 Game Bloks The dyeing of the immediately inferior feeding line of the feeding box showed by the varistor and the thermistor
had an eligric storm or an increase in energy of the company recently. A very easy place to measure 12VDC on the CPU is PIN 10 of the ULN2803 (U20). Animated Gif provided by Sascha Voksuil, also known as Pinsider Zaza. Used with permission ... FUSE F111 is between the secondary transformer and BR4. Board of the WMS channel transmitter A
-17982 - Board of the First Generation of First Generation A -17981 - First Generation The first generation (Judge Dredd - Indiana Jonesã ¢? This will be the lead that is not oriented the same as the demians (as with the type of "spade" bridge) or the lead that prevents the four legs from forming a square (as with the type of "cable cable" bridge). Other
suppliers can carry these same parts. Give That these are 84 pins plugs, the replace There is voltage in the connector, then the problem is "on board." This compound improves the conduction of heat away from the bridge and to the sink. The elimination of the pins requires a special molex tool. When the switch closes, it is cut 12V to ground and
comparison in the LM33 9 indicates to U15 that the switch is closed. Ã ‚LED2-No TP9 If installed, it provides a high/low lane voltage indication. "Not-A-Finga" shouted in an ancient, dead and dead language. If continuity is not proven, the task is to find the rupture in the continuity between the controller plate connector and the coil feeding LG.
Funhouse Games to Party Zone (including Funhouse, Harley Davidson, Bride Of Slugfest, Gilligan's Island, Terminator 2, Hurricane and Party Zone) use different resistance values in R23/R24 than the Games that used the sound board prior to DCS (hot shots basketball games through the Addams family gold). Without an ESR meter, one could think
that these capacitors were fine. It is caused by a manufacturing defect in pre-DC sound boards. Each triac is on/off by a 2N5401 transistor that is controlled by U1, a 74LS374, a flip-flop of type D Octal with three state outputs (an elegant way to say that the device is a data box of 8 data from 8 bits). Note: The visible welding flow on the replacement
tip-102 and the tip-36c later withdrawn with isopropylic alcohol. By replacing short transistors, examine traces connected to the transistor to obtain more dais. Use an oscilloscope to probe pins 9 and 12. Note: The colors are coordinated with the previous diagram (written by Sascha Voskuil, used with permission). Connecting the female plug to the
incorrect header pins is completely possible since the connectors are the same width and are key in an identical way. It must blow F112, eliminate J104 (or J105). The joint also receives 12VDC of the power/controller plate and regulates it to 5VDC through a LM7805. Remember that power is "Daisy chained" through several coils in the game. If the
game no longer occurs, replace the thermistor with the qualified part correctly. Since the speakers are connected in series in a pre-dcs game, any break in the speaker's loop will cause all the sound. Just as the previous instance showed, this places the coil feed in the coil support and anything that touches it, including switches. 6.28.7.5 Very strong
sound for a second or two if your game sometimes produces a very strong random sound, see the version of your s2 sound rom. The old compound can be removed with a little The Power configuration plug of the WPC transformer, configured for US 120V systems. All made a MPU Rotteondog WPC-089 WPC-089 MPU board. WPC-089. On the left
there is an extreme example of corrosion creep. The comparator consists of a resistance voltage divisor and an LM339 comparator. That is, if the table shows .657 and its meter produces .630, then each pin in .657 must read about .630 with its meter. The green and white cables are left out of the frame to the other slicing switch in the pair. Second,
the physical point where male/female pins are "sold" over time. The connector to the right showed only lights of light that was cleaned with a swing swing. Block the shipment of shipment that the receiver will normally illuminate under test. The possibilities include a short cable, bad/broken/cut diode, mesh on the field Opto de Campo, interface board
of the bad coins door, etc. If your MPU has an obvious alkaline damage in U15, U16 or U17, it addresses the alkaline damage first. They included a special feeding source plate (A-13502) to accommodate the system's sound plate 11 (D-11581), and also includes the system interconnection plate of system 11 (D-12313-2016). You can also try the
outputs of the LS374 by probing pins 2, 5, 6, 16 and 19 with their liquid probe. To address this problem, cleanly eliminate the chip, clean the corrosion, reconstruct the traces as necessary, install a plug and replace the 74LS374 if necessary. If the fuses prove well, the next test is to guarantee continuity from that fuse to the power orchestration of the
coil. The image on the left shows a fanbric modification to the feeding/controller plate to rectify the problem. If a switch matrix welding tab or switch short knee shorts to the cable cable, â Ófof! Prepare to replace the ULN2803. Test the right side of the f115 fuse. Then, be the stubble exposed with a mismage material of of PCB (that is, a warm of coat
would work) or the enamel of uÃ ± as will be clarified. U1B and U1C outputs (Pins 7 and 8) can be briefly connected with a jumper to help reduce problems when one of the two channels does not work or has a Dé Bil/distorted output. LED6-TP8 Normally on. Just like him About to overcome the high game score to date, the restart of the WPC game
MPU. 5.8.12 High current controller (C-13963) C-13963 High current controller Board as used in NBAFB and FUNHOUSE. Remember that the "direction" of the Opto switches is invested with the regular "hard" hard switches, such as leaf and micro-interruption switches. Identification of the part of the Alkaline Corrosion area WPC-95 MPU in the
corrosion area WPC-95 MPU. The desire of the batteries locate the drummers for the WPC-95 MPU in a next year than in the WPC-089 and WPC-S Boards. The fallacy lies in reaching a conclusion based on the order of events, instead of taking into account other factors that could rule out the connection. Both devices are 74LS175. This Triac board
was also used in the 11B system game, Whirlwind, under the number of enumns C-13088. 6.27.11 Schematic diagram for the DMD WPC and WPC-95 controller plate This link explains my experience repairing a DMD controller of Twilight Zone ('93 WPC). If not, it suspects that F114. U13 was a defect. CRETETIC PCB traces for GI and oranges GI
circuits that are often committed to fans attempts to replace J120. Reflect the welding, or better, replace the headers with new pins. The problem is exacerbated with slightly magnetized balls. Wide between the pins/pieces shown in the table or use the diagrams below. The labeling of the connector is complicated since the 8 -conductor plate is
controlled by a ribbon cable that is connected to the "screen" connector on the WPC CPU plate (J204). Some repair tips suggested cutting the heat dissipator in half, separating it into two parts, a part for each bridge. If the star washing machine for this screw bites through the misma This creates a direct path to the ground, blowing F601, as it
should. Set the DMM in Volts of CC. If you have just installed a NVRAM, see this sweater. Release the black (negative) cable to the lower left battery position. Touch the tab of each tip-102. Replace as necessary. Similar to a cable cable Free, these shovel connectors sometimes do not provide a sysa connection and sometimes they simply fall. Keep in
mind that the food picture can also contain a "varistor", or MOV, which is essentially a surge protector. Defure this problem by verifying the 12V connectors in the lower left corner of the controller plate and the connectors in the transmitter plate and opto minimum. Place the black lead in each of Ca's legs in turn should produce a reading between .5
and .7 volts. Moving our Pin 3 J206 probe to the union of R69 and C13 (also marked with a gray "3" in the diagram) had ã © xito. With the CPU oriented as I would be in the game, release the red (positive) wire to the position of the upper right. 6.17.11 Poor connections between the feeding/controller plate, the CPU and other PCB Step 6: examine
other wiring harnesses and the connectors a convenient location to find land in a WPC setback box. 5.8.17 HSII and CFTBL TRIAC TRIAC (A-13088-2) This board is used at high speed 2: the geta ). Ã ã ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ¢ ã ‚wire color number of transistor transistor number of transistor j137-1 yel-brn 1 q98 J137-2 yel -red 9 q97 J137-3 YELNORN 17 Q96 J137-4 YEL-BLK 25 Q95 J137-5 YEL-BRN 33 q94 J137-6 YEL-BLU 41 Q93 J137-7 YEL-VIO 49 Q92 J137-8 KEY PINT J137-9 YEL-GRY 57 Q91 Try the ranks of the Matrix of the Límpara: bitch connection to test the ranks of the Matrix of the Límpara. This 12VDC power is shown as "+12V digital" in the schemes. Often, the pieces
immediately left C2 are damaged and must be replaced. The Nvram in the immersion package are increasing 6264 NVRAM based on these pieces. These optoysolators communicate Flipper switch closures for pre-fliptronics games. If the CPU receives 12VDC, and still has the message "Verify the F114 and F115" fuses ", then the problem is within the
CPUS CPUS switch matrix circuit. "General lighting" and "controlled regards". If it does not turn on (indicating the absence of 18V in TP8), suspeche BR1 or filter covers for BR1, C6 and C7. Twilight Zone, and perhaps the ROM game version 9.4h, seem to prefer the passion of País "America2". In addition, the associated coil is likely to be continuously
maintained and melts. This problem was solved with the last Rom S2 Sound for the attack of Mars, Congo, Cracker Safe and Tales of The Arabian Nights. You do not need to be overwhelmed. New bridge rectifiers screwed to the heat dissipator before placing on the driver's plate. You should decide to replace the bridge, it is better to screw the heat
dissipator to the bridge before welding it in place while the heat dissipator between Br1 and Br2 is shared. However, it can look good and remain bad. The photography collector connects to +12V, and its emitter connects to ground through two 2 kohm resistors connected in series. Before working on the circuit plates, it is recommended that a series
of much more easier to solve, and equally probable ras causes be examined. If you identify the welding joints of the cracked header pin, it is better to eliminate as much as possible from the previous welding before reflecting a new welding in the joint. Extend the cables as necessary. The visual inspection of the traces could discover the problem, but
"buzz them" for continuity is the best practice. The control seals are as follows. Next, verify the continuity of PIN 3 from 7812 to J114, Pin 2. Catalog of yellow pieces of Bally/Midway (1988-1990) 16-9147 Atlantis, Elvira, Game Show, Mousin 'Around, Transporter, walks the Catalog of yellow pieces in a yellow folder with basic information printed on
the roof and spine. Black in pin 5, red in pin 6 to try part of the photographic. Replace the fuse. This implies welding a 10K resistance from the CLK to 5V and an 8x10K resistance matrix to reduce all data lines to GND. If the measurements indicate voltages voltages Along with the nominal voltages, ensure that the selected voltage jumpers are
correct, as discussed here. 6.17.8 Missing diodes, open diodes or cold welding joints in the canoe of the fin Step 4: Examine the diodes of the fin of the fin example of diodes of the fin coil shown in a FL-1511 flipper coil. Simply replace the tantalum will solve the problem. Both are bad. The energy driver has the following functions: Summary scheme
of the WPC '89 eligric driver plate showing the test LEDs and test points. 6.26.1 Wiring orientation of the diodes and switches matrix in a microeswitch typical wiring for any microeswitch in the first place, all switches located in the switch matrix must have a diode. Once more, DMM established in DC Volts Black Lead in the same red lead lead in Pin
32 of the ROM game, or in pin 2 (central pin) of the MC34064 under voltage surveillance in U10 registration this reading Compare the two readings. Another way for HV destroying ULN2803 and other switch matrix circuits is shown to the left. Typic problems with the plugs and headers of the "divotos" features table on the connection platform of a
"turn". Light the game carefully, touch the other end of the cable of its bridge to the appropriate pin in J205 as shown in the table. 6264 RAM - W3 out, R93 in (a resistance of 1.5k 1/4w) 62256 RAM - W3 in, R93 OUT Both RAM size work well in all games. An example of the sound can be heard here near the end of the video. If a pair of the game opts
does not work correctly, however, the two previous tests pass, then the transmitter or receiver has failed or the cable/connector connector between the Opto board and one/both optos of Playfield have failed. Trying an Opto coupler is simple using the diode test function provided by the DMM majority. Establish the DMM in the diode test, compare the
results with which they are shown below (this test carried out in a 4N25 contained in an interconnected system of the system 11). Too many games or devices of "hungry power" in the same circuit. Williams Williams service 86 details the reason for the mod, premature of the backing battery voltage. If the PIN 9 U17 clock does not come out, the
screen shows anything. The picture in the photo does not have C2 installed. The solution is to weld all the cables of roved connection (examples in the coil) to the pins to those who were connected in the box: cut the rigus connectors, one at the same time, and then weld the cables directly. Since the WPC switch matrix circuit at the USA 12V MPU to
determine the switch status, the game assumes that the 12VDC power has been interrupted. The A-20028 driver's plate included the feeding circuits from the fin, eliminating the need for a separate fliptrine table. The electrolytic condenser 1f of replacement installed, with the isolated lead to avoid the unlikely that the heat dissipator. Tantone covers
on this plate can be replaced with the same nomantic electrolytic tapas (1uf). The example applies to the WPC-089 transmission/transmission tables. Compare the results with a good known amplifier of the same type. Note that DC#4 is stable from -57c to 204c (-70F to 399F). The three reviews of the Fliptronics II Board (A-15472, A-15072-1 and A15472-1) are interchangeable. 6.28.1 A sound plate interface error An error of "sound plate interface" occurs when the MPU plate cannot communicate correctly with the sound board at the start. What goes wrong the smoothing capacitors C20 and C21 are often at the end of their ã ostile lives. The Fliptronics plate switch detection circuit recognizes
the closure of the Flipper EOS switch and communicates that closing closure to the MPU. The glass side of the glass screen on the Funhouse / Bride of Pinbot WPC screen. This LED is a simple indication of "I am working" of the MPU. Share the port with the Fliptronics plate and the board viewing. MUU © Valos to see SI son Buenos. Be careful that it
is that El MC3340 is The fault, since this obsolete part is expensive and difficult to find. Image courtesy of Pinsider "Sculver". U1 is "registered" by the Asic through the SEAL /TRIAC. In one of those cases, pins 7 and 8 of the device where they shorten together, causing the described symptoms. Corrective action here is the same as the reduction of
alkaline damage. If that does not solve the problem, there is a good possibility that the digital boat (volume control) on the sound plate has failed. While the fuse is outside the board, be sure that you are classified in the right amperage. Typic problems include fractured welding joints, since the Board experiences a lot of vibration of the POA engine, as
well as simple opto failures. There is no pin 3, since it is the key. WPC-95 MPU forefront that uses a 62256 RAM. When turning off, instead of the usual "pop", the speakers emit a sound of "machine gun" or "fart" of strong volume. The catalog of red pieces came in a red folder with basic information printed on the roof and spine. When the player
releases the switch from the cabinet fin, the fliptronics plate again detects that open switch, communicates the change in the state to the MPU that then orders the fliptronics plate that interrupts the ground to the venture of retention also, and The fin returns to your resting position. The bridge rectifier diagram is also incorrectly rotated in 90
degrees. Normally, this is low on the MPU plate, indicating that there have been no failures and the system is executing as expected. 5.2 Generations of the WPC 5.2.1 CPU WPC WPC-089 CPU system, this of the twilight zone, with eliminated battery support. Sound Overcoming Board (A-13502) Only about 100 Dr. Dude's sample games use the
Boardset WPC. Therefore, the crude point actually says "plays idea. DMM established in Volts of CC (if not a Meter, wait for 5VDC) Black Lead insured to Game Ground (the braid of Earth in the head is a good place to collect the ground) Red network in TP2 (WPC-95: TP101). Ã ‚tp4 ã ¢ zero Cross. Instead, it conducts 5 high power coils as populated

for the twilight zone. If you use a battery for RAM, remove/disconnect the batteries for a few minutes. LM323K case isolated from land, and a resistance of 25Ohm added. If the game is connected to an extension cable, ensure that the three drivers transport and built with at least 16 caliber cable, or specified as 16/3. Sometimes the test will pass, but
fails in the game. Both tables in which they settled in which they settled with ã ã ã © xito connected to a dedicated food source. Realiente the wire harness that connects the feed driver's plate to the CPU plate can identify the Raãz cause (but re -placing is not a long -term solution). In the photo on the left there is a corrosion case that affects the
operation of the fin. This is not a problem as big as with the East data games, but update the game of the game to a newer version while leaving the symptoms in an older more and even prototype version, it could cause this problem. Place the black lead of the DMM under the braid of earth on the head of the game or use the clip lasters to secure
black lead to ground. This could help in two ways. This is manifested as an "plasma" or "cloudy" appearance on the screen, as shown to the left. Pin 1 of the plcc plug is marked with an arrow that points to pin one. AISLUE heat connections with heat or a good degree of eligric tape. These diodes were originally 6a2 diodes. Restabbing while the game
is heated is, therefore, a key indicator of a failed thermistor. East the flat side of the transmitter of the channel of Ball as is on the board. It should be seen that the speaker cone reacts when the battery is touched the terminals. MARTE WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-20119) A-20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-00 SAFE WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-2011) A-20028 A20028 DMD 5610-14515-00 TICKET TAC TOE WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-2011) A-20028 A-20516 DMD? Fractured welding joints at the F113 fuse. F113 (WPC-95: F105) fuses the 5V power for the game. Always check the speaker connections to the A/V plate (J504 and J505) and the wiring in the speakers before assuming that there is a problem with the
plate. Replace the ribbon cable and examine the double -row headings if the problem becomes chronic. Identify problems that are not in the MPU Try the direct switch route to mold your game must be deactivated. Black in pin 4, red in pin 6 6.26.4.2.1 Special note regarding the rotteondog power/driver manufactured before February 2012
Illustration provided by and used with the permission of Sascha Voskuil, also known as "Zaza". ROTTENDAG AFTERMARKET POWER/ The driver plates manufactured before February 2012 contain an design error/ tracking connection that exchanges the function of the two insulators Opt 4n25 on the board. SOLVA The upper and lower welding pads
of the bridge. This coil is from the "beginning of the thing" in the Addams family. Anyone "buzzing" is short -circuit and will need to be replaced. The plate has the following characteristics: Motorola 68b09E 8K processor switch matrix inputs bold by the batterio CMOS a single EPROM, dimensioning of 128k (1 megabit, 27c128) to 1m (8 megabits,
27c080/27c801) Circuit of Master Watches and Restators Three Digital Digital Digital Digital Digital I/O Ports - General Use; to show; Assistant (labeling "Display") WPC ASIC: an 84 -pin PLCC that has decoding, surveillance and clock circuits in real time. The most likely is that the cable between J1 on the interface board of the Currency Door and
J205 has a break. The WPC-95 plate set integrated electronic on the controller plate. In general, readings between .5 and .8 must be observed. Once the fuse clip has folded too much, it will not return in its position to create a symptic symptom connection with the fuse. The switch status as shown on the screen must change. Replace replace Female
connector and pins with good quality trifurcon rinse pins. Positive and negative are clearly labeled. The WPC-95 CPU plate has an external battery connector not used just above the batterous support. While this can be disconcerting, it is perfectly harmless. The fliptronics II plate also rectifies the CA voltage from the game transformer, and is
transmitted to ã © l from the food/conductor plate to create the feeding of the 70 VCC fin (the fliptronics and depends on a "Additional flipper feeding source" to rectify the fin voltage). If F114 flies immediately again, then Br1 is probably short -circuit. Think otherwise when the screen shows anything worth entering the test because it is possible that
it only shows the test. Be sure not to apply too much heat ... enough to flow the welding evenly. Switch matrix circuit operation. 6.29.1. Cut the black lead of its DMM to any pitch, such as the locking bar or the land braid. Color -encoded switch matrix circuit. Click on the ampletel image Use the previous diagram to walk through a simple "on -board"
switch matrix problem. This clip point is the exit of the bridge rectifier and is connected to the softened capacitor (filter) and the entrance of the LM323K regulator. This can be correctly corrected by removing the board of the game and reflecting welding in the pads. The controlled regards (sometimes called "feathetic features") are under complete
CPU control over the matrix of ligs 8 by 8. When it accumulates for an operation of 230 V, The linen fuse is 5asb and a 260V varistor is used. Image cuts of FB "Pinball Repair Group" Criss Member Oother Way of blows C11 is to connect the power connector of flash lamp in J106 to high power coil connection circuits in J132. They are "made" while you
touch the J209 pins. A scope should be used since the seas are Subtle for a libic probe to detect. The tables often darken by heat, like this. The image to the left shows two amplifiers of the same AV WPC-95 table that were blew when the non-land speaker cable was released and touched the speaker housing. If the alkaline reduction is attempted, and
if the ULN-2803 or LM339 are damaged, using any technique that is not cut from the board, heat the alkaline dais pads and take out the leftover legs, dava The board of the board. The catalogs of pieces also had complementary updates to add and replace pages, since new games were launched after the initial launch of the catalysts. IPDB #102
(12/97) service newsletter: Cirqus Voltaire; Installation instructions for the update kit #A-22270. The corrosion caused the circuit to feel that both cabinet buttons have pressed when only one had been pressed. 8 - U8 ROM fails. These components are part of the LADE level voltage circuits promoted by LED2 and LED3. IPDB #104 (4/98) service
newsletter: Cirqus Voltaire; Update of the adjustment sheet. Now you can establish the volume as low as you want. 6.24 Solenoid, flashing and motor problems, solenoids and engines in WPC games are activated through transistors on the driver's board and in some games, transistors on the auxiliary driver's board 8. This is the posterior model , with
zero ohm jumpers installed in the GI circuit, down to the left. With the game on ... try the Switch Direct in Sam itself Black Lead of its DMM Aãºn cut to Game Ground. Página 2 errors The probable culprit is U35. It is currently not known if other reviews of the Board are affected by the problem. LED5-TP7 Normally on. Over time, the qualification of a
varistor will decrease, causing "occasional" of the fuse of the network. 5.6.2 DCS WPC Sound Board with Indiana Jones: The Pinball Adventure, Williams presented the DCS sound system. He tries the lower leg of 7812. Pins 3 and 4 are ground for the images The playing field. 6.17.20 The conductive fat hack is a "hack"? The following images of a
WPC-089 DMD controller will help you to ensure that all traces are repaired. This connector/pins sometimes burns and can require replacement. The WPC feed/controller plate uses a 15,000 âµf and 25V capacitor in C5 to soften the BR2 complete wave rectified AC. 6.21 Lease voltage detection: LED2 and LED3 LED2 and LED3 on the energy
controller plate are indicators for the line voltage detection circuit. An example is the Trek Star: the next generation. Games like Indiana Jones, CFTBL, Fish Tales, High Speed â € ‹â € ‹2, Hurricane, Slugfest, Funhouse and Hot Shot, all used some version of this board. The two connectors on the left side can be used for Óustic channel switches. The
plate has 8 outputs, driven by TIP-102 transistors with a 2N4403 prior to the driver, similar to the WPC power/controller plate (which uses a 2N5401 as a pre-conductor). CONTENT 1 INTRODUCTION 2 LIST OF GAMES 3 RECORD OF GAMES LIST 3.1 WPC-89 and WPC-S 3.2 WPC-95 4 Recommended Documentation 5 Tynical Information 6 Problems
and Solutions 6.1 Jumperators, RAM and ROM size 6.2 Test Roms 6.3 Switch of immersion of Paãs (or jumper) Configuration 6.4 LED ignition ignition and sound tones (Bongs) 6.5 Fuses 6.6 CC voltage test on the feeding plate/controller 6.7 Extraccion or installation of the ASIC 6.8 WPC ASIC Pinout 6.9 Bowling bolos description of the feeding line
circuit immediately 6.10 Credit 6.11 Battery problems 6.12 Replacement The RAM of the CPU with non-volume 6 6.12.1 Special note on Early Rottendog WPC-TH MPUS AND NVRAM 6.13 Repair of alkaline corrosion 6.14 SAMT TILT 6.15 Settings of the stuck men (WPC-95) 6.15.1 Configuration of stuck (WPC -95) 6.16 Power problems with the
Rotteondog Aftermarket driver/plate F106 and F101 Fuses 6.21 LED2 and LED3 6.22 Explosive Explosive Voltage detection 15,000u condenser in C11 (C10 in WPC-95) 6.23 WPC and WPC-S games without solenoids, flash or features of characteristics, a lady of blanking problem 6.24 solenoid, flasher and motor problems 6.25 MPARAS 6.26 SWITCH
PROBLEMS 6.27 DISPLAY OF PROBLEMS OF View 6.28 SOUND PROBLEM 6.29 FAN PROBLEMS 7 Substitutions and replacements of parts 8 repair records and specific problems of the game and solutions 1 Introduction called WPC-89), WPC-S and WPC-95. Keep in mind that the reset of the game are a problem of power. Place the WPU broad tape
cables to the DMD controller. The pages of this catalog were printed on pink paper. Values of R23/R24 for ... both cables are soldiers to the ears on the left. (Sound 18Vac) Alfanumã © Rico Bop, FH, HD 5610-12835-00 WPC3, 115/230V (Sound 18Vac) Bop, BR, BSD, CFTBL, DW, FH, FT, GI, HD, HS2, Hot Shot Basketball , Hurricane, Hurricane, Pz,
Slugfest, T2, TAF, TAFG, TZ, WH2O 5610-13491-00 WPC Power (12VAC Sound) IJ, JD, Pinball Circus, Popeye, Sttng 5610-13953-00 WPC94 (Women's line entrance ) Corvette, DH, DM, FS, RS, Shadow, WCS 5610-14515-00 WPC WID MOUT AFM, CONGO, I500, JB, JM, NF, SC, SS, TOM, TOTAN, WD 5610-14515-01 WPC WIDE Mount AFM, CC, CP,
CPE, CV, Congo, I500, JB, JM, JY, MB, MM, NBA, NF, NGG, SC, SS, TOM, TOTAN, WD 5610-15930-00 P2000 RFM 5610 Transformer. 15930-01 SWE1 5.10 Transformer. 1 JUERADORES OF PRIMARY VOLTAGE SELECTION IN THE TRANSFORMER IN ALL WPC GAMES, THERE IS A MOLEX CONNECTOR OF 9 PIN or 12 PIN PIN USED TO CHANGE
THE PRIMARY VOLTAGE ESTABLISHED THE TRANSFORMER. These rarely fail. The majority of the time, the last transistor in the cascade transistors chain is the unique that has failed. The second generation (XXX -) uses a normal opto plate, and the channel receiver It has phototransistors. Pass to the page below to test the bridge. bridge. It will
prevent the GI circuit of brown and/or orange color to function properly. Move the Pin 1 J207 bridge to PIN 2. Clearly, this is a non -life supposition. An incorrect or defective chip will result in a "Error G13" or "Error U22" at the beginning. Williams probably provided this flexibility to allow the use of any cheap or more available RAMs. Schematic
Manual WPC 16-9834, June 1994 Schematic Manual WPC 16-9834.2, January 1995 Viewer WPC-S (SECURITY) Schemmal Manual WPC-95 Schematic Manual 16-10159.2, March 1996 WPC -95 Schematic Manual 16-10159.3, July 1997 PDF 4.3 Cathers of parts Assembly (ã ºlil to see how assemblies are gathered) and design design and pieces of parts,
and diagrams for controlled lamps, solenoids and rubber locations. You will have to do this for a feeling, since you cannot see the leadership. Proof of a TIP-102 transistor Adjust the dmm in diode Place the black cable in the central leg Place the red wire in each of the flankeus legs in turn a medicine between .5 and .7 (Generally dead shorts) indicate
that the part has failed. More commonly, there is a switch or problem of mãºltiple with the game. The data bus extends completely through the feeding/controller plate, stopping at several 74ls374 (U1 to U5) along the way. While it may seem a good idea to double the design of this Williams card (piece number 5768-14714-00) to replace the 55536 to
more differ from finding, the main part used, the MC3417, is equally differ from Find today. The circuit in this plate is similar to a remote television control circuit. This reduces stretching in rectifiers or of the bridge in the power circuits of the game (which is the main cause of the failures of the bridge rectifier). Diode Test Value U18 ã ¢ Diode Test
Value U19 ã ¢ 1 .583 .580 ¢ 2ã ¢ .519 .659 .659 .657 .510 4 .657 .516 59 .511 .656 6ã ¢ .511 .656 ã ¢ 7ã ¢ .657 .510 ã ¢ 8ã ¢ .657 .510 ã ¢ 9ã ¢ .511 .656 ã ¢ 10 ¢ 10 10 ° Red Red ã ¢ 11ã ¢ .580 .580 ã ¢ 12ã ¢ .510 .657 ã ¢ 13ã ¢ .657 .518 ã ¢ 14ã ¢ .657 .516 ã ¢ 159 .519 .656 ã ¢ 16ã ¢ .517. 578 ã ¢ 17ã ¢ .657 .517 ã ¢ 18ã ¢ .578 .509 ã ¢ 1917 .657. Ã
‚2098 .398 Corrosion in the spot of a signal caused a" sound plate interface error. " The ray cause of a "sound plate interface error" in a trek Star: the next generation game is shown to the left. This verifies the path through F115 to the power header of 12V in J114. The row qualification signal goes out when the LM339 comparators in U15 and U16
detect an increase in voltage above the reference voltage present in ppies 5, 7, 9 and 11 of both LM339, through the Site "established" of every 74LS74 (U10 through U13). 7 - S7 ROM fails. There is a description of the function of the pieces in the circuit -112v. WARNING: Do not use the internal and external connector at the same time. Location:
Low right of the DMD plate Power the DMD nominally requires 62, -100 and -112VDC to operate. 6.28.5.1 Power in sound tones (Bongs) after a successful boot, the game should make a single "bong" sound. The other failure point on this board is the MOC 3031 otpoisolador. The power configuration of the 12 -pins WPC transformer, configured for the
European Systemsjumper configuration of 240V for 240V it should be the following: Pines 1 and 11 jumped the pins 7 and 10 jumped the 3 and 9 pins jumped 5.11 connectors not used a example of a "excess connector". Here you can find a video that shows the appropriate technique to eliminate the WPC Asic. The board still contains the high voltage
ICS, UDN6118 and UDN7180. This becomes possible since J124 and J128 are implemented in an ideal way. If not, diagnose more than the break in the black wire between the joint Welding and pitch. It will be approximately 20v less than the voltage of the nam Ã ‚12Vdc 7 12v 12v ã ¢ DMD and test the voltages in the DMD PINS of Male controller
header. 2 - RAM failure. Comparison of simple voltage level through LM339S detects ground shorts for those switches. The 4 pads can be seen in the image above the CPU with the old eliminated support. A TIP-102 transistor can handle a much higher current load. Ã ã ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ã ‚wire color number of transistor transistor number J1331 red-brn 1 q90 j133-2 red-blk 2 q89 j133-3 pin of J133-4 RED-NORD 3 Q88 J133-5 Red-Yel 4 Q87 J133 -6 Red-Grn 5 Q86 J133-7 Red-Blu 6 Q85 J133-8 Red-Vio 7 Q84 J133-9 Red-Gry 8 Q83 6.25 .4.3 Matter problem caused by connecting "growth" connectors an out of place connector in Judge Dredd. 5.8 Miscelona WPC boards 5.8.1 WPC 7 Opto Board
(A-14977, A-15576, A-15595) Example WPC 7 Opto Board, as is located in AFM and in many other WPC games. The "receiving side" of an Opto pair, which must be lodged in a black plan, can be tested with almost any strong incandescent flashlight. Turn off the game. Falling triac. If the sign is not present, try (after turning off the energy) ... an axial
electrolytic condenser of 1f/50v will work well. Unplug all connectors with red or yellow cables that drive them. You can download the document by clicking on the upstream. By eliminating the fuses of a power/driver of the Rotteondog accessories, it should be done with extreme attention, since the fuse clips are folded and are given easily. That dust
is a driver and can cause strange problems of coins. The failure of this RAM is manifested by many including some that are shown below. Doing so creates a circuit that routes the feeding of the 70 VDC coil through C11, which generally has a 25VDC classification and is intended to filter the 20 VDC flash circuit. The connectors are of the same width
and are key in an ideal way. Long time ago ... ... Pinball Galaxy far away, far away ... a kind guy was playing a good pinball game, hitting all the shots and winning multiball after multiball. The ASIC in the MPU affirms the col /lmp that "records" the data in U18 through PIN 11. There could be several reasons for this problem. Subscribed characters ...
This change is generally not considered necessary and is not believed to be a significant taxsence for the reset of the game. 6.26.8 Other reasons of "jitter" switch an electrolytic lid with leaks in C2 caused the "digital" 12v to fall to approximately 10.5VD. and sometimes reducing the output power of 12vdc to something more low. The end with bands
of the diode is always adhered to an expulsion by itself. The slave board uses a 20V power and four TIP-102S to control four coils under the playing field in the ZR1 LT5 assembly. The side of the component of a transmitter Opto Williams Typic. The white cable is the switch row. Williams switches are always wired the same. I've seen it more at once.
Jumper W4 is installed for 2KB RAM. With the DMM still configured in continuity, "buzz" between the fuse and the power folder coil. (Use the diagnostic test T.7 to play sound clips for the game during your tests). 6.28.7.1 Voltage regulation on board the "digital" side WPC-95 A/V "digital" is fed by the same 5VDC that is regulated by the
power/controller plate. Daaved components must be replaced and clean -made Daaves with a fiberglass brush and carefully stated with a welder. Well work by the installer who guides the lid so that its value is in a favile view! The electrolytic capacitors do not last forever. The volume adjustment can be adjusted from the currency door, and the "term"
of the DMD volume will move but the volume of the speaker will not change. This solution omits the diodes completely, installing the following bridges. General General "Operation theore is"). DCS sound board games. Any difference indicates the voltage gap between J114 on the power/controller plate and J210 on the MPU plate. A short -circuit IC in
the MPU that uses 12VDC can make F115 blow. A look under the J206 connector that shows damage in alkaline corrosion. Insulating the problem to the MPU or the game wiring/switch Remove the J205 connector of the MPU. The connector in the lower left carries the seages for photography. Catalog manufacturer Version of cover Games Fuentes
Notes Shuttle was an early version of the catalyst of blue pieces, and only included 9 Pinball ties (and 3 alley titles). A league diode should be added to the game wiring when one of these flash flash units is used to turn a coil or engine. The 9 PIN connectors connected to a transformer's ponytail in Sã. The WPC-S CPU uses a 5-pin version of this
connector. A good view of a 15,000U lid, with a hole lying by the left lead (the Brown Donut Looking object) C5 (lower) and C11 (upper) on a power plate/controller WPC-089. If the same column and the row of the matrix of the lamp are not lighting (that is, column 5, row 5), â € ‹â €‹ It is a good bet that it is made for that row/column sees
compromised in the U9. If the welding connection in the coil is sysa, suspect the cable connection in the IDC connector. Some high use switches will activate the alert Diagnosis of the problem begins by reviewing the CC voltage in TP3. Realizing the connection can soften the defects that have been formed and can also move the physical point of
contact to a different part of the pins. Most of Pinball Pinball It does not possess the ability, experience and tools that allow them to work on circuit plates without damage and sometimes irreplaceable plaque. By replacing the opt, the flat side towards the "k" (equivalent, the "short" leg of the opt for the "k") the opto receiver is housed in a frame of
black plan. Some report that C2 installation sets a "nervous door" syntom in the "fog" assembly of BSD. The next version of the plate, the WPC-95 CPU plate, changed to a plastic battery support that does not provide so much protection against alkaline corrosion on the plate. WPC-95 fuses of Monster Bash. A WPC fuse tabic table is shown to the left,
the WPC-95 fuse table to the right. It is easy to lift the traces of the silver through the holes when eliminating them. This ensures that even if the batteries located remotely filter, no dripping plate will be filtered (or dripped. Before starting any work on the DMD controller plate, perform the previous test with the DMD screen power disconnected. This
configuration presents an effective impedance of around 4 ohms. "If the 10UF capacitor fails" open ", then the speaker is open and the speaker will remain silent. However, at the lower end of this specification, this lower voltage can be the cause can be the cause of the reins. a documented repair involved a diversion house with a reboot problem.
6.17.4 The "temporary" temporary "in situ (lower part of the image) connector (lower part of the image) To place (delete and then reinstall) J101 and J114 on the feeding/controller plate and J210 on the MPU plate several times. Br1 test "Insitu" is possible to try BR1 while the feeding plate/controller is still installed the game. Remove the connector
plug in J205 from the MPU. The CA voltage is rectified by D15-D18 and softens by C10. The reason for this is that the lines of the RAM's position are not "standing". Examine welding joints at C30, especially if The condenser has been replaced in the past. Keep in mind that, although it is rare, some farabric documentation contains errors in schemes,
wiring, commutation matrices/lamp and solenoid assignments. First check the small caliber cables in the J504 and J505 connectors. These do not fail very often, but they are easily to try after this procedure. Batterãa support replaced by the coin cell battery. This Philips capacitor has probably failed. Ã ‚TP6 50 VCC Power. Sometimes, without good
reason that simply be old, one of these caps will explode and explode in flames in the game game. Although for this test, they can survive with its reliable DMM. Although it is more expensive, this is a high quality product. If the tieback diode connection is lost, the associated unit transistor on the controller plate (as shown to the right) is given. If you
are not on, LED1 will not turn on either. Use your logical probe to track the Pin 66 of the ASIC, through the MPU to the MPU connector, through the tape cable, then through the feeding plate/ Pin 11 controller. Clipar the black cable of your DMM to the playing ground, or put it under the land braid. Summary scheme of the WPC-89 eligric driver
plate showing the test LEDs and test points. You can also measure the CC voltage in the speaker outputs. The Triac is a slightly special part: it must be a triac "four sector". Demolition man WPC-DCS WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-16917-50028 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 PCB Auxiliary 8-Driver (A-16100) Prototype the games used a
WPC-S MPU, which uses a different ROM to work with the WPC-S security photo. A similar problem can be the cutting component cable that has just left on the yellow cãrculo. Procedure: place your DMM in of diode. "It must be trapped early and washed gently with vinegar. The fliptronics plate switch detection circuit recognizes the closure of a
flipper cabinet switch. This can be corrected leaving the screw out, outside, outside, A nylon washer, or with a Nylon screw. Three of these boards are used to drive the three motor passage engines of slot mines. The failed MC3340 may also have caused the AMP to heat up a lot, but this has not been conclusively demonstrated. C31 failed of a BSD
CPU. If the corner is restoring, open the door of the currency and measure the CA voltage in the auxiliary plug with the corner off, and then with the member turned on. As for the previous bad works, sometimes when J120 is replaced, the holes through pins 7 and/or 8 are extracted causing a connectivity paid from the front of the board to the back of
the board. The short floor through the vibration was restoring the CPU! Reprient the male and female ends of this connector with adequate molex home solved the problem. These are much less prone to failure. All sample and production games used a WPC-89 MPU. The design changed to a remote battery support, located on a daughter board that
clips the posts in the lower half of the plate. All voltage selection pins are molex pins .093. If the audio of your game is a bit traced, and these caps have not been eliminated, it is possible that you can improve audio quality by eliminating them. The CA voltage is rectified by BR4 and softens by C11. All RAMs must be replaced at the same time for this
configuration to work. These employees are on most of the time. The welding in these heading pins has been reflected very well. What is on the board? D20 will also indicate basic problems with the MPU when flickering as such ... if not, it suspects that the trail between the lower leg of 7812 and the fuse F115. "Buzz" The connection between C4 and
R11 is a simple test to guarantee the continuity of this trace. If the tests Owner transistor failed, eliminated the piece using this procedure very carefully with delicate traces and holes. You can collect 5V of feeding for your probe through the electrolytic cover in C31, which is immediately to the right of the batterous support. BATERÍA. The cage
represents the nominal voltage delivered by a single Batterãa AA, times 3 (Baterãas), except a typic fall of .6 v cc through the diode d2. Image courtesy of John Wart Jr. An all effective to prevent C11 damage in case one of the above conditions is fulfilled, is to install a serial blocking diode with the great sand resistance in R224. Cort one end of the
sweater cable to the earth braid on the game's head. Be sure to verify the food connections on the screen also. 6.24.4 Transistor Q20 blow / failed in the driver's plate and ceiling diode The "titback" cable of violet diodes / anaran Å "Alwhere closed", change the matrix as switch 24. Operation The plate is fed by 12VDC (J118/2, Roadshow) or 20VDC
(J107/6, Corvette) from the feeding/conductor plate. Worse Aãºn, the heat in the connector will convert the fat into dirt. For a column failure: uln 2803 in U19. Since the fins switters of the cabinet are also sometimes optal, the fins of the game can also behave strangely. Use a logical probe to test both sides of the diodes D3 and D38, Since it is
necessary for both the positive and negative parties of the ac Sina wave. If the coil stops, then the path has been demonstrated to the ground and the failure is probably the TIP-102 in Sã. However, In some cases, the plug has been given more than the simple repair of welding the legs to the plate. The meter must read around 9V. You should see the
transition from the absence. A-20119 and A-21377 can be used interchangeably in any WPC-95 game. If not, there is a discontinuity in the cable between the direct switch and J205. Installing this 4 -pin connector is a good and clean way to get the batteries out of the plate and avoid alkaline damage. This establishes a path to For the 18 V Lister Power
for each row enabled by the patron of the ASIC in the MPU affirms the row /LMP sign that "records" the data in U10 through U13 through its entries of theirs of "Restart." 6.27.1 Problems of the visualization panel The visualization panel in Sã can have problems. While Williams moved the majority of the fastening diodes to the power/controller plate,
the flash flash circuits (units from 17 to 20) do not include a subjection diode. The year, with the regular frequency, a publication in RGP or Pinside will be read that goes like this ... "my game was restarting, so that replacement and c5 and the restarts disappeared." This logical construction is known as "post hoc, Propter ergo hoc" (after this,
therefore, because of this), an insidious logical fallacy that says "from that event followed this, then that event must have been caused by this. " CRIME OF THE PHOTO: John Wart Jr. Q20, with an important malfunction, because the connection of daily roof cable is missing. Replace the LM339 on these boards must be done carefully, since it is easy to
raise traces and pull the veneer through the hole. The 68B09EP is a 2MHz CPU, 8 bits/16 bits, with a 64 kb addiction space. A transistor "enables" the associated engine movement. Actually, of course, when the components are removed and replaced in a circuit plate, the "change" concomitant to the state of the game system includes resting
connectors and possibly improving eligric conductivity that possibly changes connectivity to Travã © s fractured welding joints that can be flexed differently all the plaque in the setback box and possibly improve the floor for the plate that reflects the welding joints in both components, possibly improving the eligric conductivity, possibly The heat
dissipation from the bridge to the heat dissipator by replacing the rhicty soldier until it works metó. The disciplined process in the following section. There are two C31, one of a diversion house and another of a BSD. Then it is necessary to replace these parts, eliminate carbon (it is a driver) and rebuild the traces burned as necessary. 6264 RAM - W3
out 62256 RAM - W3 in Again, both RAM size work well in all games and most NVRAM replacements are replacements 6264. U31 and/or U32 was defective. 5.8.28 Corvette Z5 Master (A-18532) and Slave Boards (A-19625) Bally Corvette A-18532 Driver Master Bally Corvette A-19625 Driver Slavethis Motor Pair of boards works together for "Rev" the
ZR1 engine toy LT5 on the upper left side of the playing field. The following components are all suspicious ... Change 24 is not a switch, but provides the game software for a "known" switch matrix return. Often, this noisy buzz is diagnosed as a failed lymit when the real problem is simply a fractured trace. Take into account the colors of the wire,
which begins at the bottom with a yellow/white, then three (rolled) yellow, then three (rolled) yellow/white. There is really not much that can go wrong with this board. Summary scheme of the WPC '95 eligric driver plate showing the test LEDs and test points. The usual problem with this board is that the great inductor (marked "106c" in the image)
vibrates outside the board. These bullet connections link low and medium -sized speakers. (S) Game connected to an extension cable or a feeding strip with a wire caliber too small. Jack*Bot WPC-S WPC-S (A-17651) A-12697-3 A-14039.1 DMD A-16917-50051 A-15472-1 5610-14515-00 3.2 WPC-95 WPC BOARD BOARD GAME OF MPU AV AV AV AV AV
AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV Board Visualization Transformer Additional Notes Congo Notes WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-2011) A-20028 A-20516 DMD The first WPC-95 game. If it folds towards the printed trace and making contact, it can also be manifested as the "sound plate interface error." IPDB #99 (5/97) service newsletter: NBA
Fastbreak; Ball Trap fixes. Images written by Sascha Sascha Used with permission) proof of a work lamp matrix circuit in a WPC-95 Power/Board column of the 4 short circuit controller plate in the circuit of the Matrix of the Límpara /Driver Board 4 inoperative in the circuit of the Matrix of the Límpara in a power WPC-95 /Driver's board note: In this
animation, columns 4 and 2 are not operational. The Flash Ligs unit connector that must be connected to J124 is connected to J128. Care that each ribbon cable is attached correctly, and not "a row off" or even "a dull column." Indicates the presence of 12VDC regulated. Configure your DMM in "continuity check". As shown on the left, an imperfect
welding spouse led to a connection bridge of connection 31 (R/W, reading/writing) and 34 (FIRQ) on the welding side of the sound table. This is true for all versions of the MPU WPC. East the ASIC as shown in the image on the left in relation to the arrow in the plug, focus the chip on the zam and press firmly in the center of chips. In addition, the
women pursued, the chains of lamps can be attenuated for this purpose. Note: This test requires a good fuse to be in place in F111 so that the test works correctly. What is wrong? The connector in the upper left carries the signals for photography. Fortunately, through advances both in our knowledge of these games systems and in the application of
a clear thought, we have realized that jumping to the "solution" of replacing the components before testing Reales is not advisable. This power is merged by F114. It is logical to blame the coil by the source of the problem. Touch the other end of the bridge to set one in J209, then Pine Dos and Asã successively. Note that these Be phosphor-bonce (7a
qualification, as original). The possible causes are listed below, in the recommended exam order. If the traces return to Br2, it suspects that a side of Br2 is open. 6.28.6.5 Audio É¡spero or Murmurated speech C37 and C45, both ceroses, sometimes cause the audio. DURATION OF THE PRODUCTION OF WPC-95 WPC-95 Williams eliminated two small
cernamic caps (C47 and C51) of table A/V to clean the sound. On the other hand, DC#4 ELES ELÍ © CTRICO FAT COMPOUND FACT A HIGHER WORK THAT REDUCE FICCINE AND CORROSIÓN IN THE CONTACTS AND THAT A NET BENEFIT FOR ANY GAME WILL BE CONSIDERED. Subsequent versions of the MPU (ASã as WPC-S and WPC-95
MPU, the Used DIP switches. 6.28.6.4 Amallado and design sound/without sound C32 and C41, both electrolytic tapas, are found in series in the amplification circuit of amplification circuit Sound of the Son Sound Plate of DCS. The bite audio can be caused by the failure of the two electrolytic capacitors of 1UF/63V found in the audio circuit for each
amplifier. There are several versions of each generation. The central pin is Use for "earth reference." Using. Nvram also has the decline of not keeping the clock in real time. You can buy genéal switch bodies and transfer the wire shape carefully to the new body. However, These great diodes 6a2 create a large amount of heat. 5.8.25 DC Motor control
board (A-16120) A-16120 DC Control Boardthis Ththis It is used in Canyon cactus, demo man, monster bash, no good goophers, th e shadow, Twilight Zone, Theater of Magic, World d cup soccer. This technique is no longer considered a better practice. These traces lead to life that can be seen just southwest of R194. Some games have divided
information between two manuals: a game manual (for general game operation) and a guide of operations (to obtain more technical information). However, if the condenser is blue and shows the manufacturer as Philips, it must replace it, since it is probably bad. The fin cabinet switch does not "do" or dirty so much that it does not perform a feeding
switch of the fin or is missing an end switch of Flipper's blow. The connector in the lower left (as shown) provides the For seven IR emitters. Then, place the other clip in the red (+) wire of your meter. 8.2 S2 Sound Rom Failure in WPC-95 After a successful boot if the game turns on and has a successful boot, but after a few minutes, the Bongs game
twice indicates a S2 sound rom failure and It becomes insensitive, try to replace the ASIC chip in the MPU. This is possible in Whitewater, Dr. Who and Bram Stakers dracula at least, and it can also be possible in other games. Therefore, the game assumes that one of these fuses is blowing and the message is shown. RAM size MPU WPC-089 can be
configured for two different RAM size. Transistor failure of the row (TIP-102) or column (TIP-107). Build a bridge cable with crocodile clips at both ends. The modern adjustable commutation voltage regulator EZ-SBC PSU5 if you decide to replace the LM323K regulator that you want to consider using a PSU5 EZ-SBC. If not, follow these steps.
Location: Lower center of the serial port The serial port Rarely is populated. If the game is significantly less than 70 VDC, suspect Br3. You must measure around 17.4 less .5 a .7 volts (again), or approximately 16.8VDC. Normally, with the open switch, the LM339 in U16 and U17 compare 12V (supplied in the MPU with the switch and the LM339)
with 5V (as a level of comparison) and let the 74LS240 in U15 in U15 that the switch is open. This version of the catalog of pieces included 13 Pinball Ties and 5 Street Ties, 7 Videos Vined Ties and 3 Novel Games Ties. Within the two GI circuits "Always in" Williams placed 8 large diodes 6a2, to create a voltage fall in the circuit that would attenuate
the slights slightly and presumably lengthened the ã Étilel life of the lamp. In the example shown to the left of a Terminator 2, the diode ties cable is the thin cable of If you have a power present in J115, and it does not have GI, it is possible that the /Triac does not reach U1. 6.17.12 using a To test the rectifier and the bridge capacitors, step 7: bridges
and tapas in the circuit that measures the CC voltage output "without softening" of BR2. There is no functional difference if u12 are filled or not. If the work plug does not work in the non -labor position, there is likely to be a problem with that position. This is due to the fact that the +12v and earth connections are in chain through the right plate PCB
to the left plate. The largest cable is the high power winding, the small cable is the retain winding. 6.17.9 Poor connections between the secondary transformer and the feeding/controller plate Step 5: Examine the Molex connector "in the shape of a cube" in the cabinet the "cube" connector of 15 pins "cube". If the electrolytic lid fails and drips its
corrosive content, it will be traveled from the trail and the plate will not work correctly. Note: If a DIP switch is installed, always leave W11 and W12 in the off position. 6.7 Remove or install the ASIC using a PLCC extractor to correctly remove the ASIC. If only one switch is shown in the switch edge test for each pin combination, then the CPU switch
matrix works correctly and can confidently assume that any switch problem is somewhere else. The screen is a high voltage plasma system that has built -in scan electronic. You must listen to "tone." While the Board has two different piece designations, in fact they are identical. Clip Black lead from your DMM to Game Ground. Pin 9 is a clock signal.
U9 on the controller plate (at 74LS240) cushion the column bits patron for U18 (at 74LS374). Harley Davidson also used dual exhibitions of 16 alfanumã © ricos, however, they placed each other in separate boards, instead of being "stacked" on a board. Errors of IPDB 4.5 scheme errors at Addams Family & Addams Family gold manual for additional
Flipper feeding supply plate (A-15416). Red cable at the Welding Board opposed to black wire (or naked wire sweater) of the switch under test. A one The video of this procedure that is carried out in Drácula of a Bram Stoker can be found here. If other products are used, investigate carefully to ensure that they are an appropriate diethric fat for high
temperature applications. 6.28. C15, C36 and C38. Some copies can be found in the planetary pinball. The channel is covered by a Williams patent. Below is a table of the slices used, the color of its wrapping and the force. Falling tape cable. The first action to be taken is to enter the diagnosis. The game will restart, often when both fins are used at
the same time. Bridge rectifiers 1 and 2 were elegantly removed with a de -older iron. Keep in mind that other problems with the supply of +18V or +5V could cause a high or low lane voltage indication. Location: upper right of the board. "Butterfly" voltage selection connector used to accommodate typic voltage systems used worldwide (120 Vac in
the US., 230 Vac abroad, low linen voltage, etc.). The two tables are similar in high voltage regulation sections. Finally, green cable is connected to no terminal. Banking switching is required to address 64 kb. 6.27.12 TRACE DAÉN BY HEAT Under R9 The point of burns in the center of this image erased the trace that works from R3/C4 to R11,
indicated by the yellow line. The present R9 eats a lot of current and becomes very hot, especially as the components of the associated age circuit. With the full GI brightness (8), these pins must try as "low" sys. This allowed a game with defective switches to still play near the original game. If you are high, with the bridge cable connected to ground,
then the LM339 outputs have failed, the trail of Plate between LM339 and U15 is committed, or the 74LS240 has failed and is corrupted by the seã ± al. If D1 fails, the The most likely is exhausted prematurely. Add a second serial port that is not used in Pinballs WMS. If the voltages are too high, the panel will show flashes, clouds or ghosts. Take
note of the wire color of the GI chain that does not work. Varistores can be purchased from Great Plains Electronics. He electrified the entire "thing" mechanism and caused the ULN2803 to be destroyed. If you do not have decent welding and des-langeal skills, DMD HV work should be left to a professional. Assuming that there is no alkaline day ...
the plate rectifies 16Vac through Br1 and Br2 to create approximately 12VDC to feed the pursuing lamps. An example of 8 celebrities board, the 8 -conductor auxiliary plate is located in the upper right of the backbox in a WPC mismaquins. Before proceeding to diagnose solenoid or intermittent problems, see this section: how coils, flashes and
engines are activated. The general logic to provide a route to the ground for a coil, solenoid, flashulator or motor (later, we will only refer to the coils, but this is true for coils, flashes and engines) through the driver's plate is the driver's Next. Some PCB reparators will avoid the use of jumpers in favor of a better reservoir. If all this is verified,
however, 12VDC are not in TP3, then suspect that the 7812 voltage regulator in Q2. The sounds on this board worked well since the error was in the hardware that goes back to the MPU. 6.18 Verify the f114 and F115 fuses check the f114 and f115 message this message is sometimes shown when the game boots and a game cannot be started. 5.7
WPC Fliptronics I and II boards starting with the Addams family, Williams implemented the Fliptronics Flipper Power and Switch Systemning system. The article can be found here. The Zener diode always works at 5 Ma. The screen shows "free game." For 62V and -112V circuits, Williams used a relatively sophisticated regulatory circuit. 5.3
Generations of the WPC 5.3.1 WPC-89 WPC-89 controller plate Borda, the WPC power driver plate converts the power of CA of the transformer; drives solenoids; conducts the matrix of the Límpara; It conducts the GI lamps; and detects the operation of the switch of the fin in non -fliptic misma. Both the entrance side and the ULN2803 output side
must be alternating between the libic 0 and the Lógica 1. Rom not coincidental between the MPU and the sound plate. When the game is making sounds that use the CVSD (usually voice calls), both pin 9 and pin 12 should show "off" seals. The subsequent versions of the WPC-95 controller plate replaced these 6A2 diodes with zero OHMIOS
Saltadores. Reducing alkaline corrosion in the Rotteondog MPU is particularly difficult since traces and life are very, very small. It is important to prove the resistance of the failed coil to ensure that it has not been damaged. What is being lost is that, together with the replacement of these components, at least, the connectors on the board are being
placed re -placed, the welding on the lid and the bridge is reflected, and the ground board The posterior plane is perhaps better because it will adjust the screws better. Failure of any of the IC mentioned above. For example, if a silk switch is not "made", another switch matrix problem avoids the proper detection of the switch, then the MPU will not
order the leaf coil to shoot. While in the switch edge test, the closing manual closure will be displayed the operating switches correctly on the screen. This LED provides a simple indication of the presence of 5VDC. Which means that the same rule applies to C4 on the eligric driver's plate: if it is a Philips capacitor, replace it. You must measure around
12VDC. 6.5.1 WPC/WPC-95 table tables WPC Fuse Table Twilight Zone. Note: This means that the volume is established in approximately 8. First verify if there are 12 Vcc on the CPU plate to ensure that the 12v reaches the board through the 2 (and possibly 4 if your game has a "z connector" ") connectors that transport the 12vdc. Probate each of
the other pins with black lead. The solution (for English -speaking users) is to eliminate the skippers observed in the message by cutting them. MPU J210 connector. It is recommended that if your sounds are a bit "turned off", replace all these tapas. As you can see, it differs in Pinout (at least) from the most omnipresent board 10-PREVIOUS. LOVE
ASã, the rectifiers of the bridge will occasionally fail. The traces in each IC are delicate and is differ for the majority of fans to eliminate a 20 -pin ic without damage. When replacing the new bridge rectifier, the old Trimic compound must be removed and apply a new thin layer. 10 - RAM U10 -U12 error. If you are seeing the same errors in both pages,
the most likely is that it is U16, a 74LS157, which is the A/B selector between the two directions of the Page. 6.26. 6.19 Verify the f115 and F116 fuses Verify the F115 verification fuses and f116 messages similar to the "verify the f114 and f115" fuses "above, the games as demolition man will show this message when turning on if the minimum opts
are seen as closed (Remember, the open switch /the closed logic is inverted). A "daughter card" solved replacing 55536 CVSD (rear). This can be difficult to diagnose because the problem can manifest in several ways during the game. Sometimes, several rigorous open/closed cycles "will clean" the corrosion of the switch. While the WPC P/D plate
admitted the brightness control of 5 general lighting circuits, the WPC-95 p/d plate can control the brightness of only 3 general lighting circuits. The other pin in the LM339 is established in approximately 2.8V by a 100K/22K voltage divisor. See the information on the wear screens in the Data East section. The test failure may be due to the I/O bys in
the MPU or the DMD controller, the ribbon cable or the real RAM. The picture by and used with the permission of, pinsider "troxel" .shown on the left is the Implemented by Pinsider "Troxel". After the replacement of the bridge rectifiers is carried out, it is not a bad idea to mark the replacement date. In previous receptor boards, inspect all
components. Establish the volume in 18 will require the heat dissipator to dissipate more heat. If the MPU carries out the switch function, the problem is not in the MPU. These are obsolete and a long time ago. Touch a probe to the test point of the 18 V lamp matrix as shown on the left. The voltage is regulated by the LM317K in Q1. This 5VDC is
used for the Logic level ICs on the board. The sign must measure high (or approximately 5VDC with its DMM). She makes "intuitively obvious even the most casual observer" ... The regulator Pressing firmly in the MPU Asic to "replace it." Repeat the test for pins 2 to 9 in J133. All tabs of tabalo used in the pre-DC sound plate are below: C20, C21:
10UF axial tantalum condenser (the original qualification was 10 V; use at least 35 v). If not, suspect D1. Sascha Voskuil.cpus The replacement of the IC returned the plate to the normal service. U15 is "registered" by PIN 48 of the ASIC (SW DIR), which makes U15 present its data on the data bus. This 5VDC power is shown as "+5V digital" in the
schemes. Degasification screens are very similar to a screen that is being crowded by too much voltage. The first versions of the MPU used "Zero Ohm Resistances" or Saltadores for The passion of paãs. If the decision is to use IDC connectors, at least use the correct tool to hit the cables. This product eliminates the capacity of the balls to rest in the
divisions, as well as breaking any magnical connection, because because fact of Petg Plan. 3 - U3 ROM fails. The voltage will fall to zero when this happens, leaving the amplifier without energy. Note: With the exception of Flipper coils and coils driven through the "special solenoid" controllers, the diodes used to the disagree of the inverse current
caused by the collapse of the electromagnic field of the coil are found in the driver's board. and backbox coils (solenoids 1 to 16) should not have a diode in them. The WPC-95 MPU can be configured for two different RAM size. Again, a nominal reading between .5 and .7 must be seen. "Zero Cross" is when Ca sine wave crosses through the zero
voltage point in relation to the ground. Bank change is done by ASIC in WPC systems. This area is subject to very high temperatures that sometimes makes the weld crystallize. For its time, this was an extremely wipped device (40MHz), and is able to provide all the necessary sound processing on a Pinball WPC corner. Corrosion of the battery: ranks
of switches that fail when the batteries reach old age, always drip electrolytic. Testing the ICS 74LSXXX is simple using the procedure here. Ponte Pin 10 with the DMM Red Cable. These "brown donuts" are still joined to the 10,000UF filter capacitor. J119 is always listed in Pin 2, with a white violet cable in pin 1 and a violet cable in pin 3 J120 and
J121 are 11 -pin connectors. The DCS sound plate has the following subsystems: rectifier and fused feeding source for amplifier amplifier +/- 16VDC [Verification-WPC was 35V?] Double channel power amplifier with electronic crossover sound synthesizer based on DSP-based electronic . For the memory of the high-speed sound storage program for
the DSP Diplone interface for WPC-CPU in the The plaque executes a diagnostic and a bong sounds. This is the ZC of a twilight zone that works properly with general lighting that works correctly. It is possible that D3, D38 D38 The diodes) or the LM339 in U6 have failed. This can happen during the game or in attraction mode and is caused by the
floating data lines to the driver's plate 8. A simple visual inspection will not indicate if the piece is good or bad. Remove back vegetables and open insert to get access to feeding connectors/drive plate J133/134/135 (row) and J136/137/138 (column). Establish your meter in Volts of CC. The new support for the batteria has a large plastic housing,
designed to protect the PCB of any batterous leak. The discoloration of resistance is cosmysian and rarely causes problems. It should be measuring 6 to 7 vac. Thanks to Pinsider "Zaza" for the procedure and animation. There are two generations. A replacement is available in Great Plains Electronics. The two covers adjacent to the large heat
dissipator must be placed to allow space for large 4700UF covers adjacent to the large heat dissipator. Catã Logo of parts Red Williams (1989-1990) 16-9190 Bad Cats, money, rollergames, Whirlwind The catalog of red pieces came in a red binder with basic information printed on the roof and spine . Rinse contacts are the number number 16-02-1125
(WM2554 -nd). Graphic provided by Sascha Vaksuil. The ZC can be strobe, but the GI will still not attenuate. Finally, diode legs should not connect to any of the other cables or terminals of the switch, or the Funk switch of the switch matrix. Note that a additional failure may be present in the field. Start with your DMM configured in the verification of
diodes, and the red probe in the leg marked with a negative sign as shown in the image to the left. 4 - U15 ROM fails. The connectors after elimination. The tables are identical in design and During the problem resolution, it was observed that the game was restarted (even in attraction mode) when the screen rose from the setback or placed again on
it. Keep in mind that the interface board of the La Moneda Puerta is between these two points. This 12VDC power is shown as "+12v"+12v About the schemes. The original proposal of the lid was to filter the high frequency noise. Red Lead at the extreme flock of the appropriate diode shown in the table above. Uncertain whether AV boards apply or
not. Burned traces. Most WPC boards are manufactured in this way. The most significant difference was the introduction of the security photo. Diagram that shows the locations of the tantalium capacitors and the polarityfter replacing a blow condenser, it is possible that a second power explodes a different one. The remains of travã © s of holes were
started from a DCS sound plate PCB. This power is used for all coils in the game, including fins. Since the power of the coil is present in both orejets of the coil (which is normal), a metal with a coil will conduct the power of the coil to that metal. 6.28.6 DCS Sound Board Problems The DCS sound board was used in 18 games, including: Indian Earth
the Circus Pinball The Flintstones Corvette Red & Ted's Road Show The Shadow Dirty Harry Theater of Magic No Fear: Dangerous Sports Indianapolis 500 Johnny Mnemonic Who Dunnit Jack*Bot 6.28.6.1 Power in Sound Tones (Bongs) After a boot Successful, the game should make a single "bong". DMM established in continuity. Unlike when a coil
is blocked and the driver's transistor has shortened, in this case the drive transistor may have failed "open." Jumper W4 must be withdrawn and the Jumper W5 installed to use 8KB RAM. The general lighting (GI) regards provide environmental lighting for the field of play, backbox and the door of the currency. PIN 1 of the ASIC is marked with a point
imprisonment in the part of the chip. If not, the 7812 regulator suspects. This problem is generally caused by burned heading pins, traces or, in some cases, deficient previous repairs. The screen shows anything. 6.29.3.1 Mechanical reasons 6.29.3.2 Games prior to fliptronics reasons eligric 6.29.3.3 6.29.3.3 Games reasons eligricas interporter of
Flipper cabinet switch that does not return to the sticky flipper buttons in the resting position, which can cause the opto interventor not to return in the resting position. The candidates are a failed diode/resistance in the circuit, the trail of the plate between the diode and the LM339 is compromised, or a poorly failed LM339. 6.10 DOT OF CRIME DIT
EXAMPLE OF CRIME IN STAR TREK The next generation The point of crime is a decimal point (a single pãxel lit on the screen), which appears after the number of chiefs or After free words on the DMD screen at the WPC games. Dow Corning #4 Grease can't help them. If this is the case, you will listen to the characteristic "Bong" than when the
game begins. The procedure is the same for the WPC-95 controller/controller plates, but the connector designations and transistors differ. WPC General Illumination Connector J115 "Dongle" that provides an alternative to loop cables. Now place the red lead of the DMM in the advantage opposed to the leadership "Oddball", or the negative lead of DC
of the bridge. 6.29.2.1 Mechanical reasons There are not enough vertical movement in the mut Also) the link or the oval link is missing (it will not harden in the axis of the mut and the molo that is shown in the image is new 6.29.2.2 PRE -FLIPTRÍS GAMES Failure 6.29.2.3 Fliptronics games reasons eligric The coil failed 6.29.3 crazy Flipper lit or does
not fall to the resting position in this case, the blocks of the Flipper fin in the ascending position, either in the game on or when the Flipper cabinet switch is pressed. If the voltage voltage Significantly below 12 VDC (that is, around 10 VCC), then there may be a problem with the BR5 bridge rectifier or the 15,000UF filter capacitor in C30. POPEYE
SAVES THE EARTH WPC-DCS WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-16917-50022 A-15472-1 5610-13491-00 World Cup WPC-S WPC-S (A A -17651) A-12697-3 A-14039 DMD A-16917-50031 A-5472-1 5610-13953-00 The WPC-S WPC-S Flintstones (A-7651) -16917-50029 A-15472-1 5610-13953-00 Some reviews were carried out on the DMD
driver A-14039.1 driver plate, but it is interchangeable with A-14039. The cut of cut ground that leads to C9. The maximum summer use can cause a voltage of line (on the wall). 6.28.5 Sound problems prior to DCS The axial electrolytic condenser of 35 V of 35V blueps blue in these sound boards are prone to fail, often tests without capacitance or
resistance in extremely high equivalent series . If D8 or D9 fail, the associated engine will only turn anti -Horary. The MPU places the appropriate bits patron on the data bus to control a "bank" of 8 transistor circuits. Add a 1/2W resistance in s Erie, from the LM323K terrain to the land trail of the Board. Batterãa corrosion can cause a plate to be
irregular or undesirable. Ideally, this medicine must produce 1.5 VDC * 3 - .6 VDC = 3.9 VDC. If not, suspect D2. If this happens in Wh2o, Big Foot will not turn the head during the game test at the start. The following images, provided by Sascha Voksuil, seriously represent the previous tests of the switch matrix circuits on board with a bridge cable.
If he has followed this process step by step, he should have identified the problem with the SEAL and may effectively carry out the appropriate repair. The heat dissipator will be too hot to understand (for a long time). 6.17.7 of energy header or ground header and welding joints cracked in the 5V fuse Step 3: Examine the header heads in J101, J102
and J103, as well as in the LM323K regulator (WPC-95: J136 and J137) J137) Welding joints of the header pin in J103 in a twilight area, causing game rebootes. Similar to step 2 above, cracked heading pins where the feed enters the board or on the ground connections on the board can cause game restarties. Note that this connection (and also the
12VDC connection to Pin 3 of the LM339s) is not shown in the scheme. If Br4 fails in short, F111 will blow, protecting the secondary winding of the transformer. This is also weird but so much to try after this procedure. It is right to the right and just above the driver's plate in the setback box. The RAM is "proven" by the MPU. You should see about
12VDC. That is why some coils will seem to have two power cables welded to an orega. Since the board was not silks with any indication of component polarity, take note of the direction in the original part before eliminating it. The schemes indicate 150k ohms. PALAS CONNECTIONS BETWEEN J211 IN THE MPU AND J113 ON THE
FOOD/CONTROLLER PLATE. This veneer is delicate. D7-D10 replaced Br2. If this process follows step by step, now it is the first time that a welding/desold setting will be needed. Proof of a TIP-36C transistor Configure the dmm in diode see the red wire in the central leg. This range (generally dead shorts) indicates that the part has failed. 6.28. This
is the ZC of a medical one that with a broken trail between the two resistances of 270 ohms after D3. Indiana Jones, Star Trek: The next generation and the Twilight area use Q12 through the J5-1 connection to add this column. 6.28.6.3 U10-12 RAM Error A RAM error message of the starting time of the DCS game, accompanied by 10 bongs very The
plasma seemed to "float" with several portions at the top of the appearing dark. DMDS will eventually fail. Try the transistor using the same procedure described in the previous section. Pins 1 and 2 connect to an internal diode (LED). This will be true if C4/C5 is working or not. 2 - S2 Rom fails. HOT SHOT WPC-89 DOT MATRIX WPC-89 (A-12742) A12697-1 A-14039 DMD A-12738-50017 N/A 5610-12835-00 Redemption game. This problem will manifest as a land in one or more rows. Place the red cable of your DMM in each of the pins that supply energy as shown in the image. Reflect the welding in these joints is prudent. Both have 5 pins wide, both with pin 4. simply cut the tapas of the board.
The other determines whether the engine moves in a schedule or anti -foil. The cleaning of direct switches PRÓXIMLY ... will describe the disassembly and cleaning ... black lead on the negative side (above the lid). In addition, there is a bullet connection located in a line that must be connected. The high frequency speaker is located in a parallel
circuit to the middle and low range speakers. They will sometimes fail. It is possible that a speaker fails, commonly called "blown." We use the libic probe to determine that Pin 16 of U20 was strobe. There are no pin 8 since it is the key. Place your DMM in "Diode Test". This LED should turn on when the energy is applied, then, after approximately 1
second, it goes out and keep it away. 6.3 Message of bridge purchase of the immersion switch of the PAãs (or bridge). The message shown to the left sometimes occurs when the game software seems to want the "paé códeigo" to be configured in a certain way. This version of the catalog of pieces included 4 pinball studs and 2 alleyways. In that case,
cut the sword connector and weld the cable directly to the orchestration of the In the comparator circuit on board use +5V and +18V to verify the line voltage. There is a situation in which only tweeter / high frequency sound can only be heard. D1 and D2 are in the idnamon location in the WPC-S Mpu a a MPU board with D1 and D2 shown in the
middle of the image, just below the batter of the batteria. The AD1851N package was suspended 2010, but the DSP is still available in Digikey and in many other stores (ADSP-2110BPZ-80). When attached with a worn female connector, the increase in resistance results in a reduced voltage, causing remains and possibly a boot failure. Propened, heat
or damage to the pin veneer creates resistance and, sometimes, it can be a taxpayer to the reset of the game. These also require a league diode as discussed here. Replace the male header pins, remembering to hold the correct "key" before reinstalling the board in the game. In general, you can use a classified capacitor for more high operation, but
capacitance specification (âµf or micro-phars) should not be changed. J119 is a 3 -pin heading that is always connected to the lamps of the coin. Before getting too far diagnosing the hardware, if your WPC game will not attenuate the general lighting, ensure that the adjustment is #25, "allow dim illum", you are configured in "Sã". 6.24.2 "Help"
information provided by WPC WPC games WPC games provide help during the coil test. Duration of the coil test, pressing the cracking boton provides a bit of ã ostile information to purify your game. If it is known that the component is bad, sometimes it is more easy to cut the plate component with a discharge cutter and remove each leg from the
component individually. For feeding plates/WPC controller, the transistors of the Ligo Tip-107 matrix also Verify using this world if the black probe is touched to the 18 V test point on the right edge of the plate. The correct value is 120k ohms. A wide horizontal "Roda" line through the screen from top to bottom. Sufficient said, but it is easily seen that
the feeding/conductor tables can be given quite easily by the If after replacing the tantalum, the outbreak and scratch persist, the LM1875 amplifier may have been damaged. Then add a small amount of welding to the connection on the welding side to improve heat transfer. Very little can go wrong with this board also of fractured welding joints,
since it lives in a high vibration of the game. Funhouse through the party zone: 150k ohms of hot shots through TAFG - 56k ohms keep in mind that the value of the resistance indicated in the schemes of the pre -DC sound boards in R22 and R25 You are wrong. Includes the added security photo in the WPC-S system and returns to a Baterãa support
on board. He played perfectly until someone pushed the corner causing him to restart. See the section below that describes the cleaning of these switches. 6.27.10 F601 fuse or F602 strokes that test the bridge, step 1, red lead in negative. The WPC DMD controller rectifies the CA voltage through two small bridge rectifiers of 1 amperio. Cut the
black cable of your DMM to the welding joint in front of the black wire (or bare wire sweater) for the switch under test. C49, implemented in two different ways on the sound board prior to DCS. Also, some pre-DCS sound boards seemed to have been "pirate" to add a cerhemic capacitor just below the Crystal X1 clock. Typically, the circuits in a "Opto
switch plate" interprets the lack of 12VDC using an LM339 comparator and indicates that the switch is open. The DOT Matrix screen needs three voltages to operate. Try a bridge rectifier on the test circuit of a bridge rectifier is simple. When cutting the wire bridge cables, no cut in the welding "meniscus" (the "volcano" of welding around the cable).
the game. Grab firmly and "rockea" the chip gently. ASIC must be eliminated from a WPC MPU, it is strongly recommended that the appropriate tool be used, as shown to the left. The D1 diode, a 1N5817, is used to prevent the entire MPU for the batter from the MPU Batter when the games of the games are turned off. games. A cable may appear and
lose connectivity. The nominal voltages are 80VAC and 100VAC. The switches can be tested by entering the T.1 test, the switch edges. Therefore, there is no reason to populate those components. Red wire in the appropriate J205 pin for the switch in the test. This was done by some operators so that the information of the serial number and the
location could not be when the corner is turned on, avoiding the identification of a game and possible sales/operations outside a specific geographical area . In some games, the flipper spare cabinet switches, EOS switches and coil transmission circuits are used for other game characteristics. 6.26.10 WILLIAMS SCHEMATIC switch wiring of
individual switch connection. It is particularly irritating to find a problem in which a data sign You cannot identify the defective IC. That is, pins develop micro-dots or irregularities that scratch a perfect connection. 4 - U4 ROM fails. Tynically, the condenser forms a high -order high passage filter with a 4000 Hertz crossing frequency. The being of
alkaline corrosion cleaning is responsible for this problem. The LM339 is relatively robust and rarely fails, but, of course, this is possible. An eos failed switch could result in a digic yard performance (deficient switch conduction) or result in burnt burns of flipper burnt (EOS switch that never opens). The photography collector connects to 12V, and its
emitter connects to ground through two 2 kohm resistors connected in series. D1 and D2 are used to release the voltage in 1.0 to 1.4V and then the voltage is regulated The LM7812 in Q2. 6.26.7 Switches Opto "Jittery" It is possible that all switches opt in the game actually act. IDC connectors (insulation displacement connectors) as originally found
in the game were used by the OEM to accelerate the manufacturing process and not The level of robustness that can be achieved using trifurcon rinse pins and good technique. CVSD isolation is quite simple. 5.8.19 TAF & TAFG High Power Board (A-15139) A-15139 High-power board as used in TAF and TAFGTHIS (also known as Magnet Board)
drives the three playing magnets used in the Addams family and the gold of the Addams family. The main candidates for the failure of the CPU switch matrix are U20 (A ULN2803), the two LM339 in U18 and U19, 74LS374 in U14 and 74LS240 in U13. 8.1 World Cup Festor Blocks in the Right Sling and the start holes on the left and right in the power
design diagram on the board that shows an Idigo connector and liquidation in J124, J128 and J132) Image that shows an idã © nico and liquidation connector in J124, J128 and J132) on Power on, and with the closed currency door (defeating the high voltage interlining switch), the right slicer, so as the starting coils of left and right dish kick. 6.28.5.2
There is no sound at all the most high reason of the reason so that the complete lack of sound is the connections with the speakers. Keep in mind that when you try these boards, the right fin plate must be connected so that the left table works. The sign must measure high (or approximately 12VDC with its DMM). The CA voltage is rectified by D7-D10
and softens by C9. You can also re -paint the female side of J205. The serial number is shown at the beginning and allows the manufacturer to identify the dealership that sold a minor to a particular region. The bad condensers will read up to 2vac. Testing a bridge rectifier is simple. Mad Amusements offers a stainless steel version of a channel manga
insert. Open resistance are a common problem if Q2 and Q3 are bad. This creates the circuit, which is schemically shown to the left. Some techniques will recommend the use of conductive fat to improve conductivity in a connector. The treatment of purification for assembly ZR1 LT5 can be found here. Note that starting at some time during the
production of twilight twilight In 1993, a "currency door interlocation" was added. The most small cable must have a connecting only to the controller plate. In the image on the left, the heading pins cracked in J103 (Earth) in a twilight area caused the game restarts. 10 - RAM failure -U12. Tales of the Arabian Nights WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-2011) A20028 A-20516 DMD 5610-14515-00 scared WPC-95 WPC-95 (A-2011 or A-21377) A-20028 A- 20516 DMD 5610-14515-00 The first appearance of a revision to the MPU. The pinout of the switching matrix connectors changed again of WPC-S. The right side connector provides the MPU row/column switch matrix interface. This order is derived from a
combination of "ease of examination" crossed with "probability of Raãz cause". The wire with a clear shows this trace. Closed switches are shown as a box in the DMD. The ASIC uses the ZC to determine when sending the SEVE to /triac to PIN 11 U1 (a 74LS374 IC BOLE), since the GI chain simultaneously presents, enable the data on the data bus.
Briefly touch the other end of the cable to the associated tip tab-102. The diodes replaced BR1 and BR2 at the WPC-95 games at the WPC-95, BR1 and BR2 games were replaced by a series of diodes. But with a 62256, which has two additional address lines mapped as they are on the Rotteondog board, it will work perfectly well. Williams Service
Bulletin Book, 1992 PDF Addams Family, Funhouse, Hurricane, Party Zone, Terminator 2 Williams Service Bulletin Book, Fall 1992 PDF Addams Family, The Getaway, Strike Master (Shuffle Alley) Williams Service Bulletin Book, 1993 PDF Black Rose , Creature from Black Lagoon, Doctor Who, Drácula, Fish Tales, NBA Jam, White Water Williams
Service Bulletin Book, 1994 PDF Dráscula, Indiana Jones, Judge Dredd, Trek the Next Generation, Twilight Zone Williams Service Bulletin Book, Fall 1994 PDF Popeye , Indiana Jones, Star Trek, Addams Addams Demolition Man, Flintstones Williams Service Bulletin Book, 1995 PDF World Cup Soccer, Corvette Williams Service Bulletin Book, 1996
PDF Congo, No Fear, Indianapolis 500, Jackbot, Johnny Mnemonic, Road Show, The Shadow, Theater of Magic Williams Service Bullet. 1997 PDF Johnny Mnemonic, Junkyard, Secofracker, Scarda Stiff, Tales of the Arabian Nights Specific Service Bullets of the individual game: Service Bulletin #98 (5/97): Scared Raven; Left ramp repair kit. Keep in
mind that these readings are not "harsh and worse." This board was alkaline drip votee that invaded the trail that runs under the label "C17" to J206-9 and J207-9. 5.2.1.1 Map of the WPC-089 (Pinouts) The two diagrams (left and right) show the Pinout of the SEVARE for the entire MPU WPC-089, both the front view and towards Trís. Specifically,
J903 is shown incorrectly. If not, plug and replace the ULN2803. A better implementation could be to enrute Jersey cables around 4n25 instead of under it. Security warning: Your left hand must be in your pocket, to avoid a potentially serious shock. Since the normal switch matrix is 8 by 8, games like Twilight Zone, Star Trek: The Next Generation
and Indiana Jones use a ninth column of switches. The posterior units used a 12 -pin connector in the supply metal box located inside the floor of the right cabinet just inside the currency. It is possible that the switch can act repeatedly with your finger and make it work for a game session, but when you return to the game later, the switch will have
failed again. If Br1 had failed in short circuit or if C6 or C7 where it is shortened (weird), then I would wait to see F114. Typic foot target Pop -style pop bumper switch of the oldest generalized submicroswitch, as is found in Cactus Canyon and NBA Fastbreak. A diode is not required since the trial jumpers directly from a single pin to a single pin. Red
on pin 1, black on pin 2, photo test of the photo photo This power is merged by F112. 6.17.19 The last absolute resource Step 42: We would not want to reach this point! There is a majority of the last absolute resource. A problem that can occur are blocked coils. The solution for this is again to reflect the welding around the heading pins. Clip An end
of the test bridge at pin 1 J137, the right hand in the connector touches the other end of the bridge to pin 1 J133, the right hand in the connector, the test line must flash To indicate that the column controller is working. How much clean, make these cuts, more fits is to reverse this trick. The syntom of a bad driver is a short column that does not
disappear when the playing field is disconnected. Keep in mind that a failed or failed DMD screen can drag these voltages down. Fald Lógica Route on the Fliptronics plate, including transistors. In the DCS C37 and C45 plate are the equivalent numbers that will be removed. The "Display" label is a historical artifact and refers to the alphanumal

exhibition used in Funhouse. This harness has been repeated and the "Z" connector eliminated. PIN 1 of J115 provides the "earth reference". It has been found that a remedy solves this problem. Use these LED indicators, as well as 18 VCC tests on TP102 and 12VDC in TP100 to guide your repairs. Oh! Obviously, Uln2803 obviously blown ... It
happens all the time ... do not work in your game with power. This power is merged by F116. It is possible that you can identify the MC3340 as the problem by comparing the "diode test" results with a good known MC3340. 7 - U7 ROM fails. These switches are tested through a dedicated switch test linked to Playfield function. If you install new
connector pins, ensure continuity from the Pins on the board in some place. It is possible in any WPC or WPC-S game to use J124, whether or not J128 is used. This would cause what is connected to those connector positions, constantly turns on. The land braid in the It is a good place to collect the land at this time. WPC-95 Games label these
"LEDXXX" LED. If Br2/C5 is changed and the game is no longer restored, some will conclude that, indeed, Br2/C5 was the problem. Keep in mind that sometimes C2 is installed on this board and sometimes it is not. The LM1875 can also work very hot. However, a more than losing the 12VDC regulated power in the image on the left is shown. Here
you can find a video that describes the operation of the general lighting circuit here. If the Zumba game really out loud, immediately in power, try continuity between these points as shown in the images below. The rows detectors, the LM339, are quite safe from everything but 70 V solenoid voltage, and will often survive. The ground connection of the
other pin will make -12VDC is emitted in engine feeding pins. When a coil has been blocked during a prolonged period of time, the isolation of the coil wire is heated, melts and begins to shorten together. If there is no clock, follow the line in scheme A U20. However, the buzz between the union of R69/C13 and U20 Pin 16 had ã ã © xito. Simply
replacing them can clean the audio. This board was used only in "The Shadow" to provide diodes insulation of the regrets for the ligs of 4 "wheat ring grain." 2 List of Games 2.1 WPC (WPC-089) CPU 2.1.1 WPC (Alfanumã © Rico) Funhouse Harley-Davidson The Machine: Brid 2.1. 3 WPC Fliptronics I and II 2.1.4 WPC DCS Sound 2.2 WPC-S with DCS
Sound 2.3 WPC-95 CPU 3 Games List of Babas Games 3.1 WPC-89 and WPC-S WPC MPU System Controller Screen Screen Screen screen additional additional Boards Boards Dr. Dude WPC-89 Alfanumã © Rico / 11 WPC-89 (A-12742) A-12697-1 A-12739-1 alfanumã © rich, dual screen (A-12793) D-11581-2016 with a special energy supply board (A13502) N/ A 5610-12718-00 (WPC) or 5610-12136-00 (System 11)? 2 If Q26 Q26 (and the associated coil) continues to enclose with a Rotteondog WDB089 controller, there may be a trace erroneously exposed in the back of the PCB near one of the screw support notches that are causing a short. Q1 is an output bass. It does not contain any specific
information of the game. If this is the case, the following steps will isolate the problem transistor. So that the fin act, that energy of the coil needs to find a path to the ground. Williams also produced a FL-17636 flipper (blue wrapping) coil for use in Star Trek: The Next Generation. The master plate detects the position of the motor unit using a hall
effect sensor located below the engine toy set. Verify to ensure that the CA power is delivered to the feeding/controller plate in J115. Ã ‚LED102-TP102 Normally on. Simply follow the voltage established at the top of the Zener d2 diode. If not, the suspect F115 is blown or the fuse block has a poor meconic connection with the fuse or with the PCB.
Guide version of the source version of the source WPC notes theory of operation and manual scheme 16-9289, October 1991 Viewer for the guide viewer for the schemes manual of scheme WPC 16-9473 (without date) the row 7 and 8 is Invest what is printed. Indicates the presence of 12VDC regulated (12 VR). The bleaching circuit was implemented
to eliminate the possibility of making the game due to blocked when the CPU does not work properly. This appears in "No Fear". Some WPC games have connectors in the background or under the playing field that are not used in production configuration. In a nutshell, the MPU that makes F115 exploit there is a more way for the 12VDC power to be
lost and that F115 blows. The exposed trace is next to the ground connection pad screw support, and excess welding can be union. Some versions of the power/controller plate include a trace of land on the side of the plate component that provides a terrain to the tantalum capacitor in C9. Make sure the cable connection in en The IDC connector is
only. The subsequent games used the WPC A-12738 sound board. First, the package that accumulates in the male/female connections could be removed slightly. Clip An end of the test bridge at pin 1 J133, the right hand in the connector touches the other end of the bridge to pin 1 J137, the right hand in the connector, the test line must flash To
indicate that the column controller is working. There are more information on the tests of Banco Fliptronics Board. Compare the functioning of similar pins. J115 is a special case. The sign is connected to ground or float. If none of this was successful, prove the continuity between the lamp plate and the driver's plate. The pages were printed on gold
paper. There is a time and a place to use this type of product, mainly as a preventive measure on the replaced contact surfaces. The rinse pins for the female side are 16-02-1125 (WM2573 -nd) and the housing is 50-57-9404 (WM2902-ND). The design design must select classifications of greater voltage and capacitance to achieve the Étile life of the
design, which can be as short as 5 years in a pinball corner continuously operated in a closed environment. On the diagnostic screen, you will execute the page test and show any possible fault in the low página or in the high página (pégina 1 and 2 respectively) if you only see errors in the página 1, seek to change U33, most likely in at least one stuck
out (pins 2,7,10,15). 6.28. The speakers are connected in parallel, with a non -polarized condenser of 10f in series with the right speaker (the tweeter). The red cables that transport 9 empt to the feeding/controller plate can be seen here. Connections from the secondary transformer to the driver's plaque can be degraded with time, a natural result of
the hours and and of "power in" time. Its uses include: machine purification; Linking of the corner (NBA Fastbreak); Ticket printers Location: Lower left audio amplifier of the board The audio amplifier is a double channel TDA 2030a that works at X Volts. There is no energy for the coil, the coil cable does not only welded, or open winding tests for the
coil to the coil are very easy. Since the board is one side, fractured welding joints are often a problem with this board, especially in C1 due to some reason. This heater takes time, so the game will often be restored in the first 30 minutes of operation and then will be well after. The Fliptronics plate rectifies the power of CA through a bridge rectifier on
board. This "" Opt "detector carries out the 12vdc provided, provided that the" light "of the transmitter is launched on ã ©. Sometimes, the defective switch will be clarified automatically when activated, but most Of the times, the fault would have to be cleaned manually. The ZC is connected to the ASIC (through the controller plate, the tape and then
through the MPU). The white wire (more tracer) (row) always joins the same welding oreã ± that the end not by the diode band. It contains 8 LED, 4 current limiting resistances and 4 diodes, which are the "masters" LED In the Matrix of Ligs. This power is merged by F113. after a successful boot, the sound board will create a single "bong" tone. This
is also the problem more than the problem. Solve. n an error, as illustrated in the image to the left. If continuity cannot "buzz" between blanking pins U1 and U2 data, and C2 has been dripping, so there is a good possibility that the trace of seã ± has been cut below or around U1. This can be correctly corrected simply by reflecting the articulation
welding. Corrosion can cause many strange problems. If two gray or orange cables are connected on one side of Cabinet, +12v and / or the floor are chain next to the opposite side. This can be annulled by entering the adjustment menad and configuring adjustment 1.28 (minimum cancellation of the volume) to sã. The PSU5 is a high efficiency switch
mode regulator of 5V 3A which is a direct replacement for the LM323K in terms of form of form and current capacity; It is superior to LM323K due to its decrease in power dissipation. This test can clearly identify a bad bridge rectifier or condenser. These two channels, meanings in the scheme such as Audio_R (Cabinet) and Audio_L (posterior table)
feed on a pair of ATA2030AV amplifiers; U5 conducts the speakers of the posterior box and U6 conducts the cabinet speaker. Good condensers will read around 300 MV AC. As long as you have the box open, try to move the connectors (the game is not planned!) It will probably find at least one that is loose; This can contribute to restore problems.
After the Zix them and replace the ULN2803, column 3 years could not park. If the problem disappears, the associated LM339 and possibly your diode must be replaced. Any of these three mã © all will work well. This coil is something more strong than FL -11629, and was used in the prototype games, and in an amount of production games, to
facilitate the shots to the Delta ramp. WPC-089 WPC-S WPC-95 Remote battery connector installed an alternative but equivalent. Again, the appropriate voltage must be seen. The Fliptronics II boards are compatible with the Fliptronics I table. This was a complementary update of the previous version of the Catalog, which included 11 pinball titles
and 4 video games. Leave the other end of your not connected sweater cable, but by hand while touching it at the ground later. The manifestation is similar to a missed screen. These two They can be used for óptic switch channels. Create the "eyes" that look at the top of the box. Since the ASIC provides seals of critical qualification for the Ligo Ligo
Realizing or recovering these pins is a reasonable action course. If Pin 3 does not show seã ± al, then the CVSD has failed. The connections are as follows. It is also quite easy to lift traces on the PCB or ruin the 'through the holes' by eliminating the components. Use your DMM to test the bridge rectifier and "zumbe" between the welding joints on the
lid and the appropriate legs of Br5. See the Q20 transistor of the Blown / Failing section on the controller plate and the ceiling diode below to obtain more information 6.24.1 the transistor "Ravenal verification" TRI test TIP-102S WPC feed / controller. The driver's plate can save time. Place your libic probe in the pin or place the red cable of your
DMM in the pin. The LM7812 and LM7912 have a slit of 1 amperio. In this case, the coil support touches the piano cable from the bridge divert and then the coil deviation and then the entire cable. While fliptronic systems still have EOS switches, they are generally not used to control the energy of the coil. C8 is a 100UF/150V capacitor (sometimes
installed as 100UF/100V). Do not laugh. Solenoid power and energy wire colors and solenoid energy connections (drive) The fuse that protects the circuit The sequence of waterfall transistors that provide a ground route for the solenoid. This establishes the board in "America2". Ã ‚LED7-TP1 normally ignited. However, its failure is the less likely
reason why a fin does not work. However, it is possible that high voltage circuits fail in such a way that too much voltage is supplied. It also has its own high voltage generation circuit that is a high voltage display circuit transfer of previous Williams. Connect J205 to the MPU. Although More common at this time is to convert a national game to 220
volts (currently they are exporting games from the United States that imported). The three speakers are connected in series, each of them trying Different audio spectrum bands. Transistors can be tested in the circuit, just be careful with the resistances of 120 ohms through the base and the Issuer of Q3. With the batteries located on the Asic plug,
there is a substantial probability that serious damage is produced by drums with leaks. Here you can find an excellent repair information for this plate and a possible replacement for non -polarized overloaded capacitors. In the large majority of cases, simply replace the liquid returns the plaque to the service. 9 - U9 ROM fails. You will need a clip
lead. If it still measures high, then the pin cannot be connected correctly. 6 problems and solutions 6.1 Jumpers, RAM and ROM of mpu WPC-089 that uses a RAM 6264 and a 4 m game ROM. A PDF of this image can be seen here 6.4.4 Power in sound tones (bongs) after a successful boot, the game should make a single "bong" sound. 2 - U2 ROM fails.
The final result is the drums that die prematurely, possibly leaks and/or possibly exploit (the alkaline batteries do not like them to be loaded). Simply eliminating the batteries is not an option with the WPC games, since a message that indicates that it will be received "restored favric configuration" when the game starts. This could be enough to return
your game to the service rally. 6.26.4.2 Diagnostic problem detection problems of the cabinet switch for pre-fliptrínicos dual 4n25 insulators Opt in the version "-1" of the feeding plate/controller WPC can be seen in the upper center of this image ( two 6 legs in U7 and U8). The pre-fliptronics games detect the closure of the Flipper cabinet switches
through two insulators Opt 4n25 in the version "-1" of the power/driver plate. Apply the technical compound in the part of the bridge rectifiers and replace the heat dissipator with the screws (see above). Different game roms are used depending on whether the PZ uses sin -state fins or fliptrínic/standard fins. The Addams family and the gold of the
Addams family were the two two two that the Fiptronics I table used, however, replace them will even make the pre-DC very rich. As you can see, 75VDC is present in the site. If it has been found that a TIP-102 has failed, prove the predriver 2N5401 ASSOCIADO UPSTREAM. Remove the connector. Once more, re -planting these connectors is a
temporary solution that could work during a day, a week or a month. The traces are linked through the board for a thin layer of copper, in plates inside the hole. The I/O Bã/O IC failed on the sound plate or on the MPU board on DCS sound boards, U18 store MPU data. It is illuminated until 5VDC is present. If no change is detected in the sound
output, the associated TDA2030AV amplifier (U5 or U6) has probable. A very easy test of the thermistor is sweater on the thermistor's legs with a heavy caliber cable. 5.10.2 Early WPC transformers (9 pin connection) The 9-pin connectors used are molex 19-09-2099 (butterfly connection with bridges) and Molex 19-09-1099 (connection tail connection
connection). Intercepe the coins switches and, for each closure of the switch you see, send the computer two closures. 6.25.4 Controlled Lister Problems 6.25.4.1 List of rotation plug Do not illuminate a lamp plate with rotation plugs found in Terminator 2 two things that can fail in the boards of lamps are diodes of Individual line circuit or welding
pads can develop "divisions", where the rotation the plugs make physical contact with the board. C31 failed from a Funhouse CPU. Now you need to turn on the game. If the appropriate voltage is not seen, then the winding of the coil has a break or the winding is not only welded to the welding tabs of the coil. Place the black lead of your dmm on land.
We are looking for "open" or a "short". 6 - U6 ROM fails. The CA voltage is rectified at approximately 18 VCC per BR1 and softens by C6 and C7. Each J206/J207 PIN (all versions of WPC MPU) must be pulsating. Tape connector not correctly correctly This power is merged by F111. The only difference is the assembly of the support, a little silk
projection, and a version has holes in the PCB that are not used. Daaved connectors/burned must always be replaced. Once the wiring and connector have been verified in order, the next step is to test the associated drive transistor. Keep in mind that the suffix "E" indicates with an externally clock and it is necessary to work on an MPU WPC. The
bridge rectifiers are replaced by 6A2 gangs and filter capacitors were specified from 15,000 âµf to 10,000 âµf. 5.3.2 WPC-95 power/driver board The fliptronics plate present at WPC Fliptronics Fliptronics Fliptronics Games I and II, as well as the WPC-S Games. Welding joints in connection pins often fracture due to the connector insertion pressure,
heat, fatigue, etc., and due to being a single side PCB. WPC games use this "always closed" switch to identify switch matrix power problems. Four transistors in the power/driver plate provide these seages (three transistors for Corvette, since both engines always work in the same direction in the operation of the game, either forward or towards
thorough). A coil wrap that has been rubbed to copper windings due to long -term vibration against a loose screw used to ensure coil support. C26, C27, C28, C29, C37, C46, â € ‹â € ‹7, C48: 1F Axial Tantalum Condapitor (the original qualification was 35 V; use at least 50 V). If a bridge is cut, usually the associated fuse will blow. 6.24.7 coil voltage
under C8, located near the point of 50VDC, it can cause reduced coil power. A highly high percentage of these numbers fail. With this connector in place, all types of ravages in the mint of masters occurs as shown in a matrix of "error map" that is shown to the left. Remove the plate from the Lig. WILLIAMS BLUE PIECES CATALOGY 16-9064-B
BANZAI RUN VIEKER, BIG GUNS, BLACK KNIGHT: 2000, CUTE, CYCLONE, EARTHSHAKER!, F-14 TOMCAT, FIRE!, GRAND LIZARD, HIGH SPEED, JOKERZ!, MILLIONAIRE, PIN BOT, POLICE FORCE, POLICE Force, Road Kings, Sorcerer, Space Shuttle, Space Station, Swords of Fury, Taxi this is the last version of the catalog of blue parts. While
the diodes rarely fail, sometimes the shock environment that the diodes of the fin must live within the welding boards. The JRR store and others have also found a decrease in the temperature of energy contacts using DC#4 together with a reduced resistance that should increase the ã Étilel lifestil of the connector. The CPU loads these pages in
advance, then indicates to the display controller that "turns" the images on the screen. The joint also introduced dual amplifiers and an electronic crossover. 5 - U14 ROM fails. When using a special solenoid units to drive a coil or motor, a connection should be made from the coil feeding side or the engine return to the feeding supply diode/controller
associated through Appropriate header in J122 connectors through J126. The best way to test a fuse is to eliminate it from its fuse support and "buzz" with a DMM established in continuity. If the Opto is good, measuring any of the Opto welds must read about 12VDC as long as the game is activated. The three connectors on the right side each
transport sign for a transmitter/receiver pair. A PDF of this image can be seen here WPC Power -Driver Board with Flipper Relay, or the -1 version. If the medicine shows 0 vdc, the batteries are dead or d2 has failed (see above). These devices contain a serial number and a hand tight mechanism. If you find the "unbalanced" sound between
background sounds and voices, by Check the following resistance values. Place the black lead of the DMM in each of the adjacent legs, one at the same time. It is traveled through the feeding/controlling plate (which does nothing) and then Fliptronics Board. You could almost forgive for forcing the female housing to J136 despite the fact that the types
of connector are different. Establish your DMM in CC voltage Connect the black probe to the game floor (in the image to the left, a clip lead is joined to the earth screw) Use the red lead to the 28 probe pin of the ram that measures this way should produce more than 3.5 VDC. Realizing the connector can temporarily reduce the reset frequency. Ã
‚LED3-not ¢ If you are installed, it provides a high/low lane voltage indication. It is possible, although it is not recommended, adjust the output of the LM317 regulator to something more than the 5,108 nominal volts. This completely eliminates the connector Z as a factor that contributes to the reset of the game. 10 - RAM failure, U10 or U11 (see
below) RAM error message WPC -95 start time, accompanied by 10 very annoying bongs. This is an indication that this connector must be repainted. Clean the contacts, and if that does not improve anything, screw the pads with a thin layer of welding. Eliminate the associated fuse and "buzca" with a DMM established in the continuity test. Used with
permission. For the example shown in the image, it simply reports a switch that is differ from hitting in the game. Delete all auditoriums and restart the default values of fanbrica. The connector at the bottom provides the row/column switch matrix interface to the MPU. Try the LM339 inputs/74LS240 (U15) establish its libic probe in TTL, since it will
measure the seages of 0 to 5 V, measure the signal in the appropriate pin (see table) of U15. There is no real need to disold them. Image provided by Sascha Voksuil, also known as Pinsider Zaza. If the image of the screen has an affection of "plasma" or a "cloudy" appearance, it is a good idea to test the input voltage to the plate of the DMD, as shown
in the animated image on the left. Keep in mind that a LED flashlight does not usually work too well for this test. The CA voltage is rectified at approximately 18 VCC by D11-D14 and softens by C11 and and The board is also used in Star Wars: Episode 1, NBA Fastbreak, Judge Dredd and Hot Shot (Basketball Redemption Game). This makes a much
better connection that is also very reliable. The reason why (up to) 3 transistors are used in the circuit is to "amplify" the power. Since RAM is very susceptible to electrostatic discharge, it is often given by inappropriate management. Sometimes, the current drawing on the other side of the bridge is so large that the fuse blows. The switches in the
games that were played in the place for many years simply wear out. CC voltage medicine at the 5VDC test point, TP2. CC voltage of Medicion in TP2 (WPC-95: TP101) on the feeding/controller plate. It is a good practice to weld the speakers cables in the speaker connection orejets to prevent this from happening. In rare cases, frayed cable or a cable
with an insulation/failure space will touch on the ground and the coil will be blocked. Use the following procedure to test the TIP-107 transistors that conduct the columns of the Matrix. The WPC games later used different wire colors in J115 and instead of "angry" the food through the connector in J115, they connected two cables to the same pin to
the 9 -pin connector between the secondary transformer and J115 (Note Image to the right that implements the same concept for previous model games. Subsequent games until the WPC-95 boards debut the Fliptronics II board. The catalog of blue pieces entered a blue folder with the cover of the catalog and the games of games printed on the front,
and basic information printed on the spine. There is no good way to test the ULN2803 that is not to use a logical probe with the game on. The voltages in the Power plate/controller WPC-089 can be found here. It can cause mysterious behavior and rebootes. The LM323K is an adjustable linear regulator. D11-D14 Replace Br1. Br1. Its DMM is not a
"automatic range" model, wait for approximately 7 volts of ca. Under the playing field, the cables wind between the lights, creating ropes of rows and column strings. U1 fooled to the data to enable the GI chain of the MPU data bus. 6.28.5.11 The sound is very well A DCS) or a 1458 amplifier (on on on on on on on on on on on on on on on on on on (on
on on (on on on (on ON ON (ON ON ON (ON ON ON (ON ON ON (ON ON ON (ON ON ON (ON ON (ON ON ON ON (ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON (ON ON ON ON (ON ON ON A 11 MPU System) As a cause of this problem, 55516/55532/55536/555564 CVSD (Delta Modulator of continuous slope) can also cause this problem. 6.17.2 The route
of 5VDC WPC power derivation The following is the nominal route from the wall plug to the eventual consumers of the 5VDC clean feed supplied by the power/controller plate. It is connected from the side of the coil feeding in the orega from The assembly coil of the target objective to PIN 9 J122 on the controller plate and then hold the d5 diode.
LED104-TP104 Normally on. Over time, the pads in these plugs develop "divisions" that sometimes results in a bad connection with the rotation in the plug. Take into account the W1 and W2 jumpers to establish the ROM size, as well as W3 (outside) and R93 (in) to establish the size of the RAM. Also take into account that the DCS and WPC-95 A/V
joints can restore independently of the MPU. The HV repair kits and the tips are available at: ED in Great Plains Electronics of HV are also available at: Rob Anthony in Pinball Classics WPC-95 or WPC HV Repair Kit indicate in the section section section of the order if the WPC needs the WPC or the WPC-95 HV Kit, the Clã Kits of Clã Pinball sicos
contain the 150 âµF capacitors of 160V. Extreme ... but it happens. The regulator is just within 4 "of the 15,000 âµf filter condenser in C5. The welding side of a transmitter opto williams. appropriate in J120/J121. The Issues feed from the supply of 12 V through a resistance of 260 ohms (the great blue resistances adjacent to al al al al al Place red
leadership in a coil, the black advantage on the pitch (siderail or bround braid anywhere in the game). The use of a more robust extension cable is better and is recommended if more of a game is connected to the cable. If the voltage is below 105 VAC, there is a line of linen voltage and the help of the local electricity company will be needed to correct
the problem. While the cause of this problem could be a failed digital boat as discussed here, an electronic attenuator failed from MC3340 can also be the cause. Williams Red parts of Williams 16-9190-A? Direct switch Pinout in J205 for MPUS WPC and WPC-S: J205, PIN 5 is the "key" pin. 6.12.1 Special Note on Early Rotteondog WPC-TH MPUS AND
NVRAM A ROTTENDAG WPC-TH MPU. The corrosion can and will attack under the heading pins in J211 in the MPU. The Opto transmitter is in a white plane frame. Almost 118vac ... pleasant ... click on the hypervince to the right for the .pdf of this circuit.http: //www.pinwiki.com/wiki/images/e/e6/wpc-dmd-hv-all .pdf click on the right Hyperlink for
section .pdf hv cheatsheet.http: //www.pinwiki.com/wiki/images/c/cd/wpc-hv-section.pdf Another one that will help With the problem solution of the DMD controllers, it can be found in the Pinwiki section (copying the designers of the Williams Board), Data East High Voltage Repair. The typic burned connector on the output side (female) of the GI
setback box on the driver's board, these female housings for J120/121 are burned so much that they are "soldiers" to the male headers. The corrosion in some of these pins caused an erratic operation of the cabinet switch. The implementation of the WPC-95 system moved the bottle of the cabinet fin and the detection of the EOS switch from the
Fliptronics II plate to the MPU plate. Incorrect sounds that reproduce in general, this problem is reduced to a communication problem between the MPU and the sound board. The corrosion recorded enough of the trail to avoid connectivity. A fault that involves others Connected with the failed crude photo of the transistor: John Wart Jr. Subtimes, the
additional parts connected to the failed transistor will also have been given, as shown in the left. At this point, a logical probe would be the best tool to use. When configured for 120 empt in the US, the connector and wiring resemble a butterfly. This mã © all requires disassembling the plate from the plate and installing a plug in the MPU. But, it is
important to test the upstream transistors before replacing the plate in service. Power control for the Power Control Matrix for pre-phliptrínic fins (not on all plates) Sense TRIACS of four sectors Crossing Sense for AC Line in the libic interface to the CPU WPC A -3 WPC Power/driver board modernized with the minimum pieces required to add the
functionality -1. Catalog of Yellow pieces of Bally/Midway (Complementary Catalog) (1988-1991) 16-9147-A Atlantis, Bugs Bunny, Dr. Dude, Elvira, Game Show, Harley Davidson, Mousin 'Around, Pool Sharks, Radical!, Transporter, Transport, Transporter! Stop the catalyst of yellow pieces in a yellow folder with basic information printed on the roof
and spine. Broken parts of the Turto Tour Orto transmitters cables after the resistors have been replaced or sold several times the resistances on the issuer's board are subject to cracked legs. Aboard the problems GI blows. The Board is subject to transistor shorts, which can also blow resistances. Sometimes it is possible that a previous owner has
installed a diode in the wrong way. A table presented an alkaline damage to the U20, the ULN2803. The traces of the switch connectors are very and very little alkaline is needed to compromise them. This is no longer considered a better practice and is not recommended. 5 - U5 ROM fails. The column trail between the double row header J211 and the
assic asic chips 63) Clearly run. When doing this, you or any other person will know how much they were replaced and, what is more important, which were replaced. Once more, you must measure around 12VDC. 6.20 WPC-95 Check the F106 and F101 Message Fargos F106 and F101 Message if a WPC-95 game of the 12 VCC power of the power of
power does not see the switch 24 as a closed ", verify the F106 fuses and F101 "" will be shown at the ignition. If the currency door opens with applied power, this LED will fader to go out. To obtain details on a stitch, see the section "how much sewing" of the wiki. Obviously, this It could mean that F101 and/or F106 are blow in the transformer. The
first of the two tests that guarantee the continuity between the filter capacitors and the analomic land. The biggest problem for these boards is the matrix shorts. This plate is a typical example of an Opto WPC plate. supposed, the specific form in That an IC fails will influence what is shown. 6.24.6 The coil does not work before continuing, see this
section: how coils, flashes and engines are activated. The possible causes of the coils that do not shoot include: the switch associated with the coil is not being detected by the MPU and, therefore, the MPU does not order the coil to shoot. The piece number for the 5 pin housing is 50-57-9405 (Digikey WM2903 -nd). This image is from a twilight area,
which used the new and multicolored cables between this connector and J115 on the feeding/controller plate. 6.29 Fin problems in the majority of cases, an inexperience or not functional. Reduct J205 again and the surrounding area of the board for alkaline damage. It seems to "fix" C49's omission in some versions of the PCB. C32 and C41 coupling
capacitors can fail. The cause of this fault is not the screen or point point Test of the columns of the Matrix of the Matter: Jersey connection to test columns of the Matrix. Keep in mind that this test is not performed "under load" and it is possible that the bridge proves "good" when in fact it will fail under load (this is also true when trying diodes,
transistors, etc.). With the game on and a short wire length stripped at both ends, touch one end of the cable to the braid of the head on the head. 5.8.24 Raveid cash board scared "scared" boxes, this simple board is mounted at the top of the scared raved box. Individual coil power circuits fuse with F101 to F105. If multiple switch closures are
reported when it touches a connector pin, or if the CPU reports a short row or column, then there is a failure with the circuit of the switch matrix on the CPU plate. If the reset frequency is reduced or disappeared, then the Raãz cause has probably discovered. Please note the connection between pins 9, 10 and 14 (Earth), which corresponds to the
Pinout of RAM Cypress 62256. With fire! A set of the 11 system, Williams began using lamps of lamps with ligs .156 "For the column of the Límpara and the lines of row. To address the problem, first eliminates any excess of welding that may be joining the connection between the exposed trace and the ground connection paddle. Izca blocked during
the Enough time, the coil becomes a dead short. Apparently, this message was not updated in the software with the introduction of the A/V plate. A reading nominally between .5 and .7 must be seen (this represents the voltage through the internal diodes of the bridge). If the ZC test point on the power/controller plate is not strobe Test has failed. In
particular, it suspects that C2 has leaked and corrode the trace that transports 12VDC. The use of the incorrect tool can also irreparably give the ASIC in itself permanently fracture the legs of the legs, as shown to the left. After replacing U17 on The sign was there but corrupted from IC u4. It is located inside the feeding box that is located just inside
the door of the currency and to the right. Although they cost more than Trifurcon -style contacts, these contacts are classified for a current load of up to 13 amps. Click on the specific game and open a new página with respect to the repair records and specific problems of the game and solutions for that particular game turtle. The condenser is used
to block smaller sounds to be reproduced by the speaker. The Daughter Card USD MC3417 along with additional "tune" resistance and capacitors. If you do not listen to the click, try the connection in the speaker in Sã to rule out wiring problems. Here you can see a video that demonstrates this technique in a MPU of Data East. Replacement of an
alkaline LM339 in an MPU WPC-089 to LM339 I run after cutting one side, then bending repeatedly to break the other side outside the installed outlet. The controller plate generates the ZC with the BR2, D3/D38 and U6 circuits (different resistances). When closed, the game stops immediately, and the screen is filled with diagonal lines, as shown in
the left. The bandy side of the diode is connected to the common terminal. Clive in the coin coins cauldron has written an excellent article that details part of the DMD controller harangue. Note that the ball channel also uses these opto transmitters. Note: Two bongs are also produced if Jumper W3 is on the MPU plate, and the installed RAM size is
6264. Use the following table to verify the connectivity of the transverse plate with J120/J121 as a goal. Try these IC using this world should produce results similar to the values listed below. The driver's plate operation 8 It is similar, but the control is achieved through the long tape cable from the MPU to the 8 -driver plate. Before the Fliptronics
system, the flipper circuit design had been essentially the same simple circuit. If the meter indicates continuity, then that It is in short circuit. You can try U15 using the procedure in the section "Cómo ..." by Pinwiki, here. Test the left side of the F115 fuse. The back of a WPC-95 controller plate with bridges installed in the GI circuit. You can (and
should) eliminate diodes 6a2 and replace them with zero ohm jumpers, or, more easily, implement the solution shown to the left. A 1N4004 locking diode installed in series with R224. The pages were printed on yellow paper. This can wreak havoc on the switch matrix, since regulated LM339 comparators use the 12 VDC regulated on the MPU plate to
detect switch closures. Note: R210 and R211 Aãºn must be populated on this board. The new generation plates -3 and -4 can be converted into plate configuration -1 populating the following components: D39 -1N4004 U7/U8 -4N25 (O 4N35) R210)/R211 -3.3K/5W RLY1 RESISTANCE RLY1 -6VDC 4PDT RELOE J110 - 9 PIN .156 header Q99 - 2N5401
Transistor R208 - 270 OHM 1/4W Resistance R209 - 4.7K OHM 1/4W Image resistance to the right, some components, some components remain depopulated. You can try a speaker by applying anything, from an AA battery to a 9V battery to the speaker terminals. If at "normal" volume levels and the heat dissipator is so hot that it cannot grab it, you
must suspect tapas of Talo. Remember the reading. 6.29.1.1 Mechanical reasons There are a couple of mechanical reasons why a fin may not be working, which includes: Flipper of Flipper of Flipper does not "biting" the axis of the fin (this will probably be manifested as a Flipper that continues to advance, out of adjustment, out of adjustment) the
simple inspection of the fin mechanism must guide its corrective actions. Note that these voltages comply with the specification of LM323K. Schematic WPC 16-9473-1, May 17, 1993 Vieerpdf Switch Row 7 and 8 are invested with what is printed. DCS allowed Williams to use compressed sound samples, significantly improving the sound quality of the
games. A little PCB PCB Will install jumpers as a "repair" for cracked holes or to "guarantee" connectivity between the components. The main cause of the GI lamps that are not attached are the broken traces in Br2, generally caused when Br2 was replaced. Sometimes they filter and destroy the traces of power under them. Use the "Solenoid/Flash
table" at the front of the game manual to identify probable failed transistors. If not, suspect the trace of the F115 fuse, the connection of the F115 fuse block to the PCB or a fractured pin in J114. A screen capture of the YouTube video showing slow animations in a twilight area. Williams designed the DMD controller to drive the DMD screen panel a
little below its specified voltages, presumably to extend the ã Étile life of the panel. For example, a .462 reading is probably acceptable. It can be removed safely, or more likely, simply not being replaced when alkaline corrosion decreases. Because the boards of ligs used were one -sided (this was presumably a decisive of cost -dialys), the .156
heading pins "can develop cold welding joints and cracks due to vibration . Schematic manual WPC 16-9473 to 16-9473-2: Switch row 7 and 8 are invested with what is printed. Black/red points represent tests of lead of test. The image to the left illustrates the 4 readings that will be taken when trying a bridge rectifier. Note: Most of the NVRAM
replacements are 6264 replacements. Try a 4N25 back and low frequencies to the cabinet. This assicted ASIC caused an intermittent operation of the game. Using a jewelry screwdriver or other tool can fracture. Zam it carrier of Asic chips as shown to the right. Ã ¢ tp106 ° Cross. Important notes: When it was Julper for the operation of 120 V, the
line fuse is an 8asb and a varistor of 130 V is used. This not only applies to its use in the CPU BU t any other place in any other place of the misma quina The result result This low component of the high voltage trmit can be seen in the image. 5.8. Put the black advantage of your DMM in the "ODDBALL" advantage of the bridge rectifier. Four
connections to test a bridge rectifier. That is, more than the card will be south of the chip taking that north of it. The possible fault points are: Masculine cable tape cables in MPU and sound board 74LS374 IC of data bãºfer in the sound plate used to communicate between the MPU and the sound plate. It is recommended to repeat this connection
with a good quality trifurcon pin. Wire color/positions (when used) are identical for all WPC games and are shown in the table. The board uses three carnices of Dip 6116 of 2kb Skin Dip 6116 with an access time of 35ns or better. Flipper coil energy (nominally 70VDC) was volunteered by the data lines (D0-D7). This LED is not very ostile, since it will
blink that the consumption of fluctide fluctãºa. Red wire on the welding joint between the switch and the black wire that provides land. Catalog manufacturer Fuentes de la Fuente notes notes of service Williams, 1991 PDF Funhouse, Gilligan's Island, Harley Davidson, Slugfest, Terminator 2 This book includes some systems 11 games. Remove the two
female connectors in J120/J121. WPC, WPC-S and WPC-95 remote battery support connections. Both are fiercely tested the diode and compared with the other 7 rows/column drive transistors. If you do not turn on (indicating the absence of "digital" to 12V in TP3, then try D1 and D2 (both diodes 1N4004 that can be tested with the OFF game or the
eliminated board using the "diode control" is DMM). 5.8.11 CFTBL CHASE LIGHT II BOARD (A-15541) A-15541 CHASE LIGHT II BARDE MISCARA FOR WELDING, A lumpy appearance. The first thing you should do is inspect wire connections to the hobbin of the fin coil. Function ã ¢ j604 pin ã ¢ spect than the Énodo voltage. If the MPU does
nothing, the problem is in the MPU. 6.17.15 Falling capacitors Step 10: Power softener capacitors at the end of life C4, which is shown "in situ" on a power plate/controller WPC Typics. Note: Molex pin extractor for these "round" pins is relatively expensive, but there is no good way to eliminate pins. The connector is labeled as J213 Aux Bat. The
WPC-95 games use exactly the same mã © all. The BIT patron is transmitted to the controller plate through the ribbon cable between J211 in the MPU and J113 on the controller plate. This connects the feeding of the 72 VDC coil to the feeding of the 20 VDC flash that is filtered by C11, a 15,000UF/25V capacitor, with the same results mentioned
above. Turn on and verify the configuration to verify whether the configuration has been detached or not, then turns off and re -connect the batteries. The 6809/ASIC "discredits" the switch. This makes no sense in some games. The output of a T0 for form through T4, which allow Triac circuits. The problem can be strongly rectified by eliminating the
ancient welding of the heading pins and applying a new and fresh welding. If one or more of these tapas fail, certain sounds may not be as noisy or as clear as expected. List of repair parts of the WPC-089 power/driver j120/J121 ... fractured welding joints in the LM323K 5V regulator (WPC-95: LM317), causing remains of play. From the board, where
the LM323K regulator is placed LM317) 5VDC. If the bridge rectifier is bad, you will read around 7V. Replace the batteries annually, dating a Sharpie. ... and matching female housings. The image on the left shows another MPU WPC-089 WPC-089 With a similar problem, but much worse. This resulted in 12V power to approximately half of the
specifications. Due to the over-flexion, the tape may have failed. 6.4.1 LED in the MPU Note: The WPC and WPC-S games label the MPU and Power/Driver Board LEDs as "DXX". Image provided by and used with the permission of, Pinsider "Troxel". The same image, noted by the "Zaza" collapse, calls the need for precaution when doing this mod. The
leakage condenser was eliminated and shown in this image, threw enough electrolyte to completely eat through the power trace, causing the board to fail. The discoloration of resistance is cosmysian and rarely causes problems. Indicates the presence of 18VDC not regulated. It must measure around 12 VCC, since the work of this regulator is to
produce 12VDC. Switched on. If the hole through the bridge cable C5 terminals. Check the connector, especially if it is an IDC connector. Some techniques will cut the data of the data signal near the PCB for a 74LS374, using the elimination process to identify the culprit (not recommended). If your meter is not an automatic meter, wait to see less
than 20VDC. In general, this is a secondary problem created after the connectors are burned. The Asã, a large number of games seem to appear with the FL-17636 coils, which took one to the suspicious operators that may have changed the FL-11629 coils to the FL-17636 masses coils as the Mechs Flipper used. This was especially frequent in the
first WPC games such as Terminator 2. This can happen with the residual load of the solenoid or the supply of Flash It does not have to be on for damage. In this test we are connecting only one time at the same time. 6.12 Replacement of the CPU RAM with non-volalyl RAM to a WPC-089 MPU plate with 6264 RAM, Jumper W3 eliminated and R93
instead. A second option is to replace the RAM is with an NVRAM like the Ramtron FM1608 (or FM16W08). 6.28.4 High frequency sound This only applies to PREC and DCS sound boards. Place the red cable of your DMM in the central leg of the amplifier and test each of the remaining four legs. The line level voltage circuit does not work very well
and cannot be trusted. Therefore, insulation diodes are not used with direct switches. To do this, the CPU uses a zero crossroads on the controller plate with the AC that feeds the 5V circuit, diodes D3 and D38, and the LM339 in U6. A pinside thread that leads to this solution can be found here. Can "reset" the ASIC cables using this world
proportionate by ED in gpe. You can find a YouTube video of this problem here. Included the playing titles in the previous version, information of the catalyst of complementary parts, some new Pinball titles and a total of 5 alleys. Establish your DMM in continuity and "zumbe" between the tab of 7812 to J114, Pin 5 and 7. The game broadcasts this
message because you cannot read the commutation matrix normally. Verify Led6. It is a simple line of sequencing plaque that makes the registered "persecute". ULN2803 catastrupic failure or other switch matrix parts Example bridge connection to test the switch matrix. Each of these IC can be tested with a DMM test corrosion established in diode
in the MPU that could have compromised the habilitation seals, as seen in the image to the right. 6.24.8 Q26 Transistor and coil block with rotteondog controller masking error in Rotondog WDB089 Rev. The LM323K attracts a small current to operate, which passes to the ground. Redemption game (with fins). This LED alternates from PIN 35 of the
ASIC (seã ± al dled). If you replace the burned female connectors, the Male are probably also burned and should be replaced. This fault is caused by a bad connection between the ASIC on the MPU plate and its zam it. Depending on the placement of the The common configurations are 115V (national configuration), 230V (European configuration) and
100V (Japanese configuration). The fractured welding joints in this zam for the lamp caused an intermittent operation. One of the less reliable designs that Williams used was to "pour" the plugs of the lamp on the end of the boys. 5.8.7 Sound Overposition Board (A-13502) This board acted as a source of food for a small subset of Funhouse and Dr.
Dude games during the transition of the 11 to the WPC system in cases where the set WPC boards still included the 11 D-11581 Sound Board. DMD controller, high voltage parts removed front traces. The fat cable leads to the coil. If a battery is connected, an Molex housing and 2 rinse contacts are needed. IPDB #101 (12/97) service newsletter:
Cirqus Voltaire; The set of jet bumper that disappears does not release. DSP Audio Sussystem Audio uses the same part as the DCS sound plate of the DSP Analomic Devices part ADSP-2110 and a DAC AD1851. This circuit consisted of potency of two flipper coil windings (the "power race" and "hold"). The diode test is an effective effective to
determine that an amplifier is exploited. The vibration in the channel causes the additional components to be subject to the failure. Here you can find a YouTube video of an MPU that blinks D20 twice, which indicates a problem of RAM, here. 6.25.1 Problems of general "divotos" mouths on the connection pad of a "lamp" turn. WPC and WPC-95
Systems "Ligs Boards" Employees to relieve the manufacturing process. If there is no Bong, the Board has a problem. Ahã the name, Dual H-Drive. A PDF of this image can be seen here WPC-95 Power/Driver If it is established in "no", then the GI will never attenuate, even during the general lighting test. Indicates the presence of 20VDC not
regulated. C20 (10ã ¢ âµf, 20v tantalum) c46 and c47 (both 1 ¢ âµf, 35v tantalum) c22 (22ã ¢ âµf, 35V electrolytic) c23 (.22 âµf, 10v, ceroses) normally, the positive side of the cover Take it to C26 will measure approximately 50mv ac de ac de ac de references to a land. Make sure that a DIP switch has not failed when buzzing for continuity in a closed
switch. Place black lead on a convenient pitch such as braid or side rail. Burned CA feed input connector. GI problems outside the table all exploited regrets. Note: RAM failures of the DC Sound plate are indicated by a message on the screen, "RAM U10-U12". Failure 74LS374. In a cylid operating environment, this leads to burned components and
circuit plates. The voltage is regulated by the LM323K in Q1. Williams created a "daughter card" to use instead of the CVSD. Several visualization problems resulting from RAM 6264 failed in the DMD WPC-089 controller plate. One side of the AC GI circuit on the feeding/controller plate is merged by F106 to F110, which are all 5asb fuses. Ã ‚qty ã ¢
part 'idã ¢ 2 ã ¢ 11 pin .156 male header (cutting at size) 26-48-1245 2 connector, .156 upholstery, 11 pin (Molex 41695) ã ¢ 09-50- 8111 10 ¢. 156 TRIFURCON ARRISTA CONTACTS FOR THE CABLOS DE MAY ¢ ã ¢ ã ¢ ¢ 1028-ct (or equivalent) .
Apr 25, 2022 · 3 Game List Chart. 3.1 WPC-89 & WPC-S; 3.2 WPC-95; 4 Recommended Documentation. ... a small tantalum capacitor, located at C9, was connected to the wrong side of the LM323K 5VDC regulator. ... (*Note: R10 value was changed to correct 22K value in schems) There are several variations of the A-13901 / A-17402 3 opto controller
board used on ... Here is my complete conversion chart for all standard capacitor values. This chart allows one to convert between picofarads, nanofarads, and microfarads. With all the values listed here, you will not have any need to use a calculator. ... It is even worse when you have to go around the shops looking for the value you need, because
some shops ... Mar 03, 2022 · Ever wonder what makes the software, websites, and blogs you use every day function properly (or improperly)? It's programming. Our articles reveal the ins and outs of programming and web design. Jan 11, 2022 · In an aluminum electrolytic capacitor, the aluminum anode, cathode foils, electrolyte, and tabs contribute
to the overall ESR of the capacitor. The value of resistance from each source mainly depends on frequency and temperature. At low frequencies and low temperatures, the aluminum oxide makes the largest contribution to the overall ESR. Mar 03, 2022 · Ever wonder what makes the software, websites, and blogs you use every day function properly
(or improperly)? It's programming. Our articles reveal the ins and outs of programming and web design. Mar 30, 2018 · This chart also helps us to answer the question “why does Y5V even exist?” ... C0G is a Class 1 dielectric and an all-around capacitor superstar: the capacitance is not significantly affected by temperature, applied voltage, or aging.
... It is important to mention that Class-2 MLCC capacitance value changes significantly with applied ... Apr 25, 2022 · 3 Game List Chart. 3.1 WPC-89 & WPC-S; 3.2 WPC-95; 4 Recommended Documentation. ... a small tantalum capacitor, located at C9, was connected to the wrong side of the LM323K 5VDC regulator. ... (*Note: R10 value was changed
to correct 22K value in schems) There are several variations of the A-13901 / A-17402 3 opto controller board used on ... How to know the Value of Capacitance of a Capacitor using Standard & Color Codes – Calculator & Examples. Same like the resistor color codes, there are special indications like bands, dots or points are printed on different types
of capacitors which are used to show the value of capacitance of a capacitor, its voltage rating and tolerance etc. The use of different colors on a … Reading Value of Inductor Marking Codes. For small Inductors like air-core, iron-core, ferrite-core or SMD inductors etc., the surface area of the component is very small hence it is not possible to print
the exact value of inductance and other parameters (nameplate rating) on it. This way, some special notations and marking are used e.g. color bands, color dots, digits, numbers and ... Nov 19, 2020 · Ceramic capacitors are the fixed-value capacitors where the dielectric is made of ceramic materials. For any ceramic capacitors, there are two or more
alternating layers of ceramic and the metal layer acting as the electrodes. Capacitor Codes Chart: chart for capacitor codes with capacitance value in pF and nF Reading Value of Inductor Marking Codes. For small Inductors like air-core, iron-core, ferrite-core or SMD inductors etc., the surface area of the component is very small hence it is not
possible to print the exact value of inductance and other parameters (nameplate rating) on it. This way, some special notations and marking are used e.g. color bands, color dots, digits, numbers and ... • The first two numbers describe the value of the capacitor and the third number is the number of zeros in the multiplier. • When the first two
numbers are multiplied with the multiplier, the resulting value is the value of the capacitor in picofarads. • If there is only two number, it means there is no multiplier, Then you just read the value of the first two numbers in picofarads. This board is similar to my Solar Harvesting into Li-ion and Solar Harvesting into Supercapacitors board, but this
one is designed to store its energy in a Lithium Ion Capacitor.. Recently (2021) the price of Lithium Ion Capacitors (LICs) from manufacturer Vinatech dropped in price because they opened new factories. For example this 250F is less than 5USD in qty50 and I even got a … A capacitor value conversion table or chart showing the relationship between
capacitor values using the pico, nano, and micro-Farad units. Menu. Home; Electronics. Audio and Video; ... They enable the significant figures of the capacitor value to be given along with the multiplier. In this way it is easier to comprehend and to remember. This board is similar to my Solar Harvesting into Li-ion and Solar Harvesting into
Supercapacitors board, but this one is designed to store its energy in a Lithium Ion Capacitor.. Recently (2021) the price of Lithium Ion Capacitors (LICs) from manufacturer Vinatech dropped in price because they opened new factories. For example this 250F is less than 5USD in qty50 and I even got a …
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